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Although an impressive number of scholars have embraced the use of an

oral/literate model for explaining characteristics of musical traditions,, this approach

has also received substantial criticism. Both the oral/literate model itself, and its

applicability to music, have been questioned in a broad range of venues. It is the

contention of this author that, even after several decades of academic conflagration, a

stubborn residue of utility remains. It seems difficult to deny that, over time, the use a

writing system could produce fundamental changes in styles of expression, which

might then be observed in surviving artifacts.

The music of the thirteenth-century Artesian trouvere Adam de la Halle in the

manuscript Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale ffr.25566 seems ideally suited as the subject

for such a study. Adam himself was doubly educated, at once literate in the alphabet,

musical notation and literate of the Latin educational system and orate in the

vernacular poetic and musical traditions of his time. In his music, Adam bridged the

gap between the vernacular and the Latin musical repertoires, writing both courtly

lyrics and learned polyphony. The music in F.fr.25566, which contains a

contemporary "Collected Edition" of Adam's works in both traditions, is the work of a

single music scribe. The fortuitous collaboration of a single scribe with a single



composer on a musical collection encompassing a cross-section of thirteenth-century

styles and idioms make this repertoire uniquely appropriate to a comparison of musical

oracy and literacy.

Chapter 2 of this dissertation addresses the validity of the oral/literate model and

its applicability to music. Chapter 3 places Adam within a cultural context, with

particular emphasis on the schooling available to him. Chapter 4 deals with the

manuscript tradition and the evidence of the physical artifact. Chapter 5 uses the

perspective established by this examination of context to consider the interaction of the

orate and the literate in Adam's music.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The oral-formulaic theory of Milman Parry and Albert Bates Lord, given definitive

form in 1960 in Lord's The Singer of Tales,' promised to revolutionize the study of oral

traditional literatures. Oral-formulaic theory represented a radical break with prevailing

scholarly attitudes, which dismissed oral traditions that preserved cultural artifacts such

as literature and music through memory and re-creation as no more than ineffectual

proxies for written records. Milman Parry was among the first to recognize that such

"oracies"2 are highly evolved, sophisticated systems in their own right. Through

formulaic vocabularies and structural conventions that "package" information in

memorable and recoverable form, the oracles that Pary and Lord studied were as

successful as writing in preserving traditional repertoires. They also produced language

'Albert Bates Lord, The Singer of Tales (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1960). Parry completed his dissertation, L'Epithete traditionnelle dans Homere;
Essai sur un problem de style homirique, at the Facultd des Lettres de l'Universite de
Paris (Paris: Societe Editrice Les Belles Lettres), in 1928. Milman Parry's son, Adam
Parry, translated his father's dissertation as "The Traditional Epithet in Homer" in The
Making of Homeric Verse: the Collected Papers of Milman Parry, ed. and trans. Adam
Parry (Oxford: at the Clarendon Press, 1971), 1-190.

2 The rationale for this terminology will be explained in Chapter 2 below.

1
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artifacts of high artistic quality.3 Oral-formulaic theory rapidly attracted an enthusiastic

following among scholars working in a wide range of languages and traditions.4

Ethnomusicologists were quick to recognize the value of such an approach in the

study of traditional musics. For example, while Bruno Nettl does not explicitly refer to

either Parry or Lord in his classic Theory and Method in Ethnomusicology, his

characterization of oral tradition in music uses similar reasoning.5 Scholars of American

jazz have looked for oral formulas in that musical repertoire.6 Students of folk music

have evaluated the role of composition within oracies in the evolution of variant forms,'

3 Parry and Lord concentrated particular attention on comparing the epics of living
Yugoslav oral poets with the great Homeric epics.

' For example, John Miles Foley's Oral-Formulaic Theory and Research: An
Introduction and Annotated Bibliography (New York and London: Garland Publishing,
Inc., 1985) includes more than 1500 titles, limited to oral/literate studies centered on the
work of Milman Parry and Albert Bates Lord.

' Bruno Nettl, Theory and Method in Ethnomusicology (New York: Free Press of
Glencoe, 1964), 236.

6 For a recent example, see Luke 0. Gillespie, "Literacy, Orality, and the Parry-Lord
'Formula': Improvisation and the Afro-American Jazz Tradition," International Review
of the Aesthetics and Sociology of Music XXII:2 (December 1991), 147-64.

' A classic in this area is Charles Seeger, "Versions and Variants of the Tunes of
'Barbara Allen'," Studies in Musicology: 1935-1975 (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1977), 273-320. See also John Spitzer, "'Oh! Susanna': Oral Transmission and
Tune Transformation," Journal of the American Musicological Society XLVII: 1 (Spring,
1994), 90-136; and J. Marshall Bevil, Centonization and Concordance in the American
Uplands Folk Melody: a Study of the Musical Generative and Transmittive Processes of
an Oral Tradition (Ph.D. dissertation, North Texas State University, 1984; UMI 84-
23,854.)
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and questioned how the introduction of musical notation might alter previously oral

traditions. 8

Studies of the oral and the literate in music have served as central issues for

conferences and special sessions. In 1977, Leo Treitler chaired a special session on

"Transmission and Form in Oral Traditions" at the Twelfth Congress of the International

Musicological Society. 9 Papers presented--by Bruno Nettl, Poul Olsen, Lawrence

Gushee, Donald Fry, David Rubin, Helmut Hucke, Edward Nowacki, and Treitler

himself--ranged from Fry's highly abstract "Cognitive Processes and Oral Traditions" 10 to

Gushee's extremely specific formulaic study of "Lester Young's 'Shoeshine Boy'."' In

1986, a conference devoted entirely to The Oral and the Literate in Music was held in

Tokyo.12 This conference attracted thirty-two contributors from twelve countries and

included sessions on the interaction of sensory modalities in music and dance, the

formation of patterned sound and bodily movement, and orality and literacy in music

history.

8 See for example Peter Cooke, "The Pibroch Tradition and Staff Notation," The Oral

and the Literate in Music, eds. Tokumaru Yosihiko and Yamaguti Osamu (Tokyo:
Academia Music Ltd., 1986), 400-413.

9 Published in Report of the 12th Congress Berkeley 1977, eds. Daniel Heartz and
Bonnie Wade. Basel: Barenreiter Kassel, 1981, 139-211.

10 Ibid., 169-173.
" Ibid., 151-169.
12 The proceedings were published as The Oral and the Literate in Music, eds.

Tokumaru Yosihiko and Yamaguti Osamu (Tokyo: Academia Music, Ltd., 1986).
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The notion that insights gained from oral-formulaic theory might give new voices

to the wraiths of lost traditions held particular appeal, attracting scholars from a wide

range of disciplines, including several prominent musicologists who theorized parallels

between poetic oral traditions and such medieval musical repertoires as plainsong and the

courtly lyrics of the troubadours and trouveres. Leo Treitler, for example, has devoted

decades of attention to an examination of the oral roots of plainchant--a study which has

at various times drawn from oral-formulaic theory, from generative models of language

based on the theories of Noam Chomsky, and from studies of human memory such as

Mary Carruther's The Book of Memory. 13 Treitler's work includes a rare effort to

reconstruct the rules, vocabulary and conventions of one musical oracy from surviving

documents:

The core of Hucke's and my [Treitler's] work on oral tradition consists of
analyses of chants . . . that function as interpretative, not causal,
explanations. They identify material elements (such as formulas), rules, and
principles that would be sufficient to serve as the basis for making another
melody like the one under analysis.14

13 Mary Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in Medieval Culture

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990). This summary of the sources for
Treitler's work is taken from his own explanation in his review of Peter Jeffery's Re-
envisioning Past Musical Cultures (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), Journal
of the American Musicological Society XLVII:1 (Spring, 1994), 137-171.

14 Ibid., 141. Treitler's bibliography in this area is monumental (See List of Works
Consulted for additional titles). The seminal article is his "Homer and Gregory: The
Transmission of Epic Poetry and Plainchant," Musical Quarterly LX (1974), 333-72.
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In 1972, Hendrik van der Werf used aspects of oral-formulaic theory to clarify the puzzle

of rhythmic reconstruction in the trouvere repertoire by recognizing that the lost oral

tradition of the Old French epic, not the extant literate tradition of the Latin lyric, was the

bedrock on which that repertoire rested.15

The music of the thirteenth-century Artesian trouvere Adam de la Halle preserved

in the manuscript Paris, Bibliotheque Nationaleffr.25566 seems ideally suited as the

subject of a comparison between oracy and literacy in thirteenth-century musical

repertoires. The product of a cultural milieu that embraced a rich blend of languages and

traditions, Adam wrote music that represents the entire range of those traditions. His life

is a study in contradiction, reflecting in miniature the seismic shifts taking place in the

politics and culture of France during the thirteenth century. Born into the emerging urban

middle class, the son of a university-educated city official in the thriving market town of

Arras, Adam died in a manner better suited to the previous century--as a trouvere in the

service of his liege lord, Robert II, Count of Artois.

Of most importance to this study, Adam de la Halle was to all appearances a doubly

educated man, at once literate in the alphabet, musical notation and literature of the Latin

educational system, and orate in the poetic and musical traditions of the vernacular

' See especially his The Chansons of the Troubadours and Trouv res: A Study of the

Melodies and Their Relation to the Poems (Utrecht: A. Oosthoek's
Uitgeversmaatschappij, 1972). Van der Werf's bibliography in this area is also extensive.
See List of Works Consulted for additional titles.
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repertoires. Evidence of his Latin literacy includes contemporary references to the

composer by the academic title of "Maistre Adan" and allusions to study in Paris in his

play "Li jeus de le fuellie" 16 and his "Cong6s," all of which point to a formal Latin

education that may have included instruction at the University of Paris. In addition, one

category of miniatures in thirteenth-century provides visual characterizations or "author

portraits" of the poets and musicians whose works they accompany.'7 In the two

manuscripts where author portraits of Adam appear, he is depicted in the robes of a

scholar and engaged in recognizably literate activity. The Arras chansonnnier introduces

his compositions with a robed figure writing at a desk,'8 while the Adam libellus that

occupies ff. 10-68 offfr.25566 begins with a more animated figure reading from a scroll

to a rapt audience." On the scroll, the words of the first chanson in the manuscript are

clearly visible.

Adam's surviving literary works, which include plays as well as lyric and narrative

poems, are all written in Old French and conform to the poetic conventions current

16 Titles for works appearing inffr.25566 will use the spelling in that manuscript. See
Appendices III and IV for a list of contents of the Adam section and the manuscript as a
whole.

17 These miniatures are not "portraits" in the modern sense of presenting recognizable
features of the individual portrayed. They are more closely related to the presentation of
saints in liturgical manuscripts, who are identified by their "attributes"--a Bible for St.
Jerome, a wheel for St. Catherine, arrows for St. Stephen, and so on. Thibaut of
Champagne, for example, appears in various chansonniers as a mounted knight.

18 Arras, Bibliotheque Municipale, ms. 657 (olim 139), f. 133v.
19 Paris, Bibliotheque Nationaleffr.25566, f. IOr. See Frontispiece.
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among vernacular poets of his time. His surviving musical works, however, span the

gamut of genres composed during the period and encompass:

thirty-six monophonic chansons in the traditional style of the trouveres.

sixteen monophonic jeux-partis in a similar style, created for poetic competition in
the Puy of Arras.

six polyphonic motets in a style developed within the music of the church.

sixteen three-part rondel20 that resemble Notre Dame polyphonic conducti with
French texts.

one play with music, "Li gieus de Robin et de Marion" ("The Play of Robin and
Marion"), which falls into no convenient category and is sometimes described as
the first French musical comedy.

In his music Adam, alone among his contemporaries, bridged the gap between the

vernacular and the Latin musical traditions. The music of his courtly repertoires (chanson

and jeu-parti) demonstrate a sophisticated, educated expertise in the traditional

vernacular style of the courtly musician. Adam's polyphonic motets and rondel, on the

other hand, obey the rules of consonance and dissonance and exhibit the rhythmic profile

described by literate Latin theorists such as Johannes de Garlandia, Franco of Cologne,

and the St. Emmeram Anonymous of 1279.

20 The generic term rondel (pl. form) is taken from the rubric inffr.25566 ("li rondel

adan," f. 32v). These compositions fall into no convenient modern category, although
they are considered among the earliest extant examples of polyphonicformesfixes, the
dominant secular musical genre of the following century. Most of them are in the form of
rondeau; however, one mixes the forms of rondeau and virelai and one more closely
resembles an English carol or French notl.
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The surviving evidence demonstrates that Adam was not only highly trained but

also successful in both musical traditions. His courtly lyrics survive in twenty-six

manuscripts of varying content and provenance.21 Seven of these manuscripts contain

sections devoted entirely to Adam's works.22 The manuscript with which this dissertation

is primarily concerned, Paris Bibliotheque Nationale ffr. 25566, uses a kind of

"Collected Works" of Adam as the leading item in a 275-folio compilation of Artesian

literary activity in the late thirteenth century. His partenaires in jeux-partis included

such luminaries of the Puy of Arras as Jehan Bretel, who was known as the Prince of the

Puy. Adam's motets survive inffr.25566 and in two major thirteenth-century motet

compilations: the Bamberg and Montpellier Codices. 23

The aspects of Adam's life and oeuvre that make his compositions a promising

subject for study are given additional significance by the circumstances of transmission in

the manuscript Paris, Bibliotheque Nationaleffr.25566, which preserves almost all of

Adam's extant works: chansons,jeux-partis, rondel, motets, plays with and without

music, his Congis, Du roi de Sezile (an uncompleted poem in praise of Charles II of

Anjou), a "Vers damours" of uncertain ascription and "Adest dies," a puzzling plainsong-

21 See Appendix I for list of manuscript sources.
22 Paris, Bibliotheque Nationaleffr.25566 ff. 2-9 and 10-67;ffr.1109 ff. 311-325;

ffr.12615 ff. 224-233; ffr. 847 ff. 211-228; Arras, Bibliotheque Municipale, ms. 657 ff.
133v-135v, and Vatican City, Biblioteca apostolica vaticana, Reg. 1490 ff. 47-55.

23 Bamberg, Staatsliche Bibliothek, Lit. 115 (olim Ed.IV6) and Montpellier, Faculte
de m6decine, H 196.
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like Latin song whose significance no one has been able to explain satisfactorily. All the

music in this manuscript, which contains a number of unattributed monophonic rondeaux

in addition to Adam's compositions, is in the hand of the same scribe. The fortuitous

collaboration of a single scribe with a single composer on a musical collection

encompassing a cross-section of thirteenth-century styles and idioms makes Adam's

music in this manuscript uniquely appropriate to a comparison of the orate and the literate

in this repertoire.

Unfortunately, developments in oral/literate studies over the past twenty years

make it necessary to exercise considerable caution in the application of this research

model. A pattern of overgeneralization, too often further compromised by ethnocentric

preconceptions, has undermined the validity of much of this research. This controversy

has been given greater impetus by the popularity of another hypothesis shaped by the

work of Parry and Lord and pursued with great zeal by scholars including Marshall

McLuhan, 24 Walter Ong, 25 Jack Goody 26 and Eric Havelock:2 the idea that "oral" and

24 See for example Marshall McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy (Toronto: University of

Toronto Press, 1962).
25 See for example Walter Ong, Orality and Literacy: the Technologizing of the Word

(London and New York: Methuen, 1982)
26 See for example Jack Goody, The Domestication of the Savage Mind (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1977); and (with Ian Watt), "The Consequences of
Literacy," in Jack Goody, ed., Literacy in Traditional Societies (Cambridge: at the
University Press, 1968), 27-68.

27 See Eric Havelock, Preface to Plato (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 1963).
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"literate" represent separable modes of thought. In the 1970s and 1980s, the debate

accelerated with the increasingly heated questions and criticism levelled by such scholars

as Ruth Finnegan,28 Larry Benson, 29 Brian Street, 30 Leroy Vail and Vandeg White. 31

Chapter 2 of this dissertation, "The Oracy/Literacy Paradigm," comprises a

meticulous re-evaluation of the concepts of literacy and orality and their applicability to

music, in an effort to avoid the mistakes of the past. Chapter 3 ("Adam de la Halle and

the Literacies and Oracies of his Time") places Adam within a cultural context, with

particular emphasis on his probable exposure to the various forms of schooling available

at the time, in keeping with recent scholarly emphasis on literacy as a reflection of a

cultural milieu. Chapter 4 ("Paris, Bibliotheque Nationaleffr.25566: Written and Oral

Aspects of Text Transmission in the Time of Adam de la Halle") completes the

establishment of context, with a painstaking review of the evidence to be gleaned from

the physical artifact.

28 Ruth Finnegan, "What is Oral Literature Anyway? Comments in the Light of Some

African and Other Comparative Material," published in Oral Literature and the Formula,
eds. Benjamin A. Stolz and Richard S. Shannon, III (Ann Arbor: Center for the
Coordination of Ancient and Modem Studies, the University of Michigan, 1976), 127-
176.

29 Larry Benson, "The Literary Character of Anglo-Saxon Formulaic Poetry,"
Proceedings of the Modern Language Association 81 (1966), 334-341.

30 Brian V. Street, Literacy in Theory and Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1984).

31 Chapter 1 ("The Invention of Oral Man") of Leroy Vail and Landeg White, Power
and the Praise Poem: Southern African Voices in History (Charlottesville: University
Press of Virginia, 1991).
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The conclusions that make up the final chapter, "Literacy and Oracy in the Music

of Adam de la Halle," support the premise that, even after several decades of academic

conflagration, a stubborn residue of utility remains to the oral/literate model. It seems

difficult to deny that, over time, the use of a writing system could produce fundamental

changes in styles of expression, which might then be observed in surviving artifacts. The

works and reputation of Adam de la Halle document his competence in two realms: the

oral tradition of the courtly musician, and the literate tradition of the church and

university. If in fact orate and literate musical traditions produce significantly different

artifacts, it seems plausible to hypothesize that such differences might help to clarify the

contrasts among genres in Adam's works.

Scrutiny of Adam's music as it reveals the various traditions within which he

composed can provide significant insight both into the music of his time, and into the

interplay of musical oracies and literacies in general. A better understanding of how the

trouveres themselves perceived their music can help us better to understand and

appreciate it. An understanding of their compositional techniques can help clarify their

scales, their rhythms, and the logic by which their melodies were constructed. The

evolving relationship between the two traditions and the single notation used to record

them both helps to explain inconsistencies and anomalies in surviving versions. In a

larger sense, understanding how a single composer functioned as a respected adept in an
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oral and a literate tradition simultaneously offers insight into the nature of music and the

influence of the graphic systems that preserve it.



CHAPTER II

THE ORACY/LITERACY PARADIGM

The premise that meaningful generalizations about musical or language artifacts

and traditions can be based on whether a writing system of some kind was involved in

their production or transmission has become accepted as fact among many linguists and

musicologists. Literally hundreds of articles and books have been published which take

the validity of such a dichotomy for granted.' However, while other language-based

analytical approaches such as semiotics, deconstruction, narratology, reader response

criticism, Chomskyan structural analysis, and so on, phase in and out of fashion in both

linguistics and musicology with some inevitable exchange of scholarly broadsides, the

blistering attacks levelled at the ethical foundation of the orality/literacy dichotomy seem

uniquely fervid. One would have to look far to find semiotics, deconstruction, or reader

response branded racist, ethnocentric, or linked to subversive imperialist agendas--all

charges that have been hurled at the orality/literacy dichotomy over the last two decades. 2

1 See for example John Miles Foley, Oral-Formulaic Theory and Research: An
Introduction and Annotated Bibliography (New York and London: Garland Publishing,
Inc., 1985).

2 See for example Harvey J. Graff, The Legacies of Literacy: Continuities and
Contradictions in Western Culture and Society (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana
University Press, 1987); Brian V. Street, Literacy in Theory and Practice (Cambridge:

13
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The history of oral and literate studies in language and music over the last one

hundred years documents not a peaceful linear evolution, but an emotionally charged

dialectic process with violently opposing points of view often separated as much by

cultural imperatives and personal morality as by scholarly insight. While the positions

taken have been on occasion extreme and even inflammatory, dialogue over the issues

raised has produced new and valuable insights into the origin, function and consequences

of writing systems, and into the utility and persistence of oral traditions.

The Oral/Literate Dichotomy

The oral/literate dichotomy--the argument that possession or lack of a writing

system provides a meaningful way of distinguishing among individuals, artifacts and

traditions--suffers most through association with a philosophical stance apostrophized as

Social Darwinism, which has fueled many of the social agendas of the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries. Social Darwinism applies Darwin's principles of evolution of species

Cambridge University Press, 1984), which challenges accepted conclusions about the
impact of literacy on society on the grounds of cultural myopia; Colin Lankshear and
Moira Lawler, Literacy, Schooling and Revolution (New York: The Falmer Press,
1987), which attacks political agendas masquerading as literacy campaigns; and Chapter
1 ("The Invention of Oral Man") of Leroy Vail and Landeg White, Power and the Praise
Poem: Southern African Voices in History (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia,
1991), which brands the entire approach as irredeemably racist. Examples of equally
heated critiques of related models include Johannes Fabian, Time and the Other: How
Anthropology Makes Its Object (New York: Columbia University Press, 1983); and
William S. Williams, Jr., "Skeletons in the Anthropological Closet," in Re-Inventing
Anthropology, ed. Dell Hymes (New York: Pantheon Books, 1972).
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to changes in cultures over time. At its most rigid, it postulates a neat, linear and above

all singular evolutionary scheme that places every known culture, past and present, at a

distinct and definable point along an evolutionary time line.

The symbiotic relationship that developed between Social Darwinism and

nineteenth-century European imperialist and colonizing political agendas has made it

difficult to disentangle legitimate hypotheses from politically expedient rationalizations.

Scientists and scholars in a broad range of disciplines, to whom it seemed reasonable that

the evolution of cultures might mirror the evolution of species, saw the time line for

cultural evolution as a convenient point of departure for understanding cultural

relationships. Apologists for colonization and military and cultural aggression, on the

other hand, saw it as a moral validation of their intentions. Such apologists recognized no

distinction between "further along on the evolutionary time line" and "superior."

Because they deemed progress of a culture along the time line as inevitable, predictable,

and ultimately beneficial, they considered providing mechanisms by which cultures

"earlier" in the evolutionary scheme could be hurried along so as to "catch up" with the

more "advanced" cultures an admirable and humanitarian act, and even the moral

obligation of the "advanced" cultures. They pictured the evolutionary time line itself as

rigid and ruthlessly linear, with no allowance made for parallel and equally "advanced"

solutions to cultural demands. A century of scholarly debate on the matter exhibits all the
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confusion, myopia, and emotional investment in points of view to be expected from such

a complex and potentially explosive mix of agendas.

The persistent association of writing systems and individual literacy with position

on the Social Darwinist time line, and with value judgments made on the basis of that

position, adds a troubling obstacle course of ethical concerns to studies of oral traditions

and their interaction with literate traditions. Writing systems provided the Social

Darwinists with essential chronological markers. The invention of writing itself they

thought represented a quantum leap in human culture, and was one of the primary

features of a "civilized" culture as opposed to a "primitive." A Social Darwinist

evolutionary scheme was also applied to writing systems themselves, which were all

understood as having undergone an identical and inevitable progression from pictographs,

to logographic symbols, to syllabaries, and finally to a fully phonetic alphabet, which was

considered a cultural advance equal to the invention of writing in the first place.

According to the logic that made value judgments on that basis, a culture with a phonetic

alphabet was inherently superior to cultures with less "advanced" writing systems, a

culture with a developed writing system to a non-writing culture, and a literate to a non-

literate individual. Based on that same logic, literacy campaigns to bring the light of

civilization to the benighted natives have been--and for that matter continue to be--

promoted on sociological, religious and moral grounds, although the rhetoric and

terminology have undergone their own evolution.
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Blurring of the boundary between scholarship and politics leads to concerns about

the objectivity of scholars defining the events and order of the evolutionary time line.

For example, emphasis on the phonetic Greek alphabet (which includes vowels) as the

wellspring of Western civilization, over the phonetic but vowelless early Canaanite

alphabet from which it derives, and the accompanying elaborate rationales that define this

Semitic alphabet as a syllabary with only consonants rather than a vowelless alphabet, are

vulnerable to a distinctly ethnocentric interpretation. American anthropologist Jack

Goody, who accepted the primacy of the Greek alphabet in his own earlier works, in 1987

gave this summary of the argument:

There are two views about the invention of the alphabet; the first holds that it
was invented in Greece around 750 BC, in the period immediately before the
great Ionian and Athenian achievements, the second that it was invented by
Western Semites, some 750 years earlier.

In certain respects both views are correct, the first claim referring to a
full alphabet consisting of consonants and vowels, the second to the
consonantal alphabet. However the importance of Greek culture for the
subsequent history of Western Europe has led to an over-emphasis, by
classicists and others, on the addition of specific vowel signs to the set of
consonantal ones that had been developed earlier in Western Asia ... The
consonantal system itself, as the order and shape of the signs demonstrate,
was the achievement of speakers of Canaanite, a Semitic language. 3

A similar conflict between scholarly objectivity and ethnocentrism may have colored the

long debate over the phonetic character of the Maya script. Michael Coe states of

3 Jack Goody, The Interface Between the Written and the Oral (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press), 1987, 40-41. Goody's summary of the history of writing
and of the alphabet in this book is clear, succinct, and carefully balanced in its
presentation of opposing viewpoints.
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Richard Long, one of the combatants, that "... Long's real, underlying agenda is his

unwillingness to grant the brown-skinned Maya a culture as complex as that of Europe,

China, or the Near East." 4

Association of the skills of literacy with "superior" thinking processes was fueled

in the 1950's by the work of American psychologist John C. Carothers, who wrote

extensively about the psychology of African natives. Carothers attributed what he

perceived as the inadequacies of their thinking processes to their illiteracy. 5 In one

notorious passage, he stated:

Except in so far as the African's ritual training mitigates some of the more
socially flagrant symptoms (e.g. rudeness and tactlessness), and except that
the African shows no lack of verbal ability or of phantasy, the resemblance of
the leucotomized [=lobotomized] European patient to the primitive African
is, in many cases, complete.6

In retrospect, his studies appear shockingly ethnocentric, but his views were widely read

and quoted in the 1950's and 1960's. Another name often mentioned in the literature on

4 Michael D. Coe, Breaking the Maya Code (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1992),
138. Coe presents a textbook example of the interaction between scholarship, and
personal and political agendas.

5 This argument is most cogently stated in J. C. Carothers, "Culture, Psychiatry, and
the Written Word," Psychiatry XXII:4 (Nov., 1959), 307-320. Other studies by
Carothers appear in the List of Works Consulted.

6 Carothers, "Frontal Lobe Function and the African," Journal of Mental Science
XCVII (1951), 37. Referring to this remark, Philip K. Bock expresses the hope that
"anthropologists were never quite as biased as the psychiatrist J. C. Carothers."
Rethinking Psychological Anthropology (New York: W.H. Freeman and Company), 100.
Carothers' monograph, The African Mind in Health and Disease, was published in 1953
by the World Health Organization, demonstrating how seriously his work was taken at
the time.
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literate vs. oral cognition is Russian psychologist Aleksandr Luriia, whose work first

appeared in the West in translation in the 1960s. Luria studied the mental processes of

both literate and non-literate Russian peasants and concluded, like Carothers, that the

ability to use certain cognitive skills, especially abstraction and logical argument, was

linked to possession of the skills of literacy.7

Also in the 1960's, Marshall McLuhan's glorification of alphabetic literacy inspired

a massive body of scholarship supporting the idea of separate oral and literate cognitive

processes.8 Among the most important and influential of his disciples were Walter J.

Ong, a Jesuit and one-time student of McLuhan's,9 and American linguist Eric Havelock.

Ong has been among the most prolific and persuasive advocates of a dichotomy between

the cognitive processes of oral and literate peoples. Ong developed a list of

' See especially Aleksandr Romanovich Luriia, Cognitive Development: its Cultural

and Social Foundations, trans. Martin Lopez-Morillas and Lynn Solotaroff. Cambridge,

Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1976. This is a relatively minor aspect of Luriia's
work, and should not detract from his important contributions to other aspects of

psychological theory. His studies of brain-damaged patients, for example, produced

significant insights into the physiology of brain function.
8 Marshall McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,

1962). McLuhan was profoundly and outspokenly influenced by Carothers (see for

example pp. 27-32).
9 Contemporary Authors, new rev. ed., ed. Deborah A. Straub (Detroit, Michigan:

Gale Research Company, 1987), 21:336-7, says "Reviewers envision the ghost of
Marshall McLuhan haunting the writings of Walter J. Ong."
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characteristics of "orally based thought and expression" that separate literate individuals

from "oral folk,"' 0 and concluded that

... abstractly sequential, classificatory, explanatory examination of
phenomena or of stated truth is impossible without writing and
reading."

In 1963, Eric Havelock argued that Platonism was a direct result of the advent of

alphabetic literacy in Greece, and that Plato's championship of a prose style of expression

over the poetic in the Republic was in reality a rejection of an oral mentality.'2 Havelock

asserted that alphabetic literacy, and the changes in thought processes that (he argued) it

engenders, were necessary prerequisites for Greek scientific and philosophic thought and,

by extension, for all Western civilization. In 1986, Robert Logan expanded Havelock's

ideas to include the Semitic and Arabic alphabets, concluding that science and

mathematics developed in Western Europe and the Middle East rather than in the Orient

10 The list includes: i) additive rather than subordinate, ii) aggregative rather than
analytic, iii) redundant or "copious," iv) conservative or traditional, v) close to the human
lifeworld, vi) agonistically toned, vii) empathetic and participatory rather than objectively
distanced, viii) homeostatic, ix) situational rather than abstract. Walter J. Ong, Orality
and Literacy: the Technologizing of the Word (London and New York: Methuen, 1982),
37-49. Other studies by Ong appear in the List of Works Consulted.

" Ibid., 7.
12 Eric Havelock, Preface to Plato (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard

University Press, 1963). Jane Tompkins in her introduction to Reader-Response
Criticism: from Formalism to Post-Structuralism (Baltimore and London: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1980), offers an alternative explanation: "It is the
consequentiality of poetry as a political force that explains Plato's decision to banish lyric
and epic poets from his republic. Only someone who accorded poetic language the
highest degree of power in determining human action and behavior could regard poets as
dangerous enough to exile." (204)
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because the process of learning a phonetic alphabet promotes analytical thought. 3 Easily

the most extreme of the proponents of what has been called the "Great Divide" theory of

literate cognition14 must be neurobiologist Julian Jaynes. In his controversial book, The

Origin of Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind, Jaynes asserts that

humankind only became "conscious" with the invention of the Greek alphabet, and tap

dances on the brink of claiming that "literacy" involves an actual physical evolution of

the brain."

At the other extreme, a counterbalance to the association of literacy with "superior"

cultural values and thinking processes maintains that literacy itself, in its origins,

functions and consequences, is neither neutral nor benign. This attitude can be traced at

least as far back as Plato, who in the Phaedrus warned that "this invention [i.e. writing]

will produce forgetfulness in the souls of those who have learned it," and that:

... with written words: you might think they spoke as though they made

sense, but if you ask them anything about what they are saying, if you wish

an explanation, they go on telling you the same thing, over and over forever.
Once a thing is put in writing, it rolls about all over the place, falling into the

hands of those who have no concern with it just as easily as under the notice

13 Robert K. Logan, The Alphabet Effect (New York: William Morrow and Company,

Inc., 1986). John DeFrancis offers a persuasive rebuttal of Logan's ideas in Visible

Speech: The Diverse Oneness of Writing Systems (Honolulu: University of Hawaii
Press, 1989).

"4 This phrase refers to the idea that the invention of writing systems--in particular the

phonetic alphabet--amounts to a "Great Divide" in human cultural development. See
particularly Street, op. cit., passim.

15 Julian Jaynes, The Origin of Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral

Mind (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1976), passim. See especially p. 125.
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of those who comprehend; it has no notion of whom to address or whom to
avoid. 16

In 1955, Claude L6vi-Strauss offered a disturbingly plausible modem summary of

another point of view:

The only phenomenon with which writing has always been concomitant is the
creation of cities and empires, that is the integration of large numbers of
individuals into a political system, and their grading into castes or classes.
Such, at any rate, is the typical pattern of development to be observed from
Egypt to China, at the time when writing first emerged: it seems to have
favoured the exploitation of human beings rather than their enlightenment...
. the primary function of written communication is to facilitate slavery. The
use of writing for disinterested purposes, and as a source of intellectual and
aesthetic pleasure, is a secondary result, and more often than not it may even
be turned into a means of strengthening, justifying or concealing the other...
. Although writing may not have been enough to consolidate knowledge, it
was perhaps indispensable for the strengthening of dominion.17

Colin Lankshear has expressed similar opinions:

Literacy is aligned ninety-nine to one against critical, in-depth, evaluative
reading. It is aligned ninety-nine to one in support of increasing one's
knowledge of trivia and remaining simplistically uninformed about the social
and political turmoil around us. It is similarly aligned against critical,
penetrating, evaluative, truth-seeking writing; andfor the minimal, routine
forms and procedures typically followed in daily life.' 8

The dialogue sparked by such attempts to de-mythologize literacy has profoundly altered

our understanding of literacy itself.

'6 Plato, Phaedrus, trans. W. C. Helmbold and W. G. Rabinowitz. (New York:

Macmillan Publishing Company, 1956), p. 68, 69-70.
" Claude L6vi-Strauss, Tristes tropiques, trans. John and Doreen Weightman (New

York: Washington Square Press, 1973; first published Paris, 1955) 337-8.
18 Colin Lankshear with Moira Lawler. Literacy, Schooling and Revolution (New

York: The Falmer Press, 1987), 50.
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As Levi-Strauss points out, writing systems do not spontaneously emerge as the

human psyche rises toward enlightenment. Each was developed by a specific culture in a

particular state of social organization that required precise control of certain information

over time and/or distance. 19 This is true of all the independently arising writing systems

of which we are aware: Sumerian cuneiform, Egyptian hieroglyphs, Chinese, Mayan, and

the as yet undeciphered early scripts of Elam, Crete, the Indus Valley and the Hittite

Empire. Writing systems arise in response to the needs of cultures, and the nature and

development of any given writing system are directly related to the needs of the culture

within which it develops. The choice of a particular kind of writing system (logographic,

syllabic, phonetic) depends not on a mythical abstract evolutionary process, but on the

phonemic vocabulary of the language and the function of the writing system within the

culture. Those things that are written down are neither the "best,"'nor even the "most

important," in any abstract sense, but merely those things that the writing culture on the

one hand, and all the myriad idiosyncratic individuals with the necessary skills on the

other, judge to be in need of the precise control over time and distance that only writing

down can provide.

19 The following discussion is the result of a long process of reading and assimilation
of various scholarly opinions. Probably the most influential works were those of Claude

Levi-Strauss (see List of Works Consulted); Graff, op. cit.; Goody, op. cit.; Street, op. cit.;

and Alexander Marshack, The Roots of Civilization, rev. ed. (Mount Kisco, New York:
Moyer Bell Limited, 1991).
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This view of the origins of writing systems has two especially important

corollaries:

1) Because each writing system is a response to the demands of a specific
cultural context, each literacy, or constellation of skills and knowledge

surrounding use of that writing system, will be qualitatively different from
every other literacy.

2) Each literacy both arises from and supports a cultural agenda.

Generalizations about the consequences of "literacy" in the abstract are therefore highly

questionable. The latter point is especially evident in the process of schooling by means

of which literacy is taught. Learning the skills and libraries of a literacy.is an extended

process and requires long practice in imitating models and interpreting texts. The models

and texts chosen for imitation and study will generally reflect the values of the educating

culture. Particular learning and reasoning strategies are also emphasized in the learning

situation, together with approved forms of individual and group behavior.

Most of the contrasts in reasoning strategies that Ong, Luriia and others attribute to

individual literacy are more correctly linked to the process of schooling. A ground-

breaking study done by Sylvia Scribner and Michael Cole among the Vai of Liberia

compared three groups of literates in phonetic scripts: Vai educated in European-run

schools, Muslim Vai who learned to read and write Arabic in order to read the Koran, and

Vai educated in a unique script developed among the Vai to transcribe their own
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language. 20 Scribner and Cole concluded that the three literate groups did not share any

significant cognitive traits or skills that separated them from non-literate Vai. However,

the Muslim Vai, who used the Arabic script as a memory aid in an unfamiliar language,

were noticeably superior in their ability to remember random syllables. Literates in the

Vai script, used almost exclusively for personal and business correspondence, were

noticeably superior in giving directions and making explanations. The superiority of the

European-educated Vai in such cognitive strategies as abstraction and logical reasoning

seemed linked to their schooling, which rewarded these strategies over others, rather than

to the acquisition of the Western phonetic script. Scribner and Cole's conclusion is

eminently reasonable: individuals schooled in a literacy improve at those skills that the

schooling process and the practice of the literacy require them to exercise. This implies

that the function and consequences of "literacy," whether for a culture or an individual,

can be determined only within a cultural context and for a specific writing system.

Even for those convinced that literacy is beneficial--or at least morally neutral--

defining a dividing line between "oral" and "literate" can be difficult. For one thing, no

culture or individual ever ceases to be "oral"--all writing systems are embedded in and

dependent on an underlying framework of oral traditions and oral interchange. For

another, the development of literacy within cultures does not occur in a series of

20 Sylvia Scribner and Michael Cole, The Psychology of Literacy (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1981).
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cognitive lightning strikes, but through a long, slow process of experimentation,

amplification, and new applications of old procedures.

The eminent American anthropologist Jack Goody was for many years an

enthusiastic supporter of Ong's argument that the development of writing systems

produced a rapid and profound change in human cognitive processes, 21 and that that

cognitive change was a sine qua non for the development of our modem technologized

culture. In 1984, Goody's work was singled out for attack in Brian Street's Literacy in

Theory and Practice, a blistering critique of what Street calls "the autonomous model" of

literacy. 22 Although Goody pointedly avoids answering Street's criticism directly in The

Interface Between the Written and the Oral (1987), his arguments show significant

modifications that seem to answer Street's contentions. Among Goody's most telling

concessions are:

1) an acknowledgment that the contribution of the Greeks lay not in the invention
of the alphabet, but in the separation of literacy from religious observance, 23 and

2) the observation that writing systems support science and technology not because
they change human cognitive processes, but because they facilitate the
accumulation of precise and detailed data for retrieval and comparison. 24

21 See for example Jack Goody, The Domestication of the Savage Mind (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1977); and (with Ian Watt), "The Consequences of
Literacy," in Goody, ed., Literacy in Traditional Societies (Cambridge: at the University
Press, 1968), 27-68.

22 Street, op. cit.
23 Goody, Interface Between the Written and the Oral, chapter 1 passim.
24 Ibid., 64-65.
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Although Goody associates these advances only with language scripts, evidence

suggests that graphic systems for accumulating data did not originate with writing down

language. Anthropologist Alexander Marshack holds a particularly extreme view: that

the cognitive skills of analysis and objectification commonly associated with language

literacy have been implicit in the human psyche since Paleolithic shamans began to

accumulate information on moon cycles in graphic form at least 40,000 years ago.25

According to archaeologist Denise Schmandt-Besserat, Sumerian cuneiform, the earliest

known language writing system (ca. 3000 B.C.), derives from the Sumerian system of

accounting tallies, which predate the language script by 5000 years. 26 The important

innovation of the Sumerian accounting system is not the use of graphic symbols, but that

it appears to be the first writing system shared within an interpretive community. 27 All

the available evidence indicates that the adaptation of writing systems to use with

language was a relatively late development, and the use of language writing systems to

25 Marshack, op. cit., passim, but stated with particular clarity in the Preface.
26 Denise Schmandt-Besserat, Before Writing, 2 vols. (Austin: University of Texas at

Austin Press, 1992). See also her "Symbols in the Prehistoric Middle East:
Developmental Features Preceding Written Communication," Oral and Written
Communication: Historical Approaches, ed. Richard Leo Enos (Newbury Park,
California: Sage Publications, 1990), 16-31. Similar processes seems to have helped
shape most of the writing systems whose origins are known: the Maya script was
predated by a graphic system for recording calendrical observations, and the Chinese
script bears a strong resemblance to symbols developed for the accumulation of oracles
produced by reading the cracks in heated bones.

27 Marshack describes his putative earlier writing systems only as private sets of
mnemonic symbols shared at most within a small group.
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preserve anything whose value was artistic rather than political or religious, later still. In

short, the cognitive processes associated with language literacy by Carothers, McLuhan,

Ong and others seem more appropriately identified with the broader concept of "writing

down," which predates writing down language by at least 5,000, and perhaps as much as

37,000, years. The forms of writing down in general, and the procedures (if any) for

writing down language, differ from culture to culture and change over time. "Literacy" is

not a single definable quality recognizable across many cultures, and there is no

discernable "Great Divide" that separates "literate" from "non-literate" cultures.

The "literacy" of an individual within a culture is equally difficult to determine. As

Franz BaumI has pointed out, even a technically illiterate individual may have access to

the benefits of literacy; the "illiterate" nobility of the Middle Ages who solved the

problem of accessing written records by acquiring a literate scribe much as they would

acquire a blacksmith or a horse trainer provide a particularly apt example. 28 Defining

literacy as "the ability to read and write," while attractively neutral in theory, is

meaningless in practice. In an alphabetic script, one may at least require familiarity with

the entire alphabet, but how many of the several thousand characters of the Chinese script

must an individual have mastered in order to be "literate"? Even in the case of a phonetic

script, is it sufficient to be able to sound out the letters from left to right, or must one

28 Franz BaUml, "Varieties and Consequences of Medieval Literacy and Illiteracy."

Speculum LV:2 (April, 1980), 237-265.
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actually understand the words? In written languages such as English, with its notorious

vagaries of spelling, or French, with its fossilized verb forms, this is by no means a

frivolous question. As Ivan Illich points out, "Only the alphabet makes it possible to read

correctly without any understanding."29 Is it "reading" to be able to sound out, and even

recognize, all the words, but have no idea of their wider significance? Must a "reader" be

able to interpret intertextual references to a central cultural canon--for example

Shakespeare or the King James Bible among native speakers of English--in order to be

considered "literate"?

What does it mean to be able to "write"? Is it "writing" to transcribe texts as

graphics with no understanding of what is being copied, as may have been the practice

with some medieval scribes? Does "writing" require the ability to transcribe from oral

dictation, in which case the question of variant spellings, homophones, and other

discrepancies between oral and written forms of the language again arises. Does the idea

of "writing" include aesthetic criteria? Does being able to "write" require fluency in the

language style characteristics prized by a particular tradition? Must one be able to make,

as well as interpret, appropriate reference to canonical works? At what point among all

these prolonged and elaborate learning processes does one become "literate"? As all

these questions demonstrate, acquisition of literacy is a complex and gradual process both

29 Ivan Illich, "A plea for research on lay literacy," in David R. Olson and Nancy

Torrance, eds., Literacy and Orality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991),
36.
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on the individual and on the cultural level. Attempting to define literacy in any global

sense, either of an individual or of a culture, is impossible.

Oral-Formulaic Theory

At the same time that the controversial hypotheses of McLuhan, Havelock, and

Ong were spurring scholars to new understanding of literacy, another research thread was

producing similar insights into the nature of oral traditions. This parallel investigation

originated in the Homeric Question: the late nineteenth- and twentieth-century dispute

over the question of authorship of the Iliad and the Odyssey. Scholarly opinion in the

first decades of the twentieth century held that the earliest date for which it could

reasonably be claimed that the Greeks had a writing system was significantly later than

the latest estimate for composition of the great epics. 30 These same scholars, however,

were not receptive to the idea that an "illiterate" poet had produced these icons of

Western "literature." Some compromise position was required.

30 Scholars continue to dispute exactly how far back the Greek alphabet may be traced.
Current scholarly opinion ranges from some time before 1400 B.C. to the first half of the
eighth century B.C. Leo Treitler, in a review of two books on oral-formulaic theory
published in Music Library Association Notes (Sept. 1993, pp. 71-76) gives an admirable
summary of the current scholarly positions. It is not the actual age of the Greek alphabet,
however, but scholarly opinion at the time of Parry's research, that provided impetus for
oral-formulaic theory. Subsequent discoveries and interpretations may have a bearing on
the Homeric Question, but do not invalidate Parry's insights.
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In 1928, Milman Parry offered such an alternative." Parry theorized that the Iliad

and the Odyssey were the compositions of a single poet educated in an oral rather than a

literate tradition. This allowed literary historians to retain the figure of the brilliant

creative individual, but challenged the assumption that great works of "literature" were

possible only within "literate" traditions. Parry made his point by constructing a

plausible hypothesis that explains how an evolved oral tradition could produce

monumental epics, even when both learning and performance took place without the

safety net of written records. Aided by Albert Bates Lord, his research assistant and

protege, Parry spent a year in Yugoslavia testing his hypothesis about Homer's

compositional techniques against the observable procedures of a surviving oral poetic

tradition. This use of field research to verify speculative conclusions about an historical

situation sets Parry and Lord apart from other early scholars studying patterns of

repetition in traditional literatures. After Parry's death, Lord carried on both historical

31 Milman Parry, L'Epithte traditionnelle dans Hom re; Essai sur un problme de

style homerique, These de Doctorat, Faculte des Lettres de l'Universite de Paris (Paris:

Societe Editrice Les Belles Lettres, 1928). Translated as "The Traditional Epithet in

Homer" by Adam Parry, Milman Parry's son, in The Making of Homeric Verse: The

Collected Papers of Milman Parry, ed. Adam Parry (Oxford: Oxford University Press,

1971), 1-190. John Miles Foley gives a detailed history of oral-formulaic theory,

including a summary of the scholarship that inspired Parry, in The Theory of Oral

Composition: History and Methodology (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana
University Press, 1988).
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and ethnographic research. He published the results of that work in 1960 as The Singer of

Tales, now considered the manifesto of oral-formulaic theory.32

The Parry/Lord oral-formulaic theory asserts that the creation of epic poetry in

societies without writing depends on certain structural devices that assist in composition

and maintain the stability of the poetic tradition. These include the formula, which

simplifies poetic vocabulary through a library of set phrases, and the theme, which

formalizes narrative units. Parry defined the formula as "an expression regularly used,

under the same metrical conditions, to express an essential idea.""33 Albert Bates Lord,

who, after Parry's death, became the paterfamilias of the oral-formulaicists, defined the

second structural device, the theme, as "a group of ideas, regularly employed by a singer,

not merely in any given poem, but in the poetry as a whole." 34 Lord cites as an example

the theme of the "council," in which a leader

... summons his councilors together, asks them what to do, receives evil
advice from one of them and good advice from another, and the theme is
concluded with the writing of an imperial letter and dispatch of the
messenger. 35

32 Albert Bates Lord, The Singer of Tales (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University

Press, 1960).
33 Parry, Traditional Epithet in Homer, 13.
3 Albert Bates Lord, "Homer and Huso II: Narrative Inconsistencies in Homer and

Oral Poetry," Transactions of the American Philological Association LXIX (1938), 440.
The "forms" of Biblical "form criticism" are very similar in concept to Lord's "themes."

1 Lord, Singer of Tales, 68.
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Unlike the formula, the pattern of ideas that constitute the theme does not depend on the

repetition of specific language.

Although the work of individual poets may be judged more or less artfully

constructed, each improvised performance is considered equally valid, so long as it makes

appropriate use of the formulaic language and narrative threads that define the tradition.

The apprenticeship of poets working within such a tradition comprises the acquisition of

the traditional library of formulas, themes, and overall story patterns, and the practice of

their combination into epics under the supervision of an experienced master, before they

make their first public performance. 6 Such an apprenticeship has obvious parallels to the

schooling process within which a literacy is learned.37 Linguist Carl Fleischer Feldman

also observes that the formulaic products of such a tradition resemble "artful genres of

poetry, legal briefs, biblical exegesis, and the novel ... " 3

The most serious controversies surrounding oral-formulaic theory arose not from

Parry's fundamental scholarly insight, but from excessive eagerness on the part of Parry

36 See Lord, Singer of Tales, chapter 2; and Foley, Oral-Formulaic Theory and

Research, 31, for descriptions of the training of an oral poet.
3" Goody points out parallels between the Bagre ritual of the LoDagaa of northern

Ghana and Western schooling rituals: "The neophytes [of the LoDagaa] are separated
from society by being confined within the walls of the long-room, where they are kept
cooped up for several hours at a time." They are subject to new sources of authority, the

LoDagaa elders, who "take over the roles of the domestic father and mother." (Interface
Between the Written and the Oral, 151.)

38 Carl Fleischer Feldman, "Oral Metalanguage," in Olson and Torrance, eds.,
Literacy and Orality, 48.
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and his followers to generalize about the specifics of one tradition from the specifics of

another. Parry and his disciples at first assumed wrongly that the oral formula as it

appeared in the Greek and Yugoslav epics was a characteristic common to all poetic

traditions created without writing. In 1953, Old English scholar Francis Magoun

expressed this erroneous point of view in its most extreme form:

First in connection with Homeric language, later as a result of field-work in
Yugoslavia ... Parry, aided by Lord, demonstrated that the characteristic
feature of all orally composed poetry is its totally formulaic character. From
this a second point emerged, namely, that the recurrence in a given poem of

an appreciable number of formulas or formulaic phrases brands the latter as
oral, just as a lack of such repetitions mark a poem as composed in a lettered
tradition. Oral poetry, it may be safely said, is composed entirely of
formulas, large and small, while lettered poetry is never formulaic ... 39

Emboldened by the theory's assurance that the presence of formulaic language, themes,

and conventional narrative units was both necessary and sufficient to prove the derivation

of a work from an oral tradition, Parry's disciples set about establishing the orality of a

large number of works from a great variety of traditions through the eminently practical

means of counting formulas. Researchers such as Magoun and Old French scholar

Joseph Duggan used formulaic density (that is, the percentage of the poetic language that

39 Francis P. Magoun, Jr., "The Oral-Formulaic Character of Anglo-Saxon Narrative

Poetry," Speculum XXVIII:2 (April, 1953), 446-447. Ong's description of oral cognition
made equally extreme use of the formula: ". . . in oral cultures they [formulas] are not

occasional. They are incessant. They form the substance of thought itself. Thought in
any extended form is impossible without them, for it consists in them." (Ong, Orality
and Literacy, 35).
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can be defined as formulaic) as a "litmus test."40 Magoun claimed to have documented a

seventy per cent formulaic density in Beowulf" while Duggan accepted a twenty per cent

formulaic density in the Chanson de Roland as evidence of oral composition.Y

There were, however, opposing opinions. In 1966 Larry Benson derived a very

different conclusion from a statistical study of several Old English epics known to have

been composed in writing:

The fact is that poems which we can be sure were not orally composed use
formulas as frequently as and sometimes more frequently than supposed oral
compositions such as Beowulf or the poems of Cynewulf. 4

Duggan later defended his use of formulaic density as an earmark of orality in his study

of the Chanson de Roland, arguing that Benson's choice of formulas for examination was

flawed." This response, however, was itself problematic, since even researchers

sympathetic to the theory were aware that, in any given poetic tradition, identifying

formulas could be a daunting task.

According to Parry's model, formulaic language evolves because it provides

improvising poets with set phrases that not only evoke particular ideas, but are also

40 Lord discusses this application of oral-formulaic theory in "Perspectives on Recent

Work on the Oral Traditional Formula," Oral Tradition I1(1986), 467-503.
41 Magoun, op.cit., 446-67.
42 Joseph Duggan, The Song of Roland: Formulaic Style and Poetic Craft (Berkeley:

University of California Press, 1973).
43 Larry Benson, "The Literary Character of Anglo-Saxon Formulaic Poetry,"

Proceedings of the Modern Language Association 81 (1966), 334-341.
" Duggan, Song of Roland, 30-34.
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substitutable units that by their construction provide convenient poetic building-blocks.

The poetic formulas within a given tradition continually interact with the corresponding

traditional poetic structure and the natural rhythms of the language; that is, language

rhythms and poetic forms dictate formulas of particular lengths and rhythmic

construction, and successful formulas in turn tend to shape and standardize the meter and

form of the poetic verse. For example, in both the Homeric Greek epics studied by Parry

and the Old French Chanson de Roland studied by Joseph Duggan, each formula takes up

one half-line of poetry. However, in Homeric dactylic hexameter, which uses

quantitative accent and has a caesura at the midpoint of the line, a typical half-line

consists of three poetic feet or metra, which may contain from five to eight syllables

metrically fixed within the dactylic hexameter. 45

Poetic meter in Old French, unlike meter in Homeric Greek poetry, is organized by

syllable count rather than by accent. The typical poetic verse in Roland is decasyllabic

and has a caesura after the fourth syllable. A half-line formula must therefore consist of

either four syllables (for the first half-line) or six syllables (for the second), while the

accent patterns may vary widely. Because Old French poetry uses assonance to articulate

line ends, Duggan includes second-half-line formulas with alternative assonantal shifts as

4 See Parry, The Traditional Epithet in Homer, 8-16 and John Miles Foley,
"Tradition-dependent and -Independent Features in Oral Literature: A Comparative View
of the Formula," Oral Traditional Literature, 264-265 for a more detailed explanation of
formulas in Homer's dactylic hexameter.
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equivalent variants in Roland. Old French scholar Paul Zumthor offers a more flexible

definition of the formula:

Each formula functions like an allomorph, not of some other formula, but of

the model: all the occurring formulas weave within the text a solid but
flexible network, and between the strands of this network circulates a
meaning.46

The Homeric Greek and Old French poetic traditions, like the Serbo-Croatian epics

studied in the field by Parry and Lord, have in common a regularly occurring caesura that

divides the poetic line. In poetic repertoires lacking recurring complex language

structures such as a caesura or regular metrical patterns, recognizing a structure that

provides the poet with the same kind of assistance in improvisation is even more

difficult.47 In a 1974 study on Parry's own Homeric texts that owes equal debts to Parry,

Noam Chomsky's generative grammar and the early Sanskrit grammarians, Michael N.

Nagler aptly summarizes both the problems of formula detection and the wide range of

research solutions:

It is important to realize that one is committed to the existence of unknowns
even if one assumes that the poet memorizes and reproduces a fixed formula.
What form does the formula take when not being consciously remembered?
.And as for the softer Parryists, by the time one has "conjugated,"

"expanded," "separated," and "displaced" the hapless formula, economy of

46 Paul Zumthor, "The Text and the Voice," New Literary History XVI: 1 (Autumn,

1984), 79.
47 See for example Joseph Duggan, "Formulaic Diction in the Cantar de mio Cid,"

Oral Literature, ed. Duggan, for a discussion of these problems in the Spanish epic.
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description alone would seem to indicate that one may just as well "put it out
of its misery" ... 48

John Foley states the conclusion more matter-of-factly:

we must discard the implicit assumption that the formula is a concept fully
applicable in a single form from one tradition to another.49

The elusiveness of the formula was symptomatic of a more fundamental error. As

with the students of literacy, the oral-formulaicists were hampered from the beginning by

the erroneous assumption that all "oral traditions" were sufficiently alike to justify broad

generalizations about them as a class. In fact, exploration into a wide range of traditions

has revealed a wide variety of oracies that are as distinct as literacies, and whose

practitioners require a comparable investment in training and practice to achieve

proficiency. As early as The Singer of Tales (1960), Lord criticized "misunderstandings

of Parry's oral theory" that "arise from the failure to recognize his [Parry's] special use of

the word 'oral'." 0 Lord limits his own discussion to "oral epic song" which he defines as

"narrative poetry composed in a manner evolved over many generations by singers of

tales who did not know how to write."" He insists that "what is important is not the oral

48 Michael N. Nagler, Spontaneity and Tradition: A Study in the Oral Art of Homer

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974), 14.
49 Foley, "Tradition-Dependent and -Independent Features in Oral Literature,"275.
50 Lord, Singer of Tales, 4.

5 Ibid, 4.
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performance but rather the composition during oral performance." 52 A footnote to his

statement on the significance of composition during performance is especially revealing:

... sacred texts which must be preserved word for word, if there be such,
could not be oral [italics original] in any except the most literal sense.53

As proponents of the oral-formulaic theory began quietly to acknowledge, the problem

lay not in their definition of the oral formula, but in their definition of oral poetry itself.

In 1974 Ruth Finnegan, a scholar of African oral poetry, brought this issue to a

head. In an article entitled "What is Oral Literature Anyway?" she presented example

after example of memorized epic traditions, individual compositions polished in solitude

previous to public performance, individual ownership of poetic works, and pre-

performance editing and re-writing by specialists and friends of the poet, all in the

absence of writing.? Lord, who attended the conference, had this to say:

... the question of oral composition, versus written composition, was raised

in a very interesting way by Professor Finnegan's paper. As I listened to what
she was saying about the kind of composition in which the singer makes up
his song beforehand and memorizes it, the question arose in my mind

whether this is, indeed, oral composition, whether this is oral literature. .. .
whether that is really written composition without writing. I think there may

52 Ibid., 5.
53 Ibid., 280, fn. 9.

1 Ruth Finnegan, "What is Oral Literature Anyway? Comments in the Light of Some

African and Other Comparative Material," Oral Literature and the Formula, eds.
Benjamin A. Stolz and Richard S. Shannon, III (Ann Arbor: Center for the Coordination

of Ancient and Modem Studies, the University of Michigan, 1976), 127-176. See also

her Oral Poetry: Its Nature, Significance and Social Context (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1977) and Literacy and Orality: Studies in the Technology of
Communication (New York: Basil Blackwell Inc., 1988).
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be a distinction between the mentality of written composition, and the oral
mentality. And our problem there, as Professor Finnegan pointed out, is the
word "oral," which causes us all kinds of difficulty. I don't know how to get
away from it, but I think there is a possibility that the kind of composition in
which the singer makes up a song orally, and doesn't commit it to writing, but
commits it to memory, may not be oral composition, but rather written
composition without writing."

Finnegan's examples demonstrated that poetry produced within cultures without

writing can and does operate through means other than the formula and theme--that

formulaic language is not necessary to indicate oral origin. Lord's response, however

infelicitous, acknowledges that the two categories of "composed using writing" and

"composed using formulas" are entirely inadequate to cover the range of human literary

production. More importantly, it acknowledges that the presence or absence of a writing

system may not be the most important standard for distinguishing among artifacts from

various traditions. The criteria by which a particular text is judged to be an adequate

reconstruction in a memorizing oral tradition, for example, are essentially identical to

those in a writing tradition: both require that the exact words in their exact order conform

" Finnegan, "What is Oral Literature Anyway?" 175-76. Vail and White call this "a
reply that makes one blink in disbelief' (op.cit, 30). It is, however, entirely consistent
with Lord's comment on memorized sacred texts in The Singer of Tales (see p. 37 above).
Lord's analysis of the problem is certainly correct: the argument hinges on whether oral
should be applied, as Finnegan does, to all poetries from non-writing traditions, or
whether it should be applied only to those which fulfill certain conditions. Lord's
solution--essentially to re-define oral so that it applies only to oral-formulaic traditions--
amounts to the logical fallacy of petitio principii, or begging the question.
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to a pre-existing model.56 In this sense, they resemble one another more closely than the

memorizing oral tradition resembles the oral-formulaic tradition.

Another hotly contested issue in oral-formulaic theory hinged on whether formulaic

language was sufficient to prove oral origin. Lord's position in The Singer of Tales on the

"transitional text" was uncompromising:

It is worthy of emphasis that the question we have asked ourselves is whether

there can be such a thing as a transitional text; not a period of transition
between oral and written style, or between illiteracy and literacy, but a text,

product of the creative brain of a single individual. When this emphasis is

clear, it becomes possible to turn the question into whether there can be a

single individual who in composing an epic would think now in one way and
now in another, or, perhaps, in a manner that is a combination of the two
techniques. I believe that the answer must be in the negative because the two
techniques are, I submit, contradictory and mutually exclusive. Once the oral

technique is lost, it is never regained. The written technique, on the other
hand, is not compatible with the oral technique, and the two could not

possibly combine, to form another, a third, a "transitional" technique. 57

This stand was marginally defensible in the Yugoslav epic tradition, where the writing

system and the oral techniques came from different traditions brought together through

subjugation and conquest. However, it proved impossible to sustain in those historical

repertoires where an oral tradition blended seamlessly into a following written tradition.

Franz Bauml and Edda Spielmann, for example, argue on the grounds of uneven

56 Treitler distinguishes between traditions based on "archetypes" and those based on

"generative matrices" or "generative systems" in "Orality and literacy in the music of the
European Middle Ages" in The Oral and the Literate in Music, eds. Tokumaru Yosihiko
and Yamaguti Osamu (Tokyo: Academia Music Ltd., 1986), 46.

" Lord, Singer of Tales, 129.
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formulaic diction and use of irony that, despite significant formulaic usage, the

transmitted written versions of the Nibelungenlied do not represent records of an oral

performance. They argue that in this case "an orally transmitted epic was transformed by

a learned poet into a courtly epic."58 Hugh Shields makes a similar point in a 1980

article, describing a Latin prose original translated into formulaic verse in fourteenth-

century vernacular French. Shields argues that formulaic verse from the oral tradition is

used in the translation because the formulaic style was considered appropriate for all

formal composition in the vernacular, even when it was written down.59

The softening of the oral-formulaicists position on the transitional text can be

traced in Lord's own writings. By 1968, Lord conceded that

... a literate oral poet can write down a poem he would ordinarily sing, and
the result would be as much an oral poem as when he sang it.6 0

In 1975, in an explicit response to Benson's criticism,6' Lord concedes that in some

medieval Latin traditions,

a new body of formulas to express the new ideas of the Christian poetry was

beginning to be developed on the model of the oral traditional poetry. I am
tempted to call the religious poetry 'transitional' or perhaps 'mixed.' 6 2

58 Franz H. Bauml and Edda Spielmann, "From Illiteracy to Literacy: Prolegomena to

a Study of the Nibelungelied," Oral Literature, ed. Duggan, 63.
9 Hugh Shields, "Oral techniques in written verse: Philippe cie Thaon's Libre de

Sibile," Medium aevum XLIX:2 (1980).
60 Lord, "Homer as Oral Poet," 4.
61 See above p. ??
62 Lord, "Perspectives on Recent Work on Oral Literature," Oral Literature, ed.

Duggan, 23.
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By 1986, Lord had adopted an even more moderate position:

When people began to write Anglo-Saxon verse, ... they continued to use

the same traditional style, because there was as yet no other available....
There seem to be texts that can be called transitional or belonging to the first

stage of written literature. 63

The model now accepted for the period of transition from an oral to a written

tradition resembles the recent history of sound recording. In the earliest sound

recordings, a microphone was placed in front of the performing group and the

performance was recorded, just as the "literate oral poet" cited by Lord might write down

one of his poems as though performing it on paper. As sound editing techniques grew

more sophisticated, producers began to record multiple performances and combine the

best parts of each for the final product. In the same way, poets and other writers learned

to polish their texts, choosing the best combinations of sound and meaning, rather than

the most expedient. Modern sound manipulation techniques now create recordings that

can be produced only in the studio and cannot be duplicated in live performance. For the

last few centuries, literature has moved in a similar direction. The formal written style of

essays and academic research, for example, aspires to a density of information and

economy of expression that makes it almost impossible to comprehend without reference

to the written version.

63 Lord, "Perspectives on Recent Work on the Oral Traditional Formula," Oral

Tradition I1(1986). Excerpted in John Miles Foley, ed., Oral-Formulaic Theory: A

Folklore Casebook (New York and London: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1990), 392-393.
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A modified version of "oral-formulaic theory," which recognizes that a formulaic

web is neither necessary nor sufficient to prove oral composition, and which

acknowledges a broad area of overlap between oral and written traditions, remains a

useful model. Although, in Ruth Finnegan's words:

"Orality" or "oral tradition" can be realized in manifold different forms which

cannot be predicted a priori but must be discovered through detailed

investigation and in full appreciation of the variety and complexity inherent

in oral, as in written, modes of expression and communication, 64

a resilient core remains. It is a commonplace that cultures, both with and without writing

systems, tend to define classes of language composition that are set apart from ordinary

everyday discourse both by the circumstances of transmission, and by characteristic

language structures. A letter, for example, by virtue of being written down, has a

different character from an informal spoken dialogue, and a printed book is set apart from

a letter by added layers of formalization and expense. In the same way, a language

composition performed as part of a ritual or by a singer for an audience is set apart from

ordinary discourse by the circumstances of transmission.65

Language conventions that characterize such set-apart compositions in a given

tradition may be shaped by a combination of variables. Among the most important are:

1. The syntax, grammar, and sound qualities of the language itself.

64 Ruth Finnegan, "The Relation Between Composition and Performance: Three

Alternative Modes," in The Oral and the Literate in Music, 76.
65 Feldman, op.cit., 48, discusses "distinctive oral forms that are distinctly different

from the talk of everyday conversation ... "

i
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Lack of sensitivity to this parameter may explain the long controversy over the nature of

the formula. Most early applications of oral-formulaic theory were to language artifacts

from European and Near- or Middle-Eastern languages. Perhaps because these languages

derive from a common ancestor (Proto-Indo-European), they share certain common

organizing procedures such as poetic meter (either quantitative or qualitative), rhyme or

assonance to mark verse ends, and so on. When scholars attempted to expand their field

of study to compositions from other language groups such as Afroasiatic or the American

Indian language families, different organizing procedures and different kinds of preferred

language units exposed the limitations of the original narrow definition of the formula.

However, the fundamental insight of Parry, Lord and their disciples remains valid:

routine creation of extensive language works that will retain their identity without the

help of writing requires both some kind of privileged subset of language (either structures

or vocabulary or both), and some more or less formal system by which that language is

learned.

2. The circumstances of transmission

In a tradition transmitted orally, whether as a memorized text or as a set of formulaic

tools, the language object itself must incorporate the means for its preservation and
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transmission.66 When examining relics of a lost tradition for evidence of oracy or

literacy, the most significant distinction between the two lies in the relationship between

the characteristics of the artifact and the mode of transmission. An orate artifact will

exhibit characteristics that facilitate oral transmission. These may include, for example,

conventional or formulaic language, various kinds of repetition, or set language forms. A

memorizing tradition will evolve different techniques and vocabulary from an

improvising tradition, but language structures such as parallelism, rhyme, meter,

assonance, consonance, formulaic language and themes and other mnemonic devices all

make language artifacts easier to remember and reconstruct.

This principle should not be taken to imply that all language artifacts created within

oracies will necessarily conform strictly to orate procedures of some kind. In an oral

tradition, one criterion for virtuosity in a performer may be the ability to retain complex

language in memory. The chansons of Adam de la Halle, for example, are virtuosic orate

compositions whose complexity and formal irregularity may display the memory skills of

66 Richard Bauman, in Verbal Art as Performance (Prospect Heights, Ill.: Waveland

Press, Inc., 1977), 18-19, points out parallelism ("repetition, with systematic variation, of
phonic, grammatical, semantic, or prosodic structures") as a pervasive element of verbal
performance art. The phenomenon of using sound qualities of "language" to improve
recall of complicated "language" structures may not be limited to human beings. Linda
N. Guinee and Katharine B. Payne, in "Rhyme-like Repetitions in Songs of Humpback
Whales," Ethology 79 (1988), 295-306, document what they interpret as "rhyme-like
repetitions" serving a mnemonic function in whale song.
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the composer. 67 In such a tradition, language structures very similar to those produced in

a literacy may arise, precisely because they are more difficult to remember. Such

deliberately recondite artifacts may even be interpreted as a kind of orate copyright,

limiting transmission to the poet and his immediate circle.

Since virtuosic efforts of this kind are unlikely to survive the poet in a strictly oral

tradition, they may be transmitted only as an orate tradition begins to be written down.

At the same time, the value placed on virtuosity of this kind in an oracy may provide a

compelling incentive for the poet who is both orate and literate to use the tools of literacy

in his orate creations.

The situation is fundamentally different with a written text. Because the

mechanism by which the written text is transmitted--the writing system--is separate from

the language object itself, it is not dependent upon particular language conventions. The

earliest written compositions simply reproduce the oral compositional style, substituting

the act of writing for the live performance. Only over time may characteristics arise

which are facilitated by or dependent upon writing as a means of preservation. A artifact

may be described as literate when it exhibits characteristics that are facilitated by written

67 Christopher Page makes a similar observation about the "virtuosic" nature of the

medieval estampie, suggesting that the virtuosity resides in the mental feat rather than in

technical fluency. The Owl and the Nightingale: Musical Life and Ideas in France 1100-

1300 (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1989), 75-76.

,
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transmission. These may include for example non-repetitive prose, usage out of context,

or reference to material accessible only in written form.68

3. a constantly-evolving set of aesthetic criteria by which choices are made

among old procedures and vocabulary, and by which new procedures and
vocabulary emerge

It hardly need be said that no tradition is stable. Each constantly adjusts to pressures both

from within, as the needs and tastes of the culture change, and from without, as it comes

into contact with other traditions.

In summary, the most significant insights to come out of oral-formulaic theory are

these:

1) An oral tradition is not merely a tradition which lacks the stability provided

by writing. It is also a reservoir of structural techniques, conventional
language, and models for imitation and study.

2) Just as a written tradition requires both a writing system and a literacy that

allows an individual to make effective use of it, so an oral tradition requires
both a toolbox of procedures and an oracy that gives individuals access to it.

3) All oracies, like all literacies, are different.

68 Such a distinction may be relatively easy to draw between the artifacts of a

hypothetical "pristine" oracy never contaminated by writing and those of a long-

established literacy such as that of modem Western Europe, which has had millennia to

entrench it immovably in written documents. Making analogous distinctions in the

compositions of Adam de la Halle, whose milieu included two language traditions at

different stages in the assimilation of literate techniques as well as a relatively young
musical notation, is more complex.
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Definition of Terms

Both the bitter polemics that flare up at any reference to an oral/literate dichotomy,

and the more civil interchange that has generally prevailed in the discussion of oral-

formulaic theory, may be described at a very abstract level as explorations into

terminology. Both began with a common understanding of two words--oral and literate--

and their cognates orality and literacy. Both groups of scholars assumed those terms to

be polar opposites and to represent abstract qualities existing in identical form across a

broad range of individuals and traditions. Scholarly inquiry over the last one hundred

years, however, has convincingly demonstrated that oral tradition and orality cover such

a wide range of behaviors and artifacts as to be practically meaningless outside strictly

defined circumstances, just as it has demonstrated that literacy is not an isolated abstract

quality. It is, rather, a complex and emergent process which can be understood only

within a cultural context defined with equal care.

While precise definitions for literate have existed since the time of Cicero, those

for oral have lacked precision because Western scholars have tended to assume that an

oral person, tradition or culture was essentially an entity in transition, plodding doggedly

along the evolutionary highway in search of a writing system. A century of scholarship

combined with profound changes in political and social attitudes have made the

terminology obsolete and the assignment of relative value untenable.
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Oral, orality and written are best used only to describe means of transmission. a

composition may be transmitted either in face to face communication (orally) or in

written form. To call a tradition oral implies only that transmission takes place primarily

in face to face interaction. a written tradition is preserved in texts.69 An oral artifact is a

temporal event that exists only in time, while a written artifact exists in physical form. A

live performance is an oral artifact and a text recorded in graphic form is a written

artifact, no matter what kind of tradition either derives from. A written artifact may show

evidence of orality, if structural features of the language such as oral formulas or other

mnemonic devices reflect the exigencies of oral transmission. One may also refer to the

written-ness of an oral artifact such as a speech composed in writing and then read aloud

or recited from memory.

Additional terms are required when referring to aspects of a tradition or artifact

other than means of transmission. A library of existing compositions within a specific

written tradition is a literature, and the complex of skills and knowledge required to

access or add to that literature is a literacy. A literate individual is one fluent in a

literacy, and a literate artifact has characteristics which link it to a particular literacy,

even if the artifact itself is presented in oral form. In many repertoires, a clear distinction

69 In some cases, such as for example British and American folksong, an artifact or

tradition may involve an interlocking chain of oral and written versions,. Such a process
of transmission is probably best described as mixed. Strictly speaking, all written
traditions are mixed, since all are founded on and learned within oral traditions; the
distinction is more than a little arbitrary.
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is not possible. Much of the poetry of the Western tradition, for example, has been

created within a literacy, but its attention to the sound qualities of language and its use of

rhyme, meter, strophic organization, and other formal structuring devices can be

interpreted as the fossilized remains of an orate past.

That there are no precise parallels for literate, literacy and literature in traditions

without writing systems is troublesome for the writer, who is left with two choices: 1) a

combination of awkward circumlocutions ("artifacts of language art produced in the

absence of writing systems") and irritating oxymorons ("oral literatures"), or 2) newly

minted terms convenient for the writer and typesetter, but sometimes annoying to the

reader who must stumble over them.70 I have chosen the latter solution, for two reasons:

70 Many alternate terms have been proposed. Poul Rovsing Olsen preferred non-

literate over oral because other aspects than sound were involved. "Melodic Structures

in Traditional Music," International Musicological Society: Report of the 12th Congress

Berkeley 1977, eds. Daniel Heartz and Bonnie Wade (Basel: Brenreiter Kassel, 1981),

145. Richard Bauman (op.cit., 4) preferred verbal art, oral literature and spoken art to

folklore. In a discussion following one of the papers at the conference on The Oral and

the Literate in Music, Yamaguti Osamu accepted the use of oral and literate, but with the

understanding that "... this pair of terms can be used for the purpose of becoming aware

of the polarity in the nature of transmission of music knowledge until we eventually

reach better terms" (140). In another context, Yamaguti cites Walter Ong's contrast of

oral and chirographic (The Oral and Literate in Music, 33). Ruth Finnegan, like

Bauman, suggests verbal art (The Oral and the Literate in Music, 73). Sylvia Huot uses

writerly and performance in From Song to Book: The Poetics of Writing in Old French

Lyric and Lyrical Narrative Poetry (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1987).

Jack Goody suggests standardized oral forms rather than oral literatures (The Interface

Between the Written and the Oral, xi). In "Literacy, Orality, and the Parry-Lord

'Formula': Improvisation and the Afro-American Jazz Tradition," International Review

of the Aesthetics and Sociology of Music XXII:2 (December 1991), Luke O. Gillespie

suggests several alternate pairs of terms: literature/oralature, literaturity/ oralaturity, and
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first, because the temporary annoyance of stumbling over unfamiliar terms is balanced in

the long run by the efficiency of communication made possible by terms specifically

tailored to the purpose; and second, because the fact that literate traditions are so amply

provided with terminology in English while traditions without writing can be evoked only

through inconvenient verbal gymnastics reflects the relative esteem in which each has

historically been held. The annoyance associated with stumbling over the new terms is a

salutary reminder of this lacuna.

Orature, for the body of compositions, and oracy, for the skills and knowledge

necessary to access or add to them, are an acceptable solution. While neither term is in

common parlance, both appear in the 1989 Oxford English Dictionary" together with

their cognate orate, which may indicate both fluent in an oracy (of an individual) and

having characteristics which link it to a particular oracy (of an artifact). Both orate and

literate refer, not to absolute states, but to degrees of fluency within a particular tradition.

A tradition or artifact may be described as either oral or written, or orate or literate,

depending on whether the point at issue is its transmission or its origin. a written text

may have decidedly orate characteristics; indeed, in the case of extinct oracies we have

only the evidence of texts recorded in writing as to their nature. The exact significance of

the terms literate, literacy, orate and oracy can be defined only within a cultural context,

literacy/oralcy.
" Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd ed., 20 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989),

X:885.
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and an individual's degree of literacy or oracy must be judged within that same context.

None of these terms--oral, written, orate or literate--should be applied to cultures. Even

cultures without a language script may use some kind of writing system to accumulate

non-language information, and even the most writing-dependent culture never completely

loses its oral roots.

In essence, oracy and literacy are different means to the same end: creating,

preserving and transmitting artifacts whose identity resides more in the human mind than

in the physical world. Despite superficial differences, a literacy and an oracy are parallel

in that each includes:

1. a library of preserved examples for presentation, study and imitation.

2. a vocabulary of preferred ways of conveying information. This is no less true

of a literacy than an oracy. The two differ primarily because the language
units in the vocabulary of an oracy must serve mnemonic functions

unnecessary in a literacy. For example, some oracies produce poetries that

depend heavily on various forms of repetition not, as Havelock and Jaynes
suggest, because they are incapable of prose, 72 nor, as Ong argues, because

"oral folk" think in formulas, 73 but because the patterns of repetition in poetry

are themselves a powerful mnemonic.

3. a set of procedures (physical or cognitive) that facilitate the composition,

preservation and transmission of language compositions in the form and style

approved by the culture.

72 Eric Havelock in Preface to Plato (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard

University Press, 1963) and Julian Jaynes in The Origin of Consciousness in the

Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1976) make
this assumption.

73 See fn. 39 above.
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4. a system for schooling aspiring practitioners.

A tradition and its companion oracy or literacy develop in parallel and interactively. The

tradition dictates the form of the oracy or literacy, and the exercise of skills required by

the oracy or literacy leads to new techniques and procedures within the tradition.

Oracy and Literacy in Music

Re-constructing the rules and vocabularies of musical oracies, using oral-formulaic

models for analysis of their artifacts, and questioning how previously oral musical

repertoires might be affected by the introduction of writing systems, are all examples of a

trend popular among musicologists and music theorists: transferring critical and

analytical models from linguistics to music.74 In each case, the same question must be

addressed: How useful are language models in understanding music? The answer, which

may differ for each method transferred, depends on how much, and in what ways, music

resembles language. There are many ways in which language and music may be said to

be analogous in that, for example:

"7 The linguistic analytical models of semiotics and narratology, for example, have

attracted an enthusiastic following. This dissertation has been particularly influenced by

Jean-Jacques Nattiez, Music and Discourse: Toward a Semiology of Music, trans.

Carolyn Abbate (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1990). Steven Feld,

"Linguistic Models in Ethnomusicology," Ethnomusicology XVIII:2 (May, 1974)
includes an excellent and detailed summary of linguistic approaches to music before

1974. The summary in Nicholas Cook (Music, Imagination, and Culture, Oxford:

Clarendon Press, 1992, 71-4), is less detailed but includes more up-to-date references.
Harold S. Powers ("Language Models and Musical Analysis," Ethnomusicology XXIII: 1

(1980), 1-60) is another important summary of linguistic approaches.
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1. Most cultures have both, often appearing in combination.

2. The music of each culture tends to be as distinct and as individual as its

language.

3. Both can figure as items of negotiation in human interchange.

4. Both occur in time.

5. Both typically use sound as a significant medium of transmission, although

each may depend as well to varying degrees on kinesthetic and visual

information.

6. Each language and each music has a defined sound vocabulary that may

differ from one language and one music to another

7. There are properties common to both: pitch, silence, tempo, rhythm, time

order, use of structure, and so on.

Despite these significant parallels, however, language is not music; differences between

the two must also be acknowledged.

Criticism of such linguistic analytical models as semiotics and narratology often

centers on whether music can be said to mean (that is, deliver meaning) in the sense that

language has meaning or communicates. While both music and language are used in

personal expression, they are generally considered to express different aspects of human

experience. J.T. Fraser summarizes the distinction with particular elegance:

It has been suggested that the origins of language involved the separation of

the emotive from the intelligible in voiced utterances ... The intelligible

components became the language, the emotive ones the music.75

75 Julius Thomas Fraser, "The Art of the Audible 'Now'," Music Theory Spectrum VII

(1985), 184.
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Justine Sergent, in an article about Ravel's loss of brain function as result of a mysterious

ailment, states that we use language to

make reference to entities in the world and to communicate meaning; one

comprehends words or sentences, not sound patterns. Music on the other

hand, is nothing but organized sound ... and the sounds are self-sufficient
and non-referential.76

Nicholas Cook maintains that the "deep structure" of a sentence has "psychological

reality," while musical structure does not.77 Levi-Strauss distinguishes three levels of

meaning in language--the level of the phoneme, the level of the word, and the level of the

sentence. He then makes the comparison that music has phonemes and sentences but no

words, while myth has words and sentences but no phonemes.7 8 L6vi-Strauss' analysis

goes to the heart of the problem of musical meaning. Although a great many people seem

to feel that communication is taking place when they listen to music (Lvi-Strauss'

"sentence"), isolating the substance of the communication (the "word") and reaching any

consensus on what it "means" is another matter entirely.

The communicative process is enormously complex and generalizations about it are

perilous. However, there are two aspects of that process whose separate contributions

may clarify some fundamental differences between language and music. Analysis of the

process of communication often concentrates on the exchange of signs and symbols--

76 Justine Sergent, "Music, the Brain and Ravel," TINS XVI:5 (1993), p. 168.

77 Nicholas Cook, Music, Imagination and Culture (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990),

72-74
78 Claude Levi-Strauss, Myth and Meaning (New York: Schocken Books, 1979), 52-

53.
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what they are, what they signify, how they are presented so as to transmit their meaning.

This aspect of communication is immediately recognizable in language, which appears to

be constructed of such separable symbols. It may be argued that a similar process is at

work in some music under some circumstances. However, the question of whether the

exchange of symbols is as universal a phenomenon in music as in language lies at the

heart of criticism of musical semiotics.

Another aspect of communication receives less attention. It is almost impossible

for communication to take place until the participants have established a common ground

of understanding. It may be argued that, at its most fundamental level, this is a musical

process. Phenomenologist Alfred Schutz describes the musical experience as:

... this sharing of the other's flux of experiences in inner time, this living

through a vivid present in common ... what we called in our introductory

paragraphs the mutual tuning-in relationship, the experience of the "We,"

which is at the foundation of all possible communication. 79

Clinical and experimental observations made by psychologist William Condon, which

involved both minute analyses of communication between adults and extensive

observation of communication between mothers and infants, support Schtitz's suggestion

that entrainment to a common rhythm lies at the heart of communication. 80 Condon's

79 Alfred Schutz, "Making Music Together: a Study in Social Relationship," in

Collected Papers IH Studies in Social Theory, ed. Arvid Brodersen (The Hague: Martinus

Nijhoff, 1964), 173. Schutz's ideas on the phenomenology of music are summarized in

Christine A. Skarda, "Alfred SchIitz's Phenomenology of Music," Journal of Music
Research 111:1/2 (1979), 75-132.

80 See articles by Condon cited in List of Works Consulted.

,:.
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research has profoundly influenced other scholars, among them sociologist Edward T.

Hall, whose research has concentrated on how human beings use space and time to

communicate nonverballyY8 1 In The Dance of Life: the Other Dimension of Time, Hall

asserts that "music is a highly specialized releaser of rhythms already in the individual."82

According to Hall, then, music does not impose a rhythm to which the participants

entrain, it provides a focal point that allows all the participants to entrain to a rhythm

which they hold in common.

In short, both music and language have a function in communication; the

mechanism, however, is subtly different for the two media. While an individual may be

able to express his personal thoughts and opinions more precisely in language, music is

better for establishing common ground. The illusion of universality often attributed to

music may be so difficult to dispel because a musical event can immerse the participant

in a shared experience of time that does not demand the same cognitive involvement as

participating in a conversation.8 3 Simply by entering into the musical rhythm of an event,

a participant can share considerably more of the essence of the experience than by

entering into a conversation in an unfamiliar language. A comparison with language is

8i See books by Hall cited in List of Works Consulted.
82 Edward T. Hall, The Dance of Life: The Other Dimension of Time (Garden City,

New York, 1982), 178.
83 Charles Seeger makes the same observation in "The Music Compositional Process

as a Function in a Next of Functions and in Itself a Nest of Functions," Studies in

Musicology, 1935-1975 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977), 139-167.

Nicholas Cook (op. cit, 72-74) points out that with music, unlike with language,
competence in performance is not necessary for appreciation.
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instructive. Even a listener with no knowledge of French may enjoy the sensual

experience of hearing French poetry read aloud, and an alert listener may draw a

surprising amount of information from an otherwise incomprehensible conversation by

observing the body language and inflections of the speakers. However, with language we

do not equate enjoyment with understanding, nor do we mistake a vague impression of

emotion and intent for comprehension. The superficial ease of rhythmic participation in a

musical event overshadows the fact that full understanding and participation, both

kinesthetic and cognitive, in such an event require knowledge of and experience in the

interaction rhythms and musical aesthetic of the culture.

Many cultures have some kind of formalized expression that uses sound, often in

combination with other modalities, to create a shared experience of time. Western

observers interpret such experiences as music. However, because the experience and

understanding of time differs from one culture to another, different cultures have

"musics" as distinct and diverse as their languages." Condon, Hall and some other

sociologists, anthropologists and musicians go beyond the rhythms of communication

between individuals to describe musical rhythm as one of the means by which a culture is

perpetuated. George Leonard suggests that "a culture may be said to have a language, but

a culture is a rhythm." 85 The parallels often pointed out between language and musical

84 This issue is explored at length in John Blacking, "The Biology of Music-making,"

in Ethnomusicology: An Introduction, ed. Helen Myers (New York: W.W. Norton &

Company, 1992), 301-314.
85 George Leonard, The Silent Pulse (New York: Arkana, 1991; orig. pub. 1978), 20.
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structures may reflect, not so much a close relationship between music and language, as

their common source in the interaction rhythms of the culture. Ethnomusicological

studies which present the musics under examination as representations of the world-view

of the surrounding cultures include Stephen Feld, "Sound Structure as Social Structure;"86

Ruth Stone, Dried Millet Breaking;87 Alan P. Merriam, "African Musical Rhythm and

Concepts of Time-Reckoning;" 88 and Catherine Ellis and Linda Barwick, "Singers,

Songs, and Knowledge." 89

To what extent are these contrasts and comparisons between language and music

reflected in their response to the introduction of writing systems? There are many

similarities. Oracies and literacies of both kinds--musical and linguistic--have the same

fundamental components: a library of examples; a vocabulary of approved forms of

expression; preferred procedures for composition, preservation and transmission of what

the culture deems proper artifacts, and schooling mechanisms. Although the

neurobiological processes involved in remembering language and music may be different,

the vocabulary of a musical oracy must answer the same requirements of memorability

86 Steven Feld, "Sound Structure as Social Structure," Ethnomusicology XXVIII:3

(1984), 383-409, discusses the music of the Kalula of Papua, New Guinea.

87 Ruth Stone, Dried Millet Breaking: Time, Words and Song in the Woi Epic of the

Kpelle (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1988).

88 Alan P. Merriam, "African Musical Rhythm and Concepts of Time-Reckoning,"

Music East and West: Essays in Honor of Walter Kaurmann, ed. Thomas Noblitt (New

York: Pendragon Press, 1981), 123-141.
89 Catherine Ellis and Linda Barwick, "Singers, Songs and Knowledge," Miscellanea

musicologica XV (1988), 284-301 discusses Australian aborigine music.

I '' I I
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and convenience as that of a linguistic oracy. The act of writing down music offers the

same incentives to change as does writing down language: the ability to accumulate and

compare, control over time and distance, and development of motor and cognitive skills

exercised by the script.

The differences between the two described above are also instructive, although the

question of musical meaning--the most serious bone of contention facing analytical

linguistic models--is largely irrelevant to the present study. Oracy and literacy have more

to do with the behaviors involved in composing, preserving and transmitting

compositions than with the meaning of those compositions. Texts, whether language or

music, do not represent meaning, but rather the information the writer considered

necessary for the reconstruction of meaning.

Language writing systems, and literacies that exploit and depend on them, are

deeply embedded in Western culture. Warning signs, labels and written instructions are

expected to make interpersonal dialogue unnecessary in many situations. Illiteracy can

make even such mundane activities as applying for a job, traveling across town, buying

groceries or crossing the street difficult, and sometimes hazardous. Some degree of

competence in the written language is essential to any individual who wishes to compete

and prosper. Those with ambitions to make their living in fields directly involving

language face the most stringent literacy requirements. The same cannot be said for

music literacy in Western culture--neither in the culture at large, nor even in the
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subculture of professional musicians. Musical literacy is only a requirement for entry

into the ranks of musicians working with the canon of Western music, which is preserved

in writing. Musicians in popular musical idioms take pride in playing and composing "by

ear" and in learning by listening and through apprenticeship. Within such groups,

musical oracy is often considered superior to musical literacy.

The difference between the significance of time in language and in music creates

particularly profound difference between musical notations and language scripts.

Musical notation always arises after language notation, and adopts the same time

orientation (left to right, right to left, top to bottom) and other time-related graphic

conventions such as use of white space or punctuation marks, as the language script with

which it is associated. However, the precise shaping of the time of an event is much

more central to the musical experience. Subtle variations in speed and rhythmic

organization that significantly alter the musical experience are not so central to language,

and are therefore not routinely incorporated into language scripts. 90 Musical notations are

more precise in describing temporal relationships, although nuance which emerges only

in performance (the subtle differences in rhythmic displacement that differentiate

90 At least one scholar has suggested otherwise, arguing that minute differences in

letter shape and dimension in early Anglo-Saxon manuscript calligraphy amount to an

elaborate "scoring" of the language as it would have been performed. Rochelle I.

Altman, "Hearing the Text," paper presented at the 30th International Congress on

Medieval Studies (1995), Kalamazoo, Michigan.
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between jazz, blues and the solo piano music of Franz Liszt, for example) still require

familiarity with the associated musical oracy.

Both language and musical literacies remain embedded in the oral. The

pedagogical process in both is necessarily oral until the pupil gains facility in the script;

oral feedback and interchange refine more advanced learning processes, and personal

interaction, whether in conversation about issues of criticism or in read-throughs of

compositions in progress, remains the bedrock on which any tradition is founded.

However, musical literacies appear to differ from language literacies in the degree to

which the "score" can come to replace the experience of live performance.

Language texts in Western culture have achieved a kind of autonomy foreign to

music texts. In our culture, for example, there is a thriving trade in paperback novels that

are accessible--in price, availability and simplicity of interpretation--to anyone with a

grammar school education. The same cannot be said of music scores. There is not now,

nor has there ever been, any musical repertoire or tradition whose written form has

achieved either the popularity or the separation from live performance exhibited by the

pulp novel. 9 ' More formal texts show an even more striking divergence of the literate

artifact from oral performance. Language genres such as the "literary" novel or the

philosophical treatise communicate effectively only in the written form. Neither Proust's

A la recherche du temps perdu nor Hegel's Die Phanomenologie des Geistes, for

91 Preserved music in the form of sound recordings, on the other hand, has already

begun to take the place of live performance.
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example, would attract a very large audience if read aloud. However, individuals who

prefer a musical score to a live performance of the work are exceedingly rare even among

trained musicians. Although reference to the written text is indispensable for full

appreciation of a few musical repertoires, no musical genre exists solely to be read.

The comparative primacy of oracy over literacy in musical traditions suggests that

the impact of musical writing systems should differ somewhat than the impact of

language scripts. Each musical oracy is liable to react differently to the introduction of a

writing system, and each literacy should provoke a different reaction; the possibilities are

practically unlimited. It should not be surprising that, as Steven Feld points out, "... it is

impossible to come up with a list of formal traits that only characterize musics of oral

traditions."92

There are, however, some predictable patterns. In musical oracies, the time element

very often has an extra-musical referent: the rhythms of a text, dance rhythms, work

rhythms, or the rhythms of religious ritual. Early forms of music notation often omitted

the time element, probably because it was considered implicit in the context of

performance. One of the signs of the shift in emphasis from musical oracy to musical

literacy seems to be the gradual separation of musical experience from the rhythms of

everyday life. A musical notation that specifies rhythm documents an increasing

dependence on notated music to replace apprenticeship, experience, rehearsal, a master,

92 Steven Feld, "Orality and Consciousness," The Oral and the Literate in Music, 25.
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or the presence of other musicians who can demonstrate the time of the piece by example.

The amount and sophistication of rhythmic information built into the notation may

therefore be one indication of the relative dominance of oracy or literacy within a musical

tradition.

The translation of an event in time into a graphic object also facilitates certain kinds

of manipulation. In the words of linguist Edmund Leach,

By converting ideas, products of the mind (mentifacts) into material objects

'out there,' we give them relative permanence, and in that permanent material

form we can subject them to technical operations which are beyond the

capacity of the mind acting by itself."

In music, such manipulations can include the artificial separation of the parameters of

pitch and rhythm as with isorhythm, or musical organization based on essentially

inaudible events such as the long tenors in early organum or elaborately disguised tone

rows.

The same is true of music writing systems. Musical notations, like language

scripts, emerge because musical practitioners feel that certain musical repertoires demand

the precise control provided by writing down. Like a language script, the symbols of a

musical notation represent only those aspects of the musical experience required for

correct interpretation of some reasonable percentage of the writer's intention. A musical

notation, like a language script, arises within a cultural context that includes certain

93 Edmund Leach, Culture and Communication: The Logic by Which Symbols are

Connected (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976), 37.
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assumptions about the training and prior experience of the reader. Like a language script,

a musical notation may be entirely inadequate to record a composition from a different

musical tradition. And, as with an English reader trying to read aloud in French, even the

use of a common writing system does not guarantee a common vocabulary of sound

units. Transmitting an experience from one music using a notation developed for use

with another can be as misleading as transcribing Chinese using the Roman alphabet.

As with language oracies and literacies, producing musical artifacts in a particular

tradition requires the exercise and refinement of certain skills. Individuals accessing and

producing language or music artifacts in different traditions differ from one another

principally in the skills that they learn to exercise. An oral-formulaic poet, for example,

must constantly practice how to "read" an audience and tailor his performance to their

expectations. A jazz musician combines those skills with practice in being part of an

ensemble. A member of a memorizing tradition must hone memory skills and learn ways

of analyzing language artifacts that assist in the process of memorization. A member of a

writing culture with an alphabetic script practices breaking words down into individual

phonemes. A musician using Western musical notation practices reducing musical

information to a succession of pitches and pitch-combinations matched to a succession of

durations. Each individual will improve at those skills exercised by his writing system.

These skills may then in turn shape the musical choices made by the musical literates.

The medieval practice of isorhythm, for example, reflects the fascination of a generation
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of composers with dividing music up into melody and rhythm--a skill that their notation

system required them to exercise.

In summary, orate and literate styles can be discerned in music so long as the

limitations both of the model itself and of the comparison to language are kept in mind.

It is important to limit the field of operation very strictly. The character and context of

the tradition must be carefully defined, and the individual situated firmly within that

tradition. Such variables as the exact skills the practitioner exercises, the cultural agenda

that informs the process of schooling, the status accorded a practitioner by the society, the

function of the practice itself, and so on, must be defined as precisely as possible. These

cautions apply to both oracies and literacies.



CHAPTER III

ADAM DE LA HALLE AND THE LITERACIES

AND ORACIES OF HIS TIME

Understanding the peculiar and distinctive interplay of literacy and oracy that

permeates the music of Adam de la Halle requires understanding the uniquely interwoven

complex of literacies and oracies within which he would have been reared and educated.

While the tools and skills of language available to Adam bear a certain resemblance to

those of modern-day practice, the relative importance of literate and orate skills and their

function in the culture of the time are, in many ways, strikingly different. Five elements

that particularly contrast with modern literacy are:

1) The interaction of two languages: "Learned" Latin1 and vernacular French.

2) The prerequisite of Latin literacy for both vernacular and musical literacy.

3) A different balance between orate and literate skills.

This term was coined by Walter Ong, who discusses Learned Latin along with

Learned Chinese as languages that continued to be used among educated elites long after

they had ceased to be mother tongues. Ong describes Learned Latin as "a fully

textualized language, tied to the text as simply literary languages are not." "Orality,

Literacy and Medieval Textualization," New Literary History XVI:1 (Autumn, 1984), 6.

Some of Ong's assumptions about Learn6d Latin, such as that it was learned only by

those who could read it, and that it was the exclusive province of male clergy, are

inaccurate.

68
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4) Separation between the skills of reading and those of writing.

5) No impact of literacy on class status.

All the poetic and dramatic works attributed to Adam de la Halle were recorded in

one of two dialects of Old French: Francien, the dialect spoken in the vicinity of Paris,

and Picard, the dialect spoken in Adam's native Arras. Old French, a blend of a

Germanic vernacular and the vulgar Latin introduced by the soldiers, merchants and

colonists of the Roman Empire, had been recognizably distinct from both its ancestors for

at least 300 years. 2 The two spoken languages that survived, Old French and late

vernacular Latin, were distinct not merely in vocabulary and grammatical construction,

2 The earliest surviving text in a Frankish vernacular recognizably distinct from

vernacular Latin appears as part of the Strasbourg Oaths, which were recorded in 842

A.D. This document--France, Bibliotheque Nationaleflat. 9768, f. 15; facs. in L. Petit

de Julleville, ed., Histoire de la Langue et de la Littrature frangaise des Origines a
1900, 8 vols. (Paris: Armand Colin & Cie., 1896), facing p. lxxvi--preserves the text of an

agreement reached by Louis the German and Charles the Bald, sons of Louis the Pious.

Each spoke the same oath in the other's language to symbolize their unity. Both versions

were written down phonetically using the Latin alphabet. Louis the German spoke in

Roman, an intermediate stage between vernacular Latin and Old French. Roger Wright

says of the significance of the Strashourg Oaths, " . .. it is only some time after the

choice between two writing systems is established that people begin to see Latin and

Romance script as two separate languages rather than two methods of committing the

same language to paper." "Speaking, reading and writing late Latin and Early Romance,"

Neophilologus LX:2 (April, 1976), 178. Hughes Capet (reg. 987-996, founder of the
Capetian dynasty) was the first French king to speak Roman rather than a Germanic

dialect. See Andr& Lagarde and Laurent Michard, Moyen Age: les grands auteurs

frangais du programme: Anthologie et histoire litteraire (Paris: Bordas, 1985), iii-vi, and

L. Petit de Julleville, ed., Histoire de la langue et de la literature frangaise des Origines

a 1900 (Paris: Armand Colin & Cie., 1896), vol. 1, part 1, lxxvi-lxxx.
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but in phonemic vocabulary and language rhythm: differences that were reflected in

diverging poetic traditions. Both poetry in vernacular Latin and poetry in Old French had

drifted away from the agogic meter and unrhymed dactylic hexameters of Classical Latin.

Poetry in vernacular Latin tended to fall into rhymed strophes organized into repeating

metric units defined by stress accent, such as in the hymn, sequence and conductus. The

poetic unit of measurement was the metric foot. The unit of measurement in Old French

poetry, on the other hand, was the poetic verse, defined by syllable count and caesura

rather than by accent groupings. Surviving epic poems in Old French exhibit several

characteristic quantitative meters, including octosyllabic with a medial caesura (Vie de

Saint Leger, the fragment from the Alexandre of Alberic de Pesangon, and Gormond et

Isembard); decasyllabic with caesuras after the fourth syllable (La Vie de Saint Alexis, La

Chanson de Roland), and alexandrines (twelve syllables with a medial caesura; the

Voyage de Charlemagne a Jdrusalem et a Constantinople)." The evidence that remains

indicates a thriving Old French oral tradition of epic, narrative and lyric poetry.

Unfortunately for present-day scholars, the storehouse of vernacular works remained

3 R.H. Stetson says "There can be little question that a profound change in the rhythm

underlies the extensive alterations during the transition from Latin to French." In Motor

Phonetics: A Study of Speech Movements in Action, 2nd ed. (Amsterdam: North-Holland
Publishing Co., 1951).

4 Critical texts for Old French texts other than those by Adam can be found in Karl

Bartsch, Chrestomathie de 1'ancien frangais (viiie-xve sicles): accompagnie d'une

grammaire et d'un glossaire, 12th ed. edited by Leo Wiese (originally published Munich

1920; facs. edition New York: Hafner Publishing Company Inc., 1969).
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predominantly oral. We owe the meager evidence that survives entirely to the pens of

Latin literates.

Well before the thirteenth century, Latin was no longer a mother tongue even in

Italy, where it had been displaced over time by a regional vernacular. Learned Latin,

however, which was learned only in the classroom and by interaction among adult

speakers, was the language of science, of philosophy, and especially of religion. In

contrast to the vernacular storehouse, the library of the Latin tradition was preserved

almost entirely in written form. Literacy began with the Latin alphabet, which was also

used for recording occasional documents in the vernacular: contracts, political

correspondence, birth records, transcriptions of selected vernacular "literature," etc.5

Vernacular literacy existed only in the sense that a Latin literate could use the Latin

alphabet to phonetically encrypt or decipher documents in the vernacular.

While collections of vernacular art were beginning to appear, it is unlikely that they

represent more than a fraction of the works circulating in the oral tradition. The relative

importance or popularity of works preserved in those vernacular manuscript collections

can be difficult to determine. Material preserved in the manuscripts of the twelfth and

5 Linguist Mildred Katharine Pope says: "In private legal documents the vernacular

began to be used in the thirteenth century; in the first quarter, in the great towns of the
north, later on in the Ile de France; and it is not until the reign of Philippe le Bel [1285-

1314] that the vulgar tongue is of any frequent use in the royal chancellery." From Latin

to Modern French with Especial Consideration of Anglo-Norman, rev. ed (Manchester:
University of Manchester Press, 1952), 26-27.
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thirteenth centuries did not need to appeal to a popular audience; the only appeal

necessary was to someone wealthy enough to afford a copyist. 6

Like vernacular literacy, musical literacy was closely linked to Latin education.

The only available musical notation was square notation, which had evolved among

church musicians for the preservation and analysis of plainsong. This musical notation

was commonly taught together with the Latin alphabet in the classrooms of the cloister;

of the cathedral, chantry, and guild schools; and in the universities. Like the Latin

alphabet, it was sometimes used to transcribe works from the oral vernacular tradition.

There is no evidence of any vernacular music transcribed outside this context of pre-

existing Latin literacy. The more specialized mensural notation used to record thirteenth-

century polyphonic works had a more limited circulation and was probably learned and

used only within a small population of practitioners.

Despite the close connection between the Latin language and literacy during this

period, not all those who could speak and understand Latin were necessarily literate in the

modern sense. Among the clergy, Latin was often the medium for everyday

communication. Older novices, even when lacking the education given to children

entering the cloister, might achieve rudimentary Latin oracy through rote memorization

and interaction with Latin speakers without ever learning to read or write. While primary

6 By way of contrast, both orally circulated traditional works, which survive only in

the memory of individuals, and mass-produced printed works, whose numbers are
dependent on the anticipation of profit, depend on popular appeal for their existence.
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(that is, personal) literacy facilitated access to materials written in Latin, the tenacious

connection between written material and sound during this period makes the

determination of an individual's literacy difficult.' Widespread availability of a kind of

second-hand literacy in the form of oral pedagogy and reading-for-hire meant that a fairly

high level of Latin oracy--including not only mastery of spoken Latin, but extensive

familiarity with Latin literature and scientific and philosophic writings--could be

achieved by the functionally non-literate. In general, reading was more widespread than

writing, which was a relatively specialized skill. Copyists in monastic communities, and

those seeking employment as secretaries, were the only people for whom writing was a

necessity.

Even more than in today's society, the importance of literacy to a thirteenth-century

Frenchman depended on the circumstances of his daily life. Literacy did not confer

status, except as it represented a marketable skill. Many people--probably a majority of

the population--carried on successful and productive lives with no more experience of

letters than the distant glimpse of a prayer book on Christmas and Easter. Members of

' Linguist Paul Zumthor points out that with "some exceptions, every medieval

'literary' text, whatever its mode of composition and transmission, was designed to be

communicated aloud to the individuals who constituted its audience." "The Text and the

Voice," New Literary History XVI:1 (Autumn, 1984), 67.

8 Sociologist Harvey Graff states that "The culture that affected the greatest numbers

of men and women and was closest and most vital to daily life remained oral." The

Legacies of Literacy: Continuities and Contradictions in Western Culture and Society

(Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1987), 54.
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the ruling class were aware of the value of written documents in correspondence, in

contracts and in maintaining the records that facilitated the peaceful passing of money

and power from one generation to the next. This did not, however, require that the

nobility themselves learn to read and write. Although noble youths (and often noble

damsels) traditionally received some exposure to Latin "letters" during their upbringing

in aristocratic houses, only a few exceptional individuals continued this interest into

adulthood. Indeed, it is likely that the male nobility in general looked with some disdain

on those of their number who, like women and priests, showed inordinate interest in

matters literary. 9

The Life of Adam de la Halle

Adam's position in a transitional period in French letters exacerbates the problem

of placing him within this cultural web. Written records of vital statistics for any but the

most influential thirteenth-century families are sparse and sporadic. In the absence of

conclusive documentary evidence for specific events in the life of Adam de la Halle, his

9 Female aristocrats, who included reading among their limited leisure-time activities,

were an important audience for written romances. There is evidence to suggest that the

ambience and aesthetic of the Old French romance may have been shaped by the

patronage of noble ladies, whose fantasies of how the world ought to function may have

taken precedence over the depiction of reality. See Joan Ferrante, "Whose Voice? The

Influence of Women Patrons on Courtly Romances," Literary Aspects of Courtly Culture:

Selected Papers from the Seventh Triennial Congress of the International Courtly

Literature Society, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, USA, 27 July-1 August 1992,

ed. Donald Maddox (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1994), 3-18.
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modem biographers rely on inference, extrapolation, and imaginative reconstruction. As

a result, scholars have produced varying results from the same meager fund of

information.' 0 No record exists giving the date of his birth or his death. The earliest

dateable reference to Adam appears in the Congds of the trouvere Baude Fastoul, written

in 1272 as Fastoul was departing Arras." Fastoul's reference to Adam as "fil maistre

Henri" ("Master Henri's son") has a distinctly avuncular flavor, suggesting a generation

gap; it seems unlikely that Adam was born much before 1250.12 The date range now

usually given for his death (after 1285 but before 1289)3 comes from two dateable

10 Henri Guy, Essai sur la vie et les oeuvres littdraires du trouvere Adan de la Hale

(These presente i la Faculte des Lettres de Paris, 1898; reprint New York: Burt Franklin,

1969), and Jean Dufournet, Adam de la Halle: a la recherche de lui-meme ou le Jeu

dramatique de la Feuillie (Paris: Societ6 d'Edition d'Enseignement Superieur, 1974) are

the most substantial, and between them cite and critique the other significant studies.

Guy's book, written in the late nineteenth century, contains an enormous amount of
useful information. His conclusions, however, sometimes owe more to a naive
nineteenth-century romanticism than to logical extrapolation. Dufournet, writing in the

deconstructionist 1970s, seems determined to avoid Guy's fault, and actively pursues

alternate explanations for every conceivable combination of data. Friedrich Gennrich's
article on "Adam de la Halle" in Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, 17 vols., ed.

Friedrich Blume (Kassel: Barenteiter, 1949-79, I:77-79), 1:77-79, is flawed by
dependence on Guy's research and conclusions. Robert Fack's article on "Adam de la

Halle" in the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie
(London: Macmillan, 1980), 1:95-99, uses more modern research.

" "Me fait au fil Maistre Henri / Adan" ([my farewells] "are made to the son of

Master Henry, Adam") Baude Fastoul, Conges (ffr.25566, f. 256v).
12 Guy assigned Adam a birth date of 1237, based on faulty interpretation of certain

contemporary documents.
13 The only scholar who disagrees with this scenario is Fabienne Ggou, who

maintains that Adam was still alive and living at the English court in 1306. See "Adam le
Bossu 6tait-il mort en 1288?" Romania LXXXVI (1965), 111-117.
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events. Adam's incomplete epic, Du roi de sezile, was written as a memorial to Charles

d'Anjou--Count of Anjou, king of Sicily and brother to Louis IX of France--who died in

1285. The later date comes from a scribe named Jean Madot, who wrote in a manuscript

colophon that he was the nephew of the famous poet Adam li Bochu, who had recently

died far from Arras. This notice, dated February 2, 1289, appears in a copy of the Roman

de Troie that Madot transcribed." Scholars have speculated that Du roi de sezile was left

unfinished at the poet's death.

One notable exception to the general scarcity of precise information on members of

the middle class has proven to be a particular boon to Adam's biographers. The

Confrdrie desjongleurs et des bourgeois d'Arras, of which Adam's father was a member,

kept a Ndcrologe, or death list, recording the names of deceased members of the

Confrerie by year and by season from 1194 to 1361.15 Adam's name does not appear in

the Necrologe, but other names associated with his in various documents of the period

have been identified.

A few literary sources also provide information about Adam's biography, although

these sources can and have been challenged as literary fiction. The most important are:

14 "Ces oncles Adans li Boscus ... laissa Arras, ce fu folie, car il est cremus et ames.

Quant il morut, ce fu pities." F.fr.375, f. 119r, cited in Falck, op. cit., 1:96.
" Contained on ff. 3r-45v of Paris, Bibliotheque Nationaleffr.8541. Roger Berger's

critical edition and analysis, published as Le Necrologe de la Confrerie desjongleurs et

des bourgeois d'Arras (1194-1361), 2 vols. (Arras: Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique, 1963 and 1970), is considered definitive. References to the Ndcrologe in
this dissertation will be to the Berger edition.
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1. Autobiographical references in Adam's works, which include the names of
the partenaires and judges in his jeux-partis and his patrons in his chansons,
and autobiographical details of his life depicted in his play Li ieus de le
fueillie1 6 and his Congds,' a formal poem of farewell made upon his
departure from Arras.

2. Biographical references in Li ius dupelerin,1 8 an anonymous preface to
Adam's play Li gieus de Robin et de marion, probably written after the
playwright's death.

4. References to Adam in the works of his contemporaries.

Even when hard facts cannot be determined, these sources offer insight into the character

of Adam de la Halle's life.

His name can be found in several forms:

Adan le Bochu'9 (also Adan le Bochu d'Arras)

16Appears inffr.25566, ff. 49r-59v. Important modem editions have been edited by

Ernest Langlois (Paris: E. DeBocard, 1923) and Jean Dufournet (Paris: Flammarion,
1989). Both these editions use the modern title Le Jeu de la Feuillee. Inffr.25566, the
play is preceded by the rubric "Li ius adan" (the Adam play) and followed by the rubric
"Explicit Ii ieus de la fuellie" ("here ends the play of the leaf'). In the other manuscripts
where it appears, the scribes call it "jeu adan le bocu" (Vatican 1490) and "Le jeu adan le
bocu darraz" (ffr.837, f. 250v.) The more descriptive name Li ieus de lefueillie will be
used here.

17 Appears inffr. 25566, ff. 66v-67v. A critical edition has been published, together
with the Conges of Baude Fastoul and Jean Bodel, as Les Conges d'Arras, ed. Pierre
Ruelle (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1965), 128-133. The other two Conges,
which also appear inffr.25566 (Bodel's on ff. 280v-283r, and Fastoul's on ff. 253r-258r)
were written as formal poems of farewell as Bodel (in 1202) and Fastoul (in 1272)
departed Arras for a leprosarium. Adam's, ostensibly written as he was leaving for Paris

to continue his studies, imitates the earlier works in tone and poetic structure.
18 F.fr.25566 ff. 37v-39r is the only surviving source.
19 Vatican 1490: "Ce sont les chancons adan le bocu" (f. 2r); "adans li bocus" (f. 50v,

51r, 52v); "Ce sont li vers adan le bocu darras" (f. 128r); "Cest li commencement du jeu
adan le bocu" (f. 132r). F.fr.12615: "Les chansons adan li bocus" (f. 224r). Arras 657:
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Adan de le Hale20

Adan d'Arras'

"Adan le Bochu" appears in the most sources. Li ius du pelerin, which purports to

describe Adam's reputation after his death, says that "Maistres adans li bochus estoit chi

apeles / Et la adans darras" ("Here he was called Master Adan le Bochu, and there Adan

of Arras").2 "Bochu," which means "hunchbacked" or "awkward," may represent either

a descriptive nickname, or a family name. The latter interpretation is supported by a

reference in the Necrologe to a Maistre Henri Bochu,23 who is assumed to have been

Adam's father. Adam seems to have been sensitive about the appellation. In his epic

poem Du roi de sezile, he assures the reader that "on m'apelle bochu, mais je ne le sui

mie" ("they call me 'bochu,' but I'm not like that").2 4 In another possible reference to the

"Adans li bocus fist ces kancons" (f. 133v), "adans li bochous" (f. 133v), "adans li bocus

darras" (f. 134v), "adans li bocus" (f. 135r).
20 "Adans de le hale": Vatican 1490, f. 52r;ffr.25566, f. 39;ffr.847, f. 219. The "le"

is a Picard characteristic.
21 Li ius dupelerin, ffr.25566, f. 37v ("Maistres adans li bochus estoit chi apeles / Et

la adans darras") and Du roi de sezile, ffr.25566, f. 39 ("jou adans darras"). If Li ius du

pelerin was written for a performance of Adam's Li gieus de Robin et de marion in Arras

after the poet's death, "here" ("chi") and "there" ("la") may perhaps be taken in a more

specific sense.
22 F.fr.25566, f. 37v.
23 "Bochu Maistre Henri," d. 1290 (Ndcrologe, Berger, 158).
2 4 F.fr.25566, f. 40.
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name, Jean Bretel chides Adam for responding "bochument" ("awkwardly") in one of the

jeux-partis in which they both participated."

The name Adan de la Hale (modernized as Adam de la Halle 26), by which the poet

is usually known today, appears less frequently in the manuscripts. Despite the poet's

expressed distaste for "Le Bochu," the name was less common, and therefore more

distinctive than "de la Hale." There are sixteen de la Hale's listed in the Ncrologe in

contrast to only four Bochus. The addition of "d'Arras" to the name would, of course,

only be appropriate outside the general area of Arras.

The only other member of Adam's immediate family about whom we have any

information is his father, Henri de la Hale (or Henri li Bochu), a university-educated

official in the city government of Arras.27 Maistre Henri plays a leading role in Adam's

play Li ieus de lefueillie, and is mentioned in Baude Fastoul's Conges. According to the

Necrologe, Henri died in 1290.28 A woman who may have been his wife is listed in the

Necrologe as having died in 1282.29 Because Henri already admits to more than one wife

25 "Et trop me respondes bochuement," verse 8 of strophe 11, J11 (Adan amis, mout

saves bien vo roi),ffr.25566, f. 29r.
26 The only early source to use the modern spelling ("de la Halle") is the Dit de la

Panthere of Nicole de Margival (v. 2466, cited in Guy, op.cit., 11).
27 Maistre Henri's profession is given in Li ieus de lefueillie. See Dufournet, Adam de

la Halle, 34-42 and Guy, op.cit., 19-22 on Maistre Henri and his relationship with his
son.

28 See fn. 23 above.
29 "Feme de le Hale Henri" (Ndcrologe, Berger, 58). A woman listed only as "Feme

le Boceus" died in 1291 (62). This listing is more ambiguous and may not refer to a

relative of Adam's. The name of "Hale Maroie," supposed to be that of Adam's wife,
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in Li ieus de lefueillie, she probably was not Adam's mother. 3 0 We know nothing further

about Adam's mother and/or stepmother(s), nor is there any surviving record of his

siblings, if any.

Henri de la Halle was one of a growing bureaucratic middle class whose livelihood

depended on the acquisition of the skills of literacy. During most of the Middle Ages,

hired secretaries recruited from the ranks of the literate clergy consulted legal and

appears under 1287 (60).
30 Henri de le Hale, who had attained minor orders in the church, is described in Li

ieus de le fueillie as one of the clercs bigames ("bigamous clerks") who had violated the

church's extremely strict rules for married clergy. A clerk was considered to be

"bigamous" if he had any sexual relationship out of wedlock, re-married after the death of

a spouse, or married any woman with previous sexual experience. Several clues in Li ieus

de lefueillie have allowed scholars to determine that it was probably written for

performance in 1276. The title, which is supposed to refer, among other things, to the

leafy canopy that sheltered the reliquary of Notre Dame for the yearly celebration of

Pentecost by the Confrerie dejongleurs et des bourgeois d'Arras, has led scholars to

conclude that it was presented at such a celebration. A reference to the recent death of a

pope who interested himself particularly in the issue of the clercs bigames narrows the

dates to three:
1255, following the death of Innocent IV on 7 December 1254

1262, following the death of Alexander IV in 1261
1276, following the death of Gregory X on 10 January 1276

Roger Berger, who has tracked down the death dates of several individuals mentioned in

Li ieus de lefueillie, concludes that the last is the best choice. (Berger, op. cit., 11:106,
cited in Dufournet, Adam de la Halle, 56). Henri Guy, writing at a time when the

contents and import of the Arras Necrologe were not well understood, made several

errors in dating which were corrected by Berger's research. Among other things, Guy

concluded that the pope mentioned in Li ieus de lefueillie was Alexander IV, making the

date of the play 1262, and creating a considerable span of time unaccounted for between

Li ieus de lefueillie and Adam's entry into the service of Robert of Artois c. 1282. In

1276, when Li ieus de lefueillie was performed, Henri has already lost one wife (Adam's

mother?) and married a second time. See Guy, op.cit., 412-429 and Dufournet, Adam de

la Halle, 266-67 for further discussion.
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historical documents, carried on the mechanics of correspondence, oversaw household

accounts, and imparted the rudiments of Latin letters to younger members of noble

households. By Adam's time, members of the university-educated clergy filled a similar

function in city government. While entry into a low level of clerical orders was a

necessary prerequisite for university study, many of these urban bourgeois, like Adam's

father, seem to have considered that commitment merely a convenient stepping stone to

paid positions in local government or as amanuensis to a powerful patron. Adam was

raised in a household in which the practical value of literacy would have been taken for

granted, at the same time that the connection between literacy and assimilation of the

values and habits of the clergy was becoming increasingly tenuous.

The Confririe des jongleurs et des bourgeois d'Arras, source of the Ncrologe, was

closely associated with the Puy d'Arras, one of the earliest and most influential of the

puys, or poetic societies, that flourished in northern France from the eleventh to the

fourteenth centuries.31 Henri's association with the Confrerie, whose appreciation of the

31 Louise Barbara Richardson offers several possible interpretations of the relationship

between the two organizations in "The Confrerie desjongleurs et des bourgeois and the

Puy d'Arras in Twelfth- and Thirteenth- Century Literature," University of North

Carolina Studies in the Romance Languages and Literatures #114 (Studies in Honor of

Mario A. Pei), 161-171. As she points out, "many activities performed in one or the

other of these societies were performed in a single literary society in other medieval cities

of northern France ... Some scholars actually regard the puy as an outgrowth of the

confrerie" (165). See also Joseph A. Dane," Parody and Satire in the Literature of

Thirteenth-Century Arras," Studies in Philology LXXXI:1 (Winter, 1984), 1-27 (Part I)

and LXXXI:2 (Spring, 1984), 119-144 (Part II).
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value of written records is proved by the existence of the Ndcrologe, and which is

supposed to have sponsored Li ieus de lefueillie for their Pentecost celebration in 1276,

could have had an early influence on Adam. Two important members of the Confrdrie,

the poets Baude Fastoul and Jehan Bretel, seem to have taken a particular interest in the

young poet. Adam composed seventeen jeux-partis, or poetic debates, for competition in

the Puy of Arras. For at least nine, and perhaps as many as fourteen, of those jeux-partis,

his partenaire was Jehan Bretel, a wealthy merchant and influential member of the

cultural community of Arras.32 Bretel is listed in the Ndcrologe as having died in 1272,

thus providing a terminus ante quem for those jeux-partis.

These poetic debates offer clues to Adam's relationship with Bretel, and his

approximate age at the time of Bretel's death. Bretel addresses Adam as "Adan" or

"Adan ami," while Adam respectfully addresses the prestigious Prince of the Puy as "Sire

Jehan."3 3 In eight of the nine jeux-partis addressed to "Sire Jehan, "Bretel poses the

32 J1-4, 8-9, 11, 14 and 16 directly address "Sire Jehan" or "Sire Jehan Bretel." J5-7,

10 and 17 address only "Sire," but are commonly taken to be addressed to Jehan Bretel.

J18 addresses "un sire," who may also be Bretel. J13 is addressed to "Rogier" and J15,

to "Jehan de Grieviler." (Numbers come from the ordering inffr.25566 See Appendix
III for listing of contents and titles.)

33 The only exception, J12, which addresses "Compains Jehan," was probably written,

not by Adam de la Halle, but by an older trouvere, Adam de Givenchi, who was of noble

birth. This composition is attributed to "adans de gievenci" inffr.12615 (f. 169v), and to

"Sire Adans" inffr.844 (f. 139v). The familiarity of the salutation ("friend Jean") would

be more appropriate coming from apartenaire Bretel's contemporary in age, and his

superior in birth. See Leon Nicod, ed., Les jeux-partis d'Adam de la Halle, (Paris:
Librairie Ancienne Honor6 Champion, 1917), 31-32, and Jean Maillard, Adam de la
Halle: perspective musicale (Paris: Librairie Honore Champion, 1982), 74. A widely
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question which Adam must answer; Adam initiates the dialogue in the other one. Injeux-

partis VII and XI, Bretel makes a point of Adam's youth and inexperience. 34 Adam's

other apparent mentor, Baude Fastoul, addressed his CongJ to Adam in 1272, the same

year that Bretel died. Adam's Congds, which faithfully imitate Fastoul's in overall tone

and poetic structure, strengthen the sense of association. Both Bretel and Fastoul seem to

treat Adam as a gifted protege, rather than a contemporary or rival.

Adam de la Halle and Vernacular Oracy

The quality of Adam's poetic works, confirmed by the evident respect in which

he was held by his contemporaries, attests to his mastery of the vernacular tradition. One

need look no further than Adam's association with the Puy, both as the son of a member

and in his own right, and the mentorship of two accomplished and influential

poet/composers, to explain his familiarity with the conventions of vernacular poetic and

musical composition. His Congis, composed of thirteen twelve-verse octosyllabic

strophes with a mirrored rhyme scheme of aab aab|| bba bba, are precisely patterned

recognized relationship between Adam and Bretel might help to explain why J12 appears

among Adam's compositions inffr.25566. A scribe collecting material for an Adam

collection, and aware of a close relationship between Adam de la Halle and Jehan Bretel,

might assume that the "Adam" addressed in the second strophe was the Artesian

bourgeois, rather than the relatively obscure Flemish noble.

4 F.fr.25566 ff. 26v-27 and ff. 28v-29v. Nicod (op. cit., 30) addresses the possible
relationship between Jehan Bretel and Adam de la Halle based on their jeux-partis.
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after the earlier Conges of Baude Fastoul and Jean Bodel.Y Du roi de sezile is modeled

after the traditional chanson de geste. Each of its nineteen laisses is based on a single

rhyme, and contains from seventeen to twenty-one alexandrines. Li ieus de lefueillie

uses another traditional form, rhymed octosyllabic verses, to create a boisterously vulgar

social satire. Li gieus de Robin et de marion uses the same verse form to expand the

traditional genre of the pastourelle into a rollicking bucolic romp.

Adam's courtly chansons are exquisitely polished miniatures, original not in their

obligatory subject matter, but in the subtle nuances of form: meter, rhyme, enjambment.

His equally masterfuljeux-partis, with their deliberately anti-courtly attitudes, are satiric

gems. Their studied roughness of form and casual diction contribute to the impression of

an improvisatory genre. Both the chansons and the jeux-partis belong to the courtly

tradition of trouvere poetry--an established orate tradition with a core set of

characteristics for each genre that extend from the level of the individual verse to the

level of the poem as a whole. A typical chanson is made up of five strophes and an envoi

(additional strophe) sending the poem on its way to the lady or a patron. A typical jeu-

parti includes six strophes (three by each partenaire) and two envoi, one addressed to

each of the two judges presiding over the poetic competition.

3 The verse form used by Adam, Fastoul and Bodel is called the strophe d'Helinant
from the poet Helinant de Froidmont, who first used the form in his Vers de la Mort,
written between 1193 and 1197. See Ruelle, op. cit., 37-45.
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In both genres, each poem has a characteristic pattern of meter and rhyme that is

repeated in each strophe. The most common strophe is eight verses long with the same

meter throughout (homometric) and consists of afrons of four verses rhyming abab

followed by a cauda of varying rhyme scheme. The envoi is most often four verses long,

with the meter and rhyme scheme of the last four verses of the strophe. Typically there

are from one to three rhyming sounds, which are repeated through all the strophes.

Verses may be from seven to ten syllables in length, with a particular preference for

octosyllabic and decasyllabic lines. The subject matter of the two genres is even more

fixed than the form. The chansons deal with the trials and tribulations of courtly love,

and the jeux-partis hold up a satiric mirror to the sensibilities revealed in the chansons.

The relationship between this poetic template and the form of any given chanson or

jeu-parti typifies one model of an orate system. The traditional repertoire of poetic

techniques, which assists the poet both in creation and in performance, also act as a set of

defaults, any one of which may be altered, within certain limits, at the discretion of the

poet. There are many examples of such alternations in Adam's chansons and jeux-partis.

C10 ("Li dous maus me renouvelle"), for example, has four strophes and no envoi but a

two-verse refrain at the end of each strophe. Cl ("Damoureus cuer voel canter") and C 18

("Qui a droit veut amours servir"), each have six full strophes with the sixth acting as an

envoi. In J3, which has six verses, and J6 which has ten, the envoi is sung to the music of
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the last half: three lines in J3, and five in J6. Jl0, which has a strophe of seven verses,

has an unusual palindromic structure in verses 1-6, as shown here:

Adan amis ie vous dis une fois -
vous et maistre iehan de marli -
que iamais ne partiroie - --

mais tenir ne men porroie- -

qui fait mieus ou chieus qui atent merchi--
en bien servant .i. an ou deus ou trois -
ou chieus qui loeus merchi proie

The single envoi is sung to the music of the last four verses.

The most interesting of the jeux-partis is J11, where each strophe is heterometic (10

10 10 10 10 5+ 7+ 10), with 8 verses and the traditional rhyme scheme of abab bccb.

The poem, which Nicod describes as "comme i un examen de clerc," 36 has no envoi. Its

twenty strophes, rather than following the standard jeu-parti pattern of a competition

between two facetious answers to a question about courtly love, takes the form of

question and answer. Bretel poses questions about courtly love, which Adam answers

with a marked lack of the levity that characterizes his other jeux-partis.

In Adam's courtly lyrics, the most common strophe has eight verses and rhymes

either abab xyyx37 (10 chansons and 1 jeu-parti) or abab xxyy (7jeux-partis). However,

other strophe lengths used in his chansons include nine verses in nine examples, ten

36 Nicod, op. cit., 91.
37 This shorthand signifies a rhyme scheme with a ballad quatrain (abab) followed by

an enveloped quatrain (abba) whose rhyme scheme may or may not interlock with the

rhyme of the initial quatrain. Possible rhyme schemes encompassed in this format

include abab baab, abab abba, abab cbbc, abab cdde, etc.
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verses in eight examples and eleven verses in four examples. Strophe lengths in his jeux-

partis range from six to ten verses. His rhyme schemes use three basic building blocks:

the ballad and enveloped quatrain, and rhymed couplets (aa). Possible combinations are

almost infinite--some representative examples include:

C11: abab ccddeed

C12: abab b ccbb

C21: abba a ccdd

C23: abba b abba

C28: abab a abba

J15: abba abab

Adam's chansons and jeux-partis are unusual in the trouvere repertoire for their

heterometric strophes; only four chansons (C4, C17, C23 and C34) and 4jeux-partis (J1,

J9, J13 and J16) are homometric.38 Of these, three (J1, C17 and C2) have verses of seven

syllables, four (J9, J13, J16 and C4) have verses of ten syllables, and one (C34) has

verses of eight syllables. In the heterometric stanzas, a verse of poetry may contain four,

five, seven, eight or ten syllables. Four- and five-syllable verses appear only in

combination with other verse lengths, and verses of eight syllables are found only in the

chansons. Eight-syllable verses are combined only with four- or ten-syllable verses,

while verses of seven, five and ten syllables are freely combined.

38 J12, by Adam de Givenchi, is also homometric.
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As is the case with much medieval poetry, the lyrics of Adam de la Halle have a

cool impersonal quality. His subject matter is a miscellany of commonplaces, his poetic

conceits neat and well-crafted but with no pretentions to originality. The lusty humor in

his jeux-partis--by turns whimsical, trenchant and ribald--allows fugitive glimpses of a

mischievous and engaging personality, but the polished surface of his chansons has a

mirror-like gloss that thwarts personal observation. His real mastery can be appreciated

only in his manipulation of form. 39 The strophic forms of his chansons and jeux-partis

are not merely aesthetically pleasing static pattersn, but carefully structured dialogues that

tantalize and provoke the educated listener by a deft manipulation of meter and rhyme.

The texts of C26 and C29 are particularly striking.

In C26 (shown below), rhyme divides the strophe into the most common strophic

pattern: eight verses rhyming abab bccb.

Or voi ie bien quil souvient *
bonne amour de mi *
car plus asprement * me tient
cainc mais ne senti *

che ma le cuer esjoi *
de chanter *
ensi doit amans moustrer
le mal ioli

39 Joseph A. Dane says, "Adam de la Halle's reputation depended on the form of his

work. Few of his contemporaries, other than his conventional adversary in ajeu-parti,

accused him of saying anything," op. cit., I:143.
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However, enjambement runs the verses together in pairs, creating metrical combinations

that evoke other traditional genres. The frons of C26 begins with a verse of seven

syllables followed by a verse of five syllables, superimposing an epic alexandrine couplet

on the chansonfrons (that is, "Or voi ie bien quil souvient X bonne amour de mi ").

Verses five and six combine into a decasyllable. The final two verses, however, combine

into an irregular eleven-syllable verse, frustrating the hearer's expectation of another

double verse.

In C29 (shown here), rhyme scheme creates an irregular abbafrons followed by

three rhymed couplets (ccddcc).

Se li maus camours envoie *
ne fust si plaisans
nus ne le peust lonctans
souffrir sans entrer envoie *

de desespoir ou de pis *
mais cest uns maus si iolis

et amours est si soutiex
et li pensers si gentiex

que cest uns drois paradys
as fins amis

However, enjambement makes verses one to five a single unit of meaning. All the verses

have seven syllables, except for verses two and ten, which have five and four syllables

respectively. The short verses contrasting with the regularity of the rest of the strophe

both reinforce the sense of closure in the final verse and create an additional lesser poetic
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"cadence" after verse two. Adam's deft balance of rhyme, meter and meaning creates a

variety of poetic cadences of various degrees of closure: after verse two, after thefrons,

after verse five, after each of the rhymed couplets, and at the end. The "cadence" of the

final verse is reinforced by the rhyme, the closure of meaning, and the truncated meter.

Poetic meter is carefully controlled in the rondel strophe, although each text seems

governed by internal logic rather than a generalized metrical template. The largest group

of seven examples comprises those which use verses of seven syllables, either exclusively

or in combination with shorter verses. The refrains of R2 ("Li dous regars de me dame")

and R8 ("Amours et ma dame aussi") each include only two verses of seven syllables.

The refrain of R1 ("Je muir ie muir damourete") consists of four verses rhyming abab

with a metrical structure of 7+ 3 7+ 3. R5 ("Adieu commant amouretes"), R6 ("Fi maris

de vostre amour") and R16 ("Dieus soit en cheste maison") mix seven-syllable verses

with verses of four or five syllables.

In a second group of rondel (R3, R13, R14, R15), the refrain consists of a single

octosyllabic verse, divided either 6-2 (R3) or 5-3 (R13-15). R7 and R9 use a similar

procedure with verses of nine syllables divided 5-4. The refrains of R10 and R12 are

homometric, with three verses of six and five syllables, respectively.

It is tempting to interpret these irregular poetic forms as the result of an

incorporation of written drafts into the creative process. However, some allowance must

be made for the place of virtuosity in the chanson and jeu-parti traditions. Adam's
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willingness to play fast and loose with traditional poetic structures in his lyric song texts

tests the limits of virtuosity. This, with the documented evidence of his exposure to

literate education, strongly suggests reliance on the safety net of written drafts.

In contrast to the strict metrical conventions underlying the texts of the chansons,

jeux-partis and rondel, the motet texts are amorphous jumbles, distinguished from prose

only by rhyme. Deciding what constitutes a verse of poetry in a motet text can be

difficult, depending as it does not on reference to a traditional template, but on a mix of

such clues as dots provided by the scribe, musical rests and rhyming words. Voice 1 of

Ml (shown in figure 3-1) illustrates all these.

Voice 2 of M3 ("Entre adan et hanikiel/Chies bien seans/Aptatur"; shown below),

with its three- and four-syllable verses punctuated by the rhyme "-ans" and culminating

in the poet's name in the last verse, has a particular doggerel quality, which bears a

certain resemblance to the nonce forms of the American poet Ogden Nash.

Chies bien seans
ondes et fremians
et parans

resgart atraians
vairs humelians
catillans

et frians
nes par mesure au viare afferans
bouchete rians

vermeillete -

adens blans
gorge bien naissans

col reploians -
pis durs et poingnans
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boutine souslevans
maniere avenans

et plus li remanans -
ont fait tant dencans

que pris est adans
plain frons reluisans

Fiur -M OW. Vo . _

Fiurefrm1.2Voice6fo. 3 M p

'-i--p *w'" fol. 34
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Despite the poetic irregularity of the texts of individual motet voices, however, the

manner of their combination shows a keen awareness of the impact of the piece as a

whole. The texts are as polyphonic as the music, contrasting and reinforcing one another

like musical counterpoint. For example, the upper voices of M1 ("Adieu commant

amouretes/Adam se sont be damours/Super te"), both deal with abandonment--the lover

protests against his lady's inconstancy in voice 1, while in voice 2 the poet describes how

the people of Arras "have fled in twos and threes / Sighing into foreign lands."40 "Super

te," the tenor in M1, is the most obscure of Adam's plainsong tenors. Rokseth suggests it

comes from an office for the feast of St. Nicholas (Dec. 6).41 While no music for such an

office has survived, the text may be derived from Judith 10:8: "Thus [the Lord] will rise

up above thee, Jerusalem."42 If this is in fact the source of the text, a parodic parallel may

be intended between Arras and Jerusalem.43 The most interesting relationship is that

between the upper voices of M4 ("Jos bien mamie a parler/Je nos a mamie

aler/Seculum"), which has the homophonic musical rhythm of a conductus-motet. The

two texts stand in much the same relationship to one another as the competing points of

40 "Et fuient cha deus che trois / Souspirant en terre estrange." ffr.25566 f. 32.

41 Yvonne Rokseth,Le manuscrit H196 de la Facultei de Medecine de Montpellier, 4

vols. (Paris: Editions de l'Oiseau-lyre, 1935), IV:193.
42 "... ut glorietur super te Ierusalem." An antiphon with this text survives in the

Liber usualis (p. 1082), but the musical setting does not resemble Adam's tenor.
41 See Dane, op.cit., on the popularity of parody and satire in Artesian literature.
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view in ajeu-parti. In voice 1, the poet boasts of his willingness to embrace his beloved

in front of her husband, while in voice 2 he expresses his fear of her husband."

Whether Adam's expertise in vernacular poetic composition should be described as

vernacular oracy or vernacular literacy is difficult to assess. Historically, the vernacular

repertoire was an oral tradition, and learning took place within a more or less informal

apprenticeship culminating in trial by performance. By Adam's time, however,

significant portions of that tradition were available in writing, albeit using the Latin

alphabet and written down by Latin literates. By then, several of the great epics had been

written down, and manuscript collections of vernacular lyric poetry were beginning to

appear. While Baude Fastoul's Conges survive only inffr.25566, it is not unlikely that a

copy might have circulated among his intimates in the Confrdrie.

Adam himself may well represent the literate end of an orate tradition. His poetry

is unusually consistent among the various manuscripts in which it appears, suggesting the

use of written exemplars. The fact that his two vernacular plays, Li ieus de lefueillie and

Li gieus de Robin et de marion, were written down is also significant. While there seems

to been a theatrical tradition of improvised secular farces in the vernacular, it was rare for

a secular vernacular drama to be written down."

" C5 ("Helas il nest mais nus qui aint") and C6 ("Helas il nest mais nus qui naint")
have a similar relationship.

41 Texts of religious dramas, both in Latin and the vernacular, on the other hand, are
relatively common. Dufournet discusses the position of Li ieus de lefueillie in the history

of French drama in the Introduction to his critical edition. The only surviving secular
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The situation with regard to Adam's music is less ambiguous. Historical evidence

suggests strongly that the music of the trouvdres was grounded in an orate tradition,

orally composed and orally transmitted, with occasional assistance from transcription

only toward the very end of the tradition.46 We know almost nothing of how the

trouveres conceived their melodies. What explanatory material has survived tends to

focus on the text, leaving the musical aspects (we assume) to the trained ear of the

poet/composer. Modem researchers must extrapolate from the characteristics of the

existing repertoire. 4 7 Certainly the music of Adam's courtly songs falls well within the

dramatic works in the vernacular before 1300 are:

tavern scenes from Bodel's miracle play Jeu de Saint Nicolas (before 1210), which

survives only inffr.25566

Courtois d'Arras (end of twelfth/beginning of thirteenth century)

Rutebeuf, Le Dit de L 'Herberie (c. 1260)

Li ieus de lefueillie (1276 or 1277)
Li gieus de Robin et de marion (c.1285)
Li ius dupelerin (c. 1288)

Le Garon et l'Aveugle (1266-1282).
List from Jean Frappier and A.M. Gossart, eds., Le Thdatre comique au Moyen Age, 5th

ed. (Paris: Librairie Larousse, n.d.), p. 4.

46 Hendrik Van der Werf asserts that "It is not clear who among the trouveres could

read and write, but we may safely assume that very few of them were acquainted with

musical notation." "Musical Introduction," Lyrics and Melodies of Adam de la Halle,

eds. Deborah Hubbard Nelson (texts), and Hendrik van der Werf (melodies) (New York

and London: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1985), xxix.

47 Studies on trouvere and troubadour melodies used for this dissertation are (in

chronological order): Robert H. Perrin, "Some Notes on Troubadour Melodic Types,"

Journal of the American Musicological Society IX:1 (Spring, 1956), 12-18; Theodore

Karp, "Interrelationships between Poetic and Musical Form in Trouvere Song," Bernstein

Festschrift 1977, 137-161; John Stevens, "'La Grande Chanson Courtoise': The

Chansons of Adam de la Halle," Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association CI (1974-

75), 11-30; Ian R. Parker, "Troubadour and Trouvere Song: Problems in Modal
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established parameters of the genre. They are strophic, echoing the structure of the poem.

The most common melodic form for the strophe is an early bar form with the structure

ababx, reflecting the most common poetic form, which begins with a ballad quatrain that

rhymes abab and has the corresponding metrical structure of xyxy. As in the chansons of

other trouveres, the melodies for those poems beginning with an enveloped quatrain

(abba), tend to be through-composed. The melodies are limited in range and generally

conjunct, only rarely including intervals larger than a third. Like most of the melodies in

the trouvere repertoire (and unlike the melodies of the troubadours), Adam's are neumatic

rather than melismatic. They exhibit a relatively restricted vocabulary of melodic

formulas, much like the oral-formulaic epics studied by Parry and Lord. Like poetic oral

June, 1979), 86-107; David Halperin, "Distributional structure in troubadour music,"
Orbis musicae VII (1979-80), 15-26; J.H. Marshall, "Textual Transmission and Complex
Musico-Metrical Form in the Old French Lyric," Medieval French Textual Studies in
Memory of T.B. W. Reid, ed. Ian Short (London: Anglo-Norman Text Society, 1984), 119-
148; Donna Mayer-Martin, Melodic Materials in Trouvre Music: A Comparative
Analysis of the Chansons of Chatelain de Coucy, Gace BrulJ, Thibaut de Champagne,
and Gillebert (University of Cincinnati, 1981; UMI # 81-23,770); John Stevens, Words
and Music in the Middle Ages Song: Narrative, Dance and Drama, 1050-1350
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); Hans Tischler, "Trouvere Songs: The
Evolution of their Poetic and Musical Styles," Musical Quarterly LXXII:3 (1986), 329-
340; Elizabeth Aubrey, "Forme et formule dans les melodies des troubadours," Actes du
premier Congres International de L'Association Internationale d'Etudes Occitanes, ed.
Peter T. Ricketts (Westfield College, London: A.I.E.O., 1987), 69-83; Leo Treitler, "The
Troubadours Singing Their Poems," The Union of Words and Music in Medieval Poetry,
eds. Rebecca A. Baltzer, Thomas Cable and James I. Wimsatt (Austin, Texas: University
of Texas Press, 1991), 15-48.
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formulas, these melodic kernels serve a variety of purposes. They create a referential

'web, anchoring the songs both in a musical space and a melodic tradition.

One of the focal points for discussion among trouvere musicologists is the

separability of the text and the music. This issue bears on the question of the impact of

musical literacy on the trouvere repertoire, since writing down the text and the melody

separately reinforces their separate identities. Re-use of musical material, however, is not

limited to traditions with alphabets and musical notation. The high incidence of strophic

forms, as well the popularity of contrafacta, make it clear that a particular melody was

not irrevocably wedded to the text that first inspired it. John Stevens has raised the

intriguing possibility that the structure of melodies arose, not from the structure of the

text per se, but from an attention to the "fabric of numbers" that informs the composition

of both poetry and melody. In Stevens' words,

once the simple basic requirements of syllable, line and (normally) AAB
structure have been met, the music creates its own pattern, an armonia that is
completely independent of the sense or sound of the text.48

Adam functions within this complex and demanding oracy with the deceptive ease of a

master. A final testimony to his thorough assimilation of the formal structures of the

vernacular oracy may be "Adest dies" (shown in figure 3-2), a Latin Easter song that

appears twice inffr.25566.49 "Adest dies," despite its Latin text, its "Alleluia" refrain

48 Stevens, Words and Music in the Middle Ages, 33.

49 On f. 23v between the chansons and the jeux-partis and on if. 32r/v between the jeux-
partis and the polyphonic rondel.
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and its melismatic plainsong melody, has the rhyme scheme and meter of a courtly

chanson.

Adam de la Halle and Latin Literacy

Adam's contemporaries refer to him in terms that leave no doubt that he had

achieved some level of Latin literate education. In one of their jeux-partis, Jehan Bretel

describes Adam as "bien letres" (well or very "lettered"), acknowledging that he himself

"ne sai point de gramaire" ("I know nothing of grammar"). 50 The term "letres" had much

the same force--and some of the same ambiguity--as the modern phrase "very literate,"

which may mean anything from "well-educated" to "especially talented in calligraphy."

In the thirteenth century, however, the term referred specifically to "literate" education

that included the skills of reading and writing. The Latin cognate "litteratus" was used

only in reference to Latin literacy. A vernacular literate--had such a person existed--

would have been described as "illiteratus." Whether the French term had the same

significance is not certain; however, Bretel's reference to his own ignorance of

"grammar," a purely Latin concept emphasized in all early Latin education, is more

telling.5

5 J6, strophe 1, verses 3 and 4.
5 Falck seems to assume that "bien letr6s" referred to education at the university level,

since he cites Bretel's remark as evidence that Adam had attended the university as a
youth before Bretel's death (op.cit., 1:95-6). However, a clever boy who had done well at
a monastery grammar school might also be considered "letres" and knowledgeable about
"gramaire."

I
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Musical Example 3-1. "Adest Dies"

Ad - est di - es hec ter - ti - a

pas - si re - demp - to - ris

qua fur - rex - it ca - ro pi - a

et Si vo - bis ris

non su - fi - cit tes - ti - mo - ni - um

I lotI rem

ec - ce lo - cus su - da - ri - um

la pis sig - num fo - - ris

hic se - pul - tus et oc - cul - tus

w- * U 9 '4. U

e - rat fons dul - co - ris

Al - le -

4 10__ j__________-_y

i - ya

-V
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From the eleventh to the thirteenth centuries, opportunities for becoming competent

in Latin were increasingly available outside the restricted circle of the monastery and

court, although the schooling mechanisms of the church continued to dominate." Any

area wealthy enough to support a cathedral was in turn likely to have a cathedral school in

which, for a fee or other favors, the sons of local residents could join the novices in their

studies. Guilds large enough or wealthy enough to afford a cleric to officiate at guild

feasts, funerals and celebrations sometimes included a requirement that he devote some

of his free time to educating the sons of guild members. So-called "chantry" schools

were established as part of the duties of a cleric engaged to carry out the terms of an

endowment to "chant" for the soul of a deceased benefactor. J.J.:Bagley gives the

following description of school life at the cathedral or grammar school:

The medieval schoolboy had no reason to like school, and many reasons for
hating it. Day after day he learned nothing but Latin, except a little rhetoric
and logic if he stayed at school long enough to qualify for such lessons. The
master's method of teaching never varied, and the boy was required to sit or
stand in the classroom for eight or nine hours a day, learning by heart, and
often without understanding, grammar rules or Latin passages dictated to

52 Sources used for pre-university education include Samuel Chester Parker, The
History of Modern Elementary Education (1912, repr. Totowa, New Jersey: Littlefield,
Adams & Co., 1970); James Westfall Thompson, The Literacy of the Laity in the Middle
Ages (Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 1939); J. J. Bagley, Life in
Medieval England (London: B.T. Batsford Limited, 1960); Donna R. Barnes, ed., For
Court, Manor, and Church: Education in Medieval Europe (Minneapolis, Minnesota:
Burgess Publishing Company, 1971); Francesco Cordasco, A Brief History of Education,
rev. ed. (Totowa, New Jersey: Littlefield, Adams & Co., 1976); Nicholas Orme,
Education and Society in Medieval and Renaissance England (London and Ronceverte:
The Hambledon Press, 1989).
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him. Games were usually forbidden, holidays largely restricted to Church
feast days, and severe corporal punishment inflicted for both misbehavior and
single mistakes in repetition or translation.53

In Adam's case, Henri Guy speculates that he attended a cathedral school at the

Cistercian monastery of Vaucelles, and was financed by wealthy citizens of Arras who

recognized his talent.54 Guy based his argument on what may be a reference to time spent

at Vaucelles in Li ieus de le fueillie,55 and Adam's willingness to exempt the Cistercian

order from the harsh criticism he directs at other monastic orders in his Chanson 28.56

Guy also suggests that a reference in Adam's Conges to the brothers Baude and Robert li

Normant 57 documents this sponsorship and financial assistance to the budding poet.

Dufoumet questions Guy's conclusions, pointing out that the reference in Li ieus de le

fueillie is ambiguous, and that the positive mention of the Cistercian order in Chanson 28

may represent an attempt to garner future favor rather than to express gratitude for favors

in the past. There may, however, be a less elaborate explanation. The cathedral in Arras,

one of the largest in northern France, is very likely to have supported a cathedral school,

where Henri might have sent his promising young son to follow in his footsteps, or the

53 Bagley, op. cit., 94-95.
1 Guy, op.cit., 27-32.
" "Et desirs le me fist gouster / A le grant saveur de Vaucheles" (ffr.25566, 50v)

Dufournet translates this passage as: "et Desir me fit prendre goat i ses charmes / les

epigant a la mode de Vaucelles" (Jeu de la Feuilie, 57)
56 "Mais ceus espargne de chitiaus" (ffr.25566, 20v)
" Congds lines 87-89 (ffr.25566 f. 67v).
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Confrerie may have been one of those guilds that supported a priest for the education of

member's sons.

Especially for a boy like Adam who exhibited early musical gifts, a Latin education

would have included music. The study of liturgical music practice--the singing of the

chant of the Mass and the Offices--had been a part of education in the monastic orders

from the days of the Rule of St. Benedict.58 St. Gregory himself is supposed to have

founded the schola cantorum for the training of liturgical singers. Charlemagne and

Alcuin included musical studies in their educational plans. Guido of Arezzo praised his

staff notation not because it made precise recording possible, but because it accelerated

the process of teaching and learning plainchant.59 From the time of Guido forward, music

notation was as much a part of monastic education as the Latin alphabet. Indeed, in some

so-called "song schools" intended to train prospective choirboys, children were

apparently taught to read the alphabet primarily so that they could read the words of the

music they were to sing. Bagley says that

Before they left the song school the most intelligent or regularly-attending
pupils were capable of pronouncing and writing single words, reciting the
Lord's Prayer and Creed, and chanting canticles and psalms. They could

58 Nan Cooke Carpenter describes the place of music in monastic education and the

early church in Music in the Medieval and Renaissance Universities (Norman: University

of Oklahoma Press, 1958), 15-16,
59 See Guido of Arezzo, "Epistola de ignoto cantu," trans. Oliver Strunk, Source

Readings in Music History: From Classical Antiquity through the Romantic Era, ed.
Oliver Strunk (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1950), 121-22.
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mouth Latin words and understand the purport of the main prayers and
canticles, but usually they could not construe the simplest sentence. 60

If Adam was educated within any of the ordinary channels for children destined for

a clerical lifestyle, he would have learned to read plainsong as a boy. The square notation

used for plainsong would have required that he be able to orient himself within the scale

defined by musica recta and within the hexachord system. This experience, combined

with continued exposure to the church modes and their characteristic formulas, would

tend to reinforce a mapping of musical space according to the precepts of Latin modal

theory. This does not, however, preclude the possibility that Adam was musically

"bilingual"--able to shift from one musical "map" to another when moving between

repertoires. Practice at reading (and perhaps writing) music separately from its texts

would also tend to reinforce his ability to conceive of music and text as separate entities.

It is less likely that he would have been exposed to a notation with mensural significance

or to the singing of polyphony as a child.

The phrase "un clerc net et soustieu," 61 used of Adam in Li ius du pelerin, is more

precise than Bretel's salutation and indicates a more formal education within the clerical

milieu. The two surviving miniatures introducing Adam libelli both show a figure in

clerical garb engaged in a literate activity: writing in the Arras manuscript,62 and reading

60 Bagley, op.cit., 91-92
61 F.fr.25566 f. 37v.
62 Arras, Bibliotheque Nationale, ms. 657, f. 133v.

t
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from a scroll inffr.25566 (f. 10; see Frontispiece). Both Li ieus de lefueillie and Adam's

Conges express his desire to go to the university in Paris to continue his studies; the

Conges, indeed, purport to express his farewells to Arras as he leaves on that journey. 63

The title of "Maistre," by which both Adam and his father are addressed, refers to

education at the university level, apparently indicating that he achieved that goal. 64

In Li ieus de lefueillie, Adam explains that he married Maroie in the heat of

passion, thereby jeopardizing his chances to enter holy orders and rise in the church.65

Now that the bloom has worn off the relationship, he plans to rectify his mistake and go

to Paris as a student, leaving Maroie in the care of his father. Henri, Adam depicts as a

miser and drunkard, unable--or at least unwilling--to finance his son's educational

63 Falck also seems to believe that Li ieus de lefueillie expresses Adam's intention to

continue an education in Paris interrupted by his marriage (op.cit., 1:95). Li ieus de le
fueillie says only that Adam intended to go to Paris to continue his studies.

64 Deborah Hubbard Nelson, in the introduction to her edition of Adam's chansons
(New York & London: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1985), xvi, says that the term "indicates
that they have both completed the first stage of advanced studies in the Faculte des Arts
in Paris, which was a prerequisite to specialization in an area such as theology, law or
medicine." Henri is given the title "Maistre," which indicates university study, in three
separate sources: the Necrologe, Li ieus de lefueillie, and Baude Fastoul's Congs.
Adam is given the title "Maistre" only inffr. 25566, on the contents page (f. 1) and in Li
ius du pelerin. A few of the characters in Li ieus de lefueillie call Adam "maistre," but
this seems to be a satirical reference to his scholarly ambitions rather than a statement of
fact. There is a reference to a "mestre adan" in the envoi of an anonymous chanson in
ffr.1591 (On me reprent amours, f. 63r). The seventeenth century annotator seems

convinced the reference is to "Adam le Bocu," but this is impossible to confirm.
65 Exactly why Adam's marriage to Maroie would have had this effect is not made

clear. It is possible to conclude either that his passion for his wife would have kept him
close to her in Arras, or that her situation would somehow have made Adam "bigamous"
(see note ?? above).
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ambitions. Most of the citizens of Arras mentioned by name in Li ieus de le fueillie

receive equally unflattering treatment.

Another of Adam's works, his Congds, also announces his intention to continue his

studies in Paris, but paints a very different picture of the situation he is leaving. In the

Conges, he devotes three strophes to his deeply beloved wife, whom he leaves reluctantly

and with regret. Some of the same citizens of Arras who are wickedly satirized in Li ieus

de lefueillie are described in the Conges as contributing money toward Adam's Parisian

sojourn. Reconciling Li ieus de lefueillie and the Conges has always been a problem for

Adam's biographers. Guy takes the stance that, while events described in Li ieus de le

fueillie are factual, depiction of character should be taken as comic license. He argues

especially that the unflattering portraits of Henri and Maroie (and, perhaps, of Adam's

Artesian benefactors) resulted from the playwright's desire to appease those other citizens

satirized in the play. Guy concludes that Li ieus de le fueillie and the Conges represent

stylistically different depictions of the same situation, and are therefore contemporary. 66

Dufournet again takes the opposite point of view, arguing that the two works

represent Adam's attitudes at different times. According to Dufournet, the Congds

represents an earlier period during which Adam was still hopeful of gaining financial

support from his fellow citizens, and that his description of their generosity should be

understood as a hoped-for end, rather than an accomplished fact. Li ieus de lefueillie, in

66 Guy, op.cit., 71.
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Dufournet's view, represents a later period when Adam has realized that he can expect no

financial support, and retaliates with bitter satire. Dufournet speculates that there may

have been more than one Parisian journey, or even that Adam never achieved his

scholarly ambitions.67

While Dufournet's caution in accepting either work at face value is commendable,

his scenario leaves important questions unanswered. If Li ieus de lefueillie is to be

taken as a serious, bitterly resentful attack on Adam's family and neighbors, the question

must arise as to why it has survived. What we know of the expense of labor and

materials involved in producing the elaborate illuminated manuscripts of the period

argues against casual survival of vernacular texts, especially one so lengthy as Li ieus de

lefueillie, which occupies eleven (49r-59v) folios inffr.25566 and is partially preserved

in two other manuscripts as well. 68 Surely, if the good citizens of Arras had taken offence

at being derided and made mock of, the work would have died a natural death.

Neither Guy nor Dufournet points out that Adam himself is the butt of some of the

humor in Li ieus de lefueillie. He appears at the outset in the robes of a scholar,

announcing that he wishes to regain his place "au clergiet" ("among the clerics"), a

position which he endangered by his marriage to Maroie. In the course of the play,

several characters address him with sly irony as "maistre" in apparent reference to his

67 Dufournet, Adam de la Halle, 50-60.
68 Vatican 1490, 131r-133v, and Paris, Bibliotheque Nationaleffr.837, 250v-251v.
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ambitions. He derides his own foolishness in allowing lust to overcome self-interest, and

his intention to leave his wife with his father provokes several interchanges. The Fool

also ridicules his attire.

No evidence survives to indicate that Adam's command of Latin went beyond the

minimum necessary to survive in the classroom. "Adest dies," the only Latin text

attributed to him, is French in everything but language and shows no sensitivity to the

stress accent characteristic of Latin vernacular poetry. However, the strongest evidence

for Adam's sojourn in Paris lies not in his Latin language skills, but in his mastery of the

Latin polyphonic musical idiom. The monophonic songs in Li gieus de Robin et de

marion (commonly supposed to be a late work composed while Adam was in Sicily in the

service of Robert of Artois), use strict modal rhythm as described by the Latin theorists.

Adam's polyphonic rondel resemble Notre Dame polyphonic conducti with Old French

texts, and his five motets inffr.25566, like those of his contemporaries, resemble Notre

Dame distant clausulas with French texts. Both the rondel and the motets obey the rules

of vertical consonance and dissonance dictated by the theorists of organum and early

polyphony. The rhythms in the upper voices of the motets, like those in the songs from

Li gieus de Robin et de marion, are strictly modal. The tenors of the motets are all

derived from plainsong. Three of them, "Omnes" (motets II and V), "Aptatur" (motet III)
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and "Seculum" (motet IV) also appear in motets by other composers. 69 The "Seculum"

[sic] tenor, derived from the Easter Gradual ("Haec Dies") was especially widely used.

The "Super te" tenor 70 does not appear to have had such a wide circulation, but falls

within the same tradition. If, as Dufournet suggests, Adam never reached Paris, those

aspects of his composition require explanation. While Paris may not have been the only

place where Adam could have received such instruction, it seems unwarranted to reject

such a logical explanation, especially in view of Adam's expressed intentions.

Dufournet may have been misled into an anachronistically biographical

interpretation of the "persona" of the poet. The aesthetic of the Middle Ages dictated a

much more objective distance between poet and text than in modern poetry. Even

apparently autobiographical material is presented, not according to the intimate personal

response, but according to the style dictated by the genre. 71

69 In her edition of the Montpellier Codex, Yvonne Rokseth says Adam de la Halle

"choisit pour ses motets des teneurs "Omnes," "Aptatur," "In seculum" qui sont devenues

des lieux communs de la musique polyphonique." Le manuscript H196 de la Faculti de
Mddecine de Montpellier, 4 vols. (Paris: Editions de l'Oiseau-lyre, 1935), 111:198.

70 The concordance in the Montpellier Codex says "Et super." Ibid., 1:288.
71 Paul Zumthor discusses the relationship between poet and text in Chapter 2 of

Toward a Medieval Poetics, trans. Philip Bennett (Minneapolis and Oxford: University of
Minnesota Press, 1992). A similar tension exists between the Adam of the chansons, who
is the quintessential courtly lover, and the Adam of the jeux-partis, who expresses much
more pragmatic and earthy attitudes toward women and romantic relationships. In the
case of the lyric poems, the difference in attitude is clearly attributable to the differing
styles appropriate to the two genres.
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Some disagreement exists as to the nature of the university music curriculum. Nan

Cooke Carpenter cites the 1242 charter of the University of Salamanca as "the first

European university to establish a chair of music among its endowed professorships....

this lectureship stressed musical ars as well as scientia by specifying the teaching of

composition (organum)." 72 She lists several distinguished French composers who were

"constantly associated with the Sorbonne and undoubtedly offered instruction to

university students."73 Based on the importance of music in the charters of the

Universities of Vienna, Prague and Leipzig, she concludes that the music curriculum at

the University of Paris, which was "the archetype from which all these studia ultimately

derived," 74 also included the practice of polyphony, and assumes that such masters of

Parisian organum as Leonin and Perotin "probably gave private musical instruction under

university auspices along with other Paris musici known to us through their writings." 75

Even if polyphony was a part of the curriculum, however, it would have been included

72 Carpenter, op. cit., 121.
73 Ibid., 119.
7 4 Ibid., 122.
" Ibid., 119. In another important discussion of music in the medieval curriculum,

Theodore Karp examines the rise of polyphony as an expansion of the role of music
among the liberal arts, but avoids any speculation as to where the skills of polyphony
might have been acquired. See Theodore C. Karp, "Music," in The Seven Liberal Arts in
the Middle Ages, ed. David L. Wagner (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985),
182-193.
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among the lectures on the quadrivium, which were offered less often to more advanced

students.76

Christopher Page suggests a different model. Based on examination of "about fifty

major works (and a much greater number of sermons) produced by Masters who taught

and studied at Paris," 77 he argues that the music curriculum at the University of Paris was

based entirely on the study of Boethius and musica speculativa. He asserts that:

The objective of a basic musical training in the thirteenth century was an
ability to read plainchant notation and to sing certain chants, often used as
prayers, from memory. These goals were usually accomplished in boyhood.
The university course in arts took these attainments for granted and therefore
paid little attention to the knowledge which liturgical observance required;
the course was designed to equip students for lucrative and responsible posts
in church administration or government where they would not exactly require
to have their antiphoners by their elbow. The higher education of the
thirteenth century therefore tended to leave neumes and staves behind. 78

Page suggests that the skills of polyphony were taught by freelance members of the

Parisian musical community who may have had no direct connection with the university

community. Initiation into the mysteries of organum and motet would have been at the

discretion of ambitious young musicians either seeking employment at the cathedral in

Paris, or eager to improve the musical situation at their home churches. Such a flexible,

ad hoc educational climate seems idea for producing an Adam de la Halle.

76 At the University of Paris, for example, lectures on mathematics were held only on

feast days. Universities p. 352-358.
" Christopher Page, The Owl and the Nightingale, 142.
78 Ibid., 141
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Literacy and Latin Education

Although Latin education depended on classical textbooks preserved in writing, the

skills fostered and the pedagogical procedures used were more orate than literate. The

skills of the trivium were at their heart orate skills, designed to produce effective

speakers. Latin grammar and Latin literature were learned more through rote

memorization and recitation than by individual reading. In the introduction to his

translation of the twelfth-century pedagogical treatise Summa musice, a music text for

teaching young boys, Christopher Page explains that

Like all medieval school texts, therefore, the Summa musice would have been
experienced first (and perhaps foremost) by its young readers as a sustained
exercise in Latin grammar. Since much of the Summa musice is composed in
verse and expressed in highly figurative terms, this would be an exercise in
grammar in the fullest medieval sense of that word, implying not merely the
study of accidence but also, for example, the careful analysis of figures of
speech. In accordance with the usual medieval explanation of the usefulness
of verse in teaching--that verse is more memorable than prose--we may
suspect that the rhyming hexameters of the Summa musice are composed to
be learned by heart. This is not to say, however, that they are intended to
yield their meaning quickly. Many of them are riddling formulations of what
has already been expressed in prose, designed to extend the pupils' Latinity
and to enhance their ability to interpret the figurative language of poetry.

If the students could not arrive at the meaning themselves then the
magister would expound the verses. 79

According to Page, then, it was not until the pupils, guided by their master, had grappled

with the text as a purely linguistic exercise and memorized the poetry by rote, that any

79 Christopher Page, ed. and trans., The Summa musice: a Thirteenth-Century Manual
for Singers (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 14-15.
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real attempt would be made to extract meaning from it. Both the degree of oral

interaction, and the sustained intense scrutiny of a single text from multiple perspectives,

stand in striking contrast to the modern educational attitude toward texts, whose meaning

is expected to be entirely transparent, with minimal need for oral intervention. Mary

Carruthers, in The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in Medieval Culture, makes a

similar point:

A book is not necessarily the same thing as a text. "Texts" are the material
out of which human beings make "literature." For us, texts only come in
books, and so the distinction between the two is blurred and even lost. But,
in a memorial culture, a "book" is only one way among several to remember
a "text," to provision and cue one's memory with "dicta et facta
memorabilia." So a book is itself a mnemonic, among many other functions
it can also have. 80

Rhetoric and dialectic, the other skills of the trivium, were learned by observation and

honed in the disputatio sessions that supplemented the lectures. Lectures were usually

read aloud from the text, with the lecturer explaining obscure or difficult passages. The

more well-to-do students might follow along in a copy of the text. Some lecturers also

permitted dictation sessions during which the text was read slowly enough to be written

down. Writing down, however, was used only as an aid to memory. Examinations were

without exception oral. Rainer Schwinges, after discussing the process of scholarly

argument and disputation that formed the core of the university education, says:

80 Mary Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in Medieval Culture

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 8.
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... the extent of the written element should not be overestimated. On the one
hand, 'oracy' [sic] was a natural goal of education: the aim was to keep texts
and arguments readily available for a wide variety of occasions ... And, on
the other hand, it could not be presupposed that expensive manuscripts and
law-books were in everyone's possession."

Summary

The circumstances into which Adam de la Halle was born, and the evidence that

survives as to his life, indicate that he was highly fluent in the orate skills preserving the

French vernacular poetic and musica tradition, competent (if not outstanding) in the Latin

oracy required for access to Latin and musical literacy, and able to use the Latin alphabet

and square notation to access and record language and musical works from both

traditions. This mixed education would have required that he assimilate certain skills.

The language rhythms of the Picard dialect of Old French, in which he would have been

immersed from childhood, would tend to dominate the rhythms of any other spoken

language, including the spoken Latin that he would have absorbed in the classroom. 82

This, in combination with intimate exposure to and participation in the artistic life of the

Confrerie of Arras, would have steeped him in the poetic language and conventions of the

81 Rainer Christoph Schwinges, "Student Education, Student Life." Ridder-Symoens,
ed. op. cit., 233.

82 Latin tended in any case to take on the rhythmic color of the vernaculars with which

it cohabited. See Louisa Spottiswood, Accents in Texted Ligatures: The Influence of Old
French on the Rhythm and Notation of the Polyphonic Conductus, 2 vols. (Ph.D.,
University of Maryland, 1985). See especially chapter 2, "Old French and its Influence
on the Use of Latin.
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rich Artesian tradition. His literate Latin education, beginning with early exposure to the

language and music of the liturgy in written form, would have required that he learn to

hear language sound as a sequence of phonemes represented by the Latin alphabet, and

musical sound as a sequence of pitches represented on the musical staff. Residence in

Paris in the last quarter of the thirteenth century would have given him access to the

composition techniques of the Notre Dame polyphonists, to lively theoretical debate of

ideas like those discussed by Anonymous 4, Franco of Cologne and the St. Emmeram

Anonymous, and to mensural musical notation, with its emphasis on particular kinds of

rhythm.

A second-generation literate, Adam was raised in a milieu where the skills of

reading and writing were associated, not with a courtly leisure time activity, nor with the

rarefied pursuit of theological doctrine, but with the mundane business of everyday

living. Henri's circumstances also increase the probability that he would have provided

his son with a literate education. As a university graduate, Henri could have had

connections in Paris among the numerous and influential Picard "nation." Henri's

association with the Confrerie and the Puy, later extended to Adam himself, would have

encouraged both the young poet's interest in the vernacular poetic tradition, and his

respect for the value of literacy. His mastery of the vernacular poetic tradition is

unquestioned; he shows no comparable expertise in Latin composition. His knowledge of

Latin may have been only the minimum needed to follow a lecture given in the language,
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respond to questions in an oral examination, or take coherent notes in the classroom. We

know nothing to suggest that he was known as a theorist of philosopher; he was a

practicing poet-musician whose interest lay in the actual working-out of poetic and

musical material.

Adam's proficiency in the musical idiom associated with the church, on the other

hand, is considerable. His use of the rhythmic modes in Li gieus de Robin et de marion

and the motets, his adherence to the rules of vertical consonance and dissonance in his

polyphonic music and his acquaintance with the plainsong melisinas used as the basis for

motets, all demonstrate his familiarity both with the theoretical practice and with the

repertoire itself. This somewhat lopsided proficiency may be the logical outcome of a

course of study that delved deeply into musical practice, but tended to lose energy when

faced with Aristotle, Boethius, and the intricacies of medieval metaphysics. Given the

laissez-faire attitude of the university toward its student body, Adam could easily have

restricted his lecture attendance to musical subjects without causing comment. While we

have no direct evidence of the circumstances of Adam's education, the vida of the

troubadour Uc de Saint Circ offers a plausible role model:

And they wanted to make him a cleric, and sent him to school in Montpellier.
And while they thought that he was learning letters, he learned songs and
poems and sirventes and tensos and couplets and the deeds and the sayings of
the worthy men and the worthy women who were living or had lived in the
world. And with this knowledge he became a minstrel.83

83 Margarita Egan, The Vidas of the Troubadours (New York: Garland, 1984), 109.
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What little can be deduced about Adam's life after his Paris sojourn seems to

support such a scenario. The Li ius du pelerin, the primary source for later biographical

information, gives us no reason to suspect that Adam followed in his father's footsteps as

a cleric in city government. While his employment with Robert of Artois may have

included secretarial duties, his primary responsibilities were those of poet-composer. His

use of forms derived from the liturgy may be less an outgrowth of a more comprehensive

Latin literacy, and more the expression of a composer's compulsion to acquire the newest

and most challenging forms.



CHAPTER IV

PARIS, BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE F.FR.25566:

WRITTEN AND ORAL ASPECTS OF TEXT TRANSMISSION

IN THE TIME OF ADAM DE LA HALLE

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationaleffr. 25566 as it is presently bound is composed of

two distinctly different manuscript entities. The smaller, a single eight-folio gathering

(ff. 2-9) that contains only fourteen chansons of Adam de la Halle, is bound between the

first and second folios of the larger manuscript, which begins on f 10 with the same

fourteen chansons, in the same order. The larger manuscript fills a total of 275 folios (f.

1, 10-283), beginning with an index of contents contemporary with the manuscript and

including a broad range of Old French literary works from the thirteenth century. Folios

10-67 contain the "collected edition" of the works of Adam de la Halle.

Among musicologists studying the trouvere repertoire,ffir.25566 is usually called

W, from the 1886 study by Eduard Schwan.' As Schwan points out, the chansons and

jeux-partis of Adam de la Halle are elements in several strands of trouvere manuscript

filiation. Individual texts and melodies are sprinkled among the contents of the large

' Eduard Schwan, Die altfranzosische Liederhandschriften, ihre Verhaltniss, ihre
Entstehung, und ihre Bestimmung (Berlin: Wiedmannsche Buchhandlung, 1886).

117
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anthologiesffr.846 (trouvere 0; the Chansonnier Cang6),ffr.1591 (trouvere R) and

ffr.24406 (trouvere V). The seven partial or complete Adam libelli2 constitute a separate

manuscript tradition, which Schwan discusses as Group V.3 The close relationship

between the Adam libelli in Arras, Bibliotheque Municipale, ms. 657 and Vatican City,

Biblioteca apostolica vaticana, Reg.lat. 1490 was recognized both by Schwan and by

Alfred Jeanroy, who discussed the matter at length in the introduction to his facsimile

edition of the Arras manuscript.4

Schwan's W is not the only siglum used for ffr.25566. As the alphabet of sigla

by which it is known testifies, the variety of material contained in ffr.25566 places it at

the intersection of several repertoire traditions preserved in thirteenth-century northern

French manuscripts. Students of trouvere poetry may also refer to the manuscript as

Pb15 (ff. 2-9) and Pb16 (ff. 1, 10-67) from Gustave Raynaud's 1884 repertoire study.5

The R.I.S.M volume on Manuscripts of Polyphonic Music: 11th-early 14th Centuries

lists ffr.25566 under the siglum Ha, by which it is known among students of the

2 Paris, Bibliotheque Nationaleffr.25566 ff. 2-9 and 10-67;ffr.1109 ff. 311-325;
ffr.12615 ff. 224-233; ffr. 847 ff. 211-228; Arras, Bibliotheque Municipale, ms. 657 ff.
133v-135v, and Vatican City, Biblioteca apostolica vaticana, Reg. 1490 ff. 47-55.

3 Schwan, op.cit., 18, 223-227.
4 Alfred Jeanroy, ed., Le chansonnier d'Arras: reproduction enphototypie (Paris:

Society des anciens textes frangais, 1925).
5 Gustave Raynaud, Bibliographie des chansonniersfranqais des XIIIe siecles (Paris,

1884; facs. ed. Osnabruck: Biblo Verlag, 1971) and the later editions revised by Hans
Spanke [G. Raynaud's Bibliographie des altfranzosichen Liedes (Leiden: E.J. Brill,
1980)]. The "R" numbers commonly used to identify poems in the trouvere repertoire
come from this catalogue.

- .
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thirteenth-century motet.' Editors of Adam's plays generally use the siglum P,7 which is

disorienting when read in close proximity to editions of Adam's chansons, since the

editors often compare the relative merits of the texts preserved inffr.25566 and P (in this

case,ffr.847).8 Cesare Segre, in his study of Richard de Fournival's Bestiaire damours,

assigns our manuscript the siglum A,9 while Pierre Ruelle, in his discussion of the

Artesian Conges, calls it G.10 In his 1967 edition of The Lyric Works ofAdam de la

Halle, Nigel Wilkins attempts to cut through the confusion, assigning new sigla to all the

Adam manuscripts based on their relevance to his edition." F.fr.25566, which served as

6 Gilbert Reaney, ed., International Inventory of Musical Sources, Series B, No. 4,

vol. 1 (Munchen, Duisberg: Henle Verlag, 1966- ), 395-401.
7 See for example Adam de la Halle, Le Jeu de la Feuillie, ed. and trans. Jean

Dufournet (Paris: Flammarion, 1989), and Le Jeu de Robin et Marion, ed. and trans. Shira
I. Schwam-Baird, music ed. Milton G. Scheuermann, Jr. (New York and London:
Garland Publishing, Inc., 1994). Other literary studies such as Leon Nicod's edition of
Les jeux-partis d'A dam de la Halle (Paris: Librairie Ancienne Honore Champion, 1917)
also use the siglum P.

8 See for example J.H. Marshall, ed., The Chansons ofAdam de la Halle (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1971), pp. 14-19; and Lyrics and Melodies ofAdam de la
Halle, lyrics translated and edited by Deborah Hubbard Nelson, melodies edited by
Hendrik van der Werf (New York and London: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1985), xxiii-
xxiv.

9 Richard de Fournival, Li Bestiares d'amours di Maistre Richart de Fornival e Li
Response du Bestiare, ed. Cesare Segre (Milan: Riccardo Ricciardi, 1957), 3.

10 Les Conges d'Arras, ed. and trans. Pierre Ruelle (Paris: Presses Universitaires de
France, 1965), 9.

" There are only two critical editions of Adam's musical works with any claim to
comprehensiveness: Charles Henri Edmond de Coussemaker's Oeuvres completes (Paris,
1872; repr. Geneve: Slatkine Reprints, 1970) and Nigel Wilkins' The Lyric Works of
Adam de la Halle (American Institute of Musicology, 1967). Coussemaker, writing
before Schwan or Raynaud, lists ffr.25566 only as the most important among the Adam
manuscripts at the Bibliotheque Nationale.
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his primary source, he designated A. Unfortunately, his sigla are so limited in their

application that they have never become common parlance; they serve only to add yet

another column to the comparative table of manuscript sigla essential to anyone working

in this repertoire. (see Appendix I: Concordance of manuscript sources)

Physical Description

In the following discussion, reference toffr.25566 will indicate only the larger

manuscript; reference to the single gathering will use the rubric Wa. 12 Folio numbers

used will be those of the current entity as bound: i.e.,ffr.25566 occupies folios 1 and 10-

283, while Wa occupies folios 2-9.

F.fr.25566 and Wa differ in folio size, illumination and quality of parchment.

F.fr.25566 is the larger, measuring 255 X 165 mm with a text block of 180 X 130 cm.

laid out in double columns of 35 lines. The smaller folios of Wa measure only 210 X

135 mm, with a text block of 150 X 110 mm in double columns of 27 lines. In both

manuscripts, the text area is laid out in lead point. The calligraphy inffr.25566 and Wa

12 There are no standard sigla to distinguish between the two manuscripts. Raynaud

called them Pb15 and Pbl6 (op.cit., 198-201). Schwan called them W 1 (ff.2-9) and W2

(ff.1,10-283)(op.cit., 223-227). This usage creates a potential for confusion with the
standard sigla (W1 and W2) for the Wolfenbuttel Notre Dame manuscripts. Alfred
Jeanroy, Bibliographie sommaire de chansonniers frangais du Moyen Age manuscriptss et
editions) (Paris: H. Champion, 1918) and the later editions of Raynaud/Spanke conflate
the two simply as W. In his edition of the chansons, Marshall refers to the smaller
manuscript as W' (op. cit., 17). John Stevens calls it Wx in "The Manuscript Presentation
and Notation of Adam de la Halle's Courtly Chansons," Source Materials and the
Interpretation of Music: a Memorial Volume to Thurston Dart (London: Stainer & Bell,
1981), 40.
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is noticeably different. Wa, which has no illuminations, is in the same scribal hand

throughout. The scribal hands for text and music are also consistent throughoutffr.

25566, as is the illumination.

Decoration in Wa is limited to litteraeflorissae (pen-flourished initials) in blue

and red at the beginning of each chanson, and alternating blue and red litterae

nobilitationes (enlarged initials) that mark the beginning of individual strophes. In

ffr. 25566, the textual hierarchy is indicated in the various repertoires with litterae

florissae of different sizes. Figure 4-1 shows the pen-flourished initials marking the

beginning of each chanson strophe inffr.25566. F.fr.25566 is richly supplied as well

with red, blue and gold illuminations including historiated initials, column pictures and

full-page illustrations. See for example Color Plates I (Frontispiece) and II.

The tactile contrast between the two is especially compelling. The parchment of

Wa is thicker, stiffer and more textured than paper--somewhat reminiscent of a fine

flexible plastic--while that offfr. 25566 is surprisingly supple and velvety to the touch,

with the butter-soft feel associated with fine leather. F.fr.25566 is as much a pleasure to

the fingers as to the eye.

The 275 folios offfr.25566 are divided into 34 gatherings, each numbered with

roman numerals in the center of the bottom margin of the last verso. All the gatherings

contain eight folios except numbers xv (10 folios), xxi (10 folios), xxxj (six folios),
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Figure 4-1. Example of text layout and
calligraphy. F.fr.25566 f. 24v.

xxxiiij (7 folios) and xxvj (9 folios). Gatherings xxi (ff. 172-181) and xxvj (ft. 214-222)

include elaborate full-page illuminations (the conjugate pair ff. 175 and 178,13 and the

single inserted folio 220). F. 1, which contains an index of contents contemporary with

the manuscript, is also a single added folio. Gathering numbers have been partially or

completely trimmed away on ff. 1 55v (gathering xviij), 171lv (gathering xx), 181 v

13 Dr. Kenneth Lavender, Rare Books Librarian at the University of North Texas,
pointed out that 173 and 178 were a conjugate pair.

I
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(gathering xxj) and 197v (gathering xxii); otherwise, all numbers are present, the

catchwords match the following folios, and the numbering sequence is continuous. 14

The earliest foliation in the manuscript, which may be original, takes the form of

roman numerals in black ink in the center top margin. This numbering sequence begins

with "i" on f. 10 (i.e. the first folio offfr. 25566 after the manuscript index) and continues

to ff. 88 and 89, which are numbered lxxix and lxxiiii [sic] respectively. The modern

foliation (1-283), which runs continuously from the index to the final folio, is in Arabic

numerals in red ink in the upper right corner. Both Wa and ffr.25566 also have separate

foliations in Arabic numerals: Wa in black ink in the upper right corner (1-8) and

ffr.25566 in ink and pencil in the upper right corner (1-275).

Contents"

The contents offfr.25566 represent a kind of Book-of-the-Month Club anthology

of northern French literature at the end of the thirteenth century. Besides the 67 folios

devoted to the creations of Adam de la Halle, the manuscript includes such proven

masterworks of the Artesian tradition as the Conges of Jehan Bodel (1202) and Baude

Fastoul (1272) and the Bestiaire d'amour of Richard de Fournival (1201-before 1260),

together with such late thirteenth-century "best-sellers" as Jaquemart Giek6e's Renart le

14 See Appendix II for collation details.
15 Appendices III and IV list the contents of the Adam section and the manuscript as a

whole, respectively.
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nouvel (ca. 1289) and the Dit de li troi mort et li troi vifof Nicole de Margival (fl. late

thirteenth or early fourteenth century).

All sections start in the middle rather than at the beginning of gatherings,

demonstrating that the manuscript was planned as a whole rather than as a compilation of

separately copied sections. The space left on the verso off. 219 after the end of Nicholas

de Margival's Dit de li troi mort et Ii troi vif indicates that even the interpolated folio (f.

220) was planned in advance. Prior planning is also evident in the organization of the

contents. The numerous miniatures that illustrate and amplify the text create a textual

hierarchy of seven levels, making the organization of the manuscript explicit. 16 The text

is divided into three large sections by the full-page illuminations on the versos of the

inserted folios 178 and 220.17 The first division, ff. 10-177, consists primarily of secular

masterworks by known authors: Adam de la Halle, Richard de Fournival, Bauduin de

Conde and Jacquemart de Gielee. 8 Each text in this first large section is introduced by a

column picture and a decorated or illuminated initial whose tail extends into a partial

16 See Appendix V for description of textual hierarchy.
17 Folios 178 and 175, both of which contain full-page illuminations, are a conjugate

pair within gathering xx, which runs ff. 172-181 and includes both the end of Renart and
the beginning of Les quatres evangelistiers. F. 220 is inserted within gathering xxvj,
which runs ff. 214-222.

18 Although the authors of some of the works in this section are not known to modem
scholars, it does not follow that they were equally anonymous to the organizers of the
manuscript. Not all of the works by known authors are given explicit attributions; Renart
le nouvel, for example, is not attributed.
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border in the form of a foliate bar, culminating in a bas-de-page illumination. See for

example Color Plate I (Frontispiece).

Texts receiving this treatment are:

The Adam libelous. The column picture on f. 10, shown in the Frontispiece, is an
author portrait showing Adam reading from a scroll.

Richard de Fournival, Bestiaires d'amours, and the anonymous Response du
bestiaire. The column picture on f. 83 (Bestiaires), shown in figure 4-9a, shows
an angel with a bow shooting arrows at a kneeling couple who are dressed as
religious. The column picture on f. 98 (Response), shown in figure 4-5b, shows a
seated figure indicating a passage in a book to a kneeling figure.

The anonymous Du corps et de lame. The column picture on 107, shown in
figure 4-5a, shows a figure standing in a pulpit preaching to a crowd.

Jacquemart de Gielee, Renart le nouvel (two books, each introduced by an
illumination, a border and bas-de-page illustration). Both column pictures (ff.
109 and 129) show Renart throned with a crown and scepter.

The second large division of the text is introduced on the verso of f.177 by the

rubric "Chi commence des - iiii - Evangelistres." 19 The Four Evangelists are pictured on

the verso of folio 178 surrounded by a wealth of eschatological symbolism. The

illumination is followed by an anonymous treatise on the same subject, Des quatres

evangelistiers, which is further introduced on folio 179 with an historiated initial showing

a saint with a halo. Section two continues with four more works of known authors: Huon

de Mery's Tournoiement antecrist, Richard de Fournival's Consaus d'amour, and

'9 Text that is realized from abbreviations in the manuscript is indicated in italics.
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versions of the morality tale Le troi mort and li troi vif by Bauduin de Conde and Nicolas

de Margival, each also introduced by an historiated initial.

The third section of the manuscript (ff. 220-283) is introduced by the full-page

illumination on the verso of folio 220. This image, which shows a winged figure on

horseback pursuing a stag with a human face, illustrates the following anonymous dit, Li

chance dou cerf Only an elaborate zoomorphic initial marks the beginning of this text on

f. 221; however, a space left above the initial suggests that the planner of the manuscript

may have intended that Li chance dou cerf be provided as well with a column picture, and

perhaps a foliate bar and bas-de-page illumination in keeping with its structural

importance.

This third section can be further divided into two parts: sixteen anonymous dits

(poetic narratives) and fabliaux popular at the time (ff. 220-253), followed by a closing

section of five texts of known authorship, including the Conges of Fastoul and Bodel

(ff.253-283). The division between these two bodies of material is indicated more subtly

than those in the first two sections. Each of the anonymous dits after Le chance dou cerf

is introduced by an historiated or inhabited initial. Most of them illustrate the story that

follows. De la lampe, for example, begins on f. 235 with the historiated initial S, shown

in figure 4-2, that serves as a shelf on which two lamps are placed.
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" v

Figure 4-2. F.fr.25566 f. 235.
Historiated initial for the Dit de la

lampe. Illustrates contents.

Four, however, represent the storyteller rather than the story. On ff. 225 and 227,

initials are inhabited by a seated figure: bearded, reading from a scroll (shown in figure 4-

3a).2 0 On ff. 253 and 280v, in the historiated initials that introduce the Conges of Baude

Fastoul and Jehan Bodel, the scroll appears again, this time in the hands of a clean-shaven

figure in clerical garb (shown in figure 4-3b).

20 There is some evidence that this kind of scroll--elongated, curled, and hanging in the
air--may be the medieval equivalent of the balloon that indicates the speech of a cartoon
character.

' 
-
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Figure 4-3a. F.fr.25566, fol. 227, Figure 4-3b. F.fr. 25566, f. 253,
Storyteller. Initial introducing Cleric. Initial introducing the

DUt de la honnine. Congs of Baude Fastoul.

Figure 4-3. Historiated initials illustrating performance.

The two Conges are separated by works of Richard de Fournival, Jehans Petis

d'Arras and Nevelos Amions. The manuscript ends by returning to a kind of beginning:

one of the defining works of the Artesian literary tradition, the earliest Conges, those of

Jehan Bodel. These complex interlocking visual and textual cross-references of authors,

subjects and illuminated figures give the manuscript a marvelously organic unity as

complex as the rhyme scheme of one of Adam's chansons, strikingly different from the
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mutually exclusive categories favored by literate editors. These relationships are

summarized in the chart in Appendix VII.

Provenance and Dating

The date forffr.25566, and its whereabouts before it appeared in 1783 in the

collection of the Marquis de Valliere,21 are unknown. The contents and design, however,

provide important clues. The presence of Renart le nouvel (c. 1289) and the dit of Nicole

de Margival (fl. late thirteenth-early fourteenth century) provide a terminus post quem,

placing the manuscript no earlier than the last decade of the thirteenth century. The

reference to Adam's death in Li ius du pelerin further supports this dating.

The scribal hand inffr.25566, which John Stevens calls "the most

professional of all the Adam hands," 22 is an elegant and controlled gothic textura semi-

quadrata23 probably from the late thirteenth century. As can be seen in figure 4-1 above,

21 One of the most complete descriptions offfr.25566 is still the De Bure catalog of
the La Valliere collection [Catalogue des livres de la bibliothque de M le duc de la
Valliere, ed. G. de Bure (Paris, 1783), 10 parte, 20 tome]. Two cataloguing numbers
referring to the La Valliere collection appear in the manuscript: "de la Valliere 2736" on
the inner cover and the flyleaf, and "Lavall. N 81" on the flyleaf.

22 Stevens, "Manuscript Presentation and Notation.. .", 37.
23 Terminology taken from Michelle P. Brown, A Guide to Western Historical Scripts

from Antiquity to 1600 (London: The British Library, 1990), 30, based on the bottoms of
the minims, which sometimes have definite "feet," and sometimes are rounded off. See
also: Barbara A. Shailor, The Medieval Book (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1991) and "Paleography and Manuscripts," Medieval France: An Encyclopedia, eds.
William A. Kibler and Grover A. Zinn (New York and London: Garland Publishing, Inc.,
1995), 691-695, and Bernhard Bischoff, Latin Paleography: Antiquity & the Middle
Ages, trans. Daibhi 6 Cr6inin and David Ganz (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1990).
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the calligraphy shows the fractured strokes, "biting" of bows and compressed line

characteristic of all developed gothic scripts. Other characteristics of the later types of

gothic seen in this scribal hand include the flourish and shoulder on the short "r" ("Sire"

in line 2 of example), and the round "r" attached to letters with bows ("norries" in line 1

of example).

The musical notation inffr.25566, like the text hand, dates from the late

thirteenth century. This is a thoroughly professional hand, neat and clear, with few

personal idiosyncrasies other than its neutrality to characterize it. However, a distinctive

form of the descending plicated breve (see for example figure 4-1, second column, third

staff, first note) and a slight elongation of the initial stroke beyond the top of the note-

head in descending square figures (figure 4-1, second column, second staff, fifth note)

occur throughout the manuscript, in all the Adam genres as well as in brief musical

sections included in other parts of the manuscript. As in other trouvere chansonniers, the

music scribe uses the basic shapes of "square" plainsong notation with some of the

mensural modifications described toward the latter third of the century in the treatises of

Johannes de Garlandia,24 the St. Emmeram Anonymous of 127925 and Franco of

24 De mensurabili musica (ca. 1260), trans. Stanley H. Birnbaum as Concerning
Measured Music (Colorado Springs: Colorado College Music Press, 1978).25 De musica mensurata (1279), ed. and trans. Jeremy Yudkin (Bloomington and
Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1990).
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Cologne. 26 F.fr.25566, however, is unique in its juxtaposition of monophonic and

polyphonic works by a single composer.

The illuminations resemble what Robert Branner calls the Sainte-Chapelle Main

Line Group of manuscript illumination, popular in Paris during the last half of the

thirteenth century. 27 The resemblance is especially marked in the pale faces; curly, rather

disheveled hair; long tubular bodies and expressive hands and faces of the figures; the

diaper grounds in many of the scenes, and the pen-flourished initials. The foliate partial

borders which extrude out from illuminated initials also fit the Sainte-Chapelle Main Line

Group style, although the Parisian examples given by Branner tend to be geometric rather

than foliate. All of these characteristics suggest an origin before the second or third

decade of the fourteenth century, by which time a newer style, characterized by more

rounded figures, greater use of depth, and borders completely surrounding the text block,

was taking hold. 28

26 Ars cantus mensurabilis (ca.1280), ed. Gilbert Reaney and Andre Gilles (American
Institute of Musicology, 1974); trans. Oliver Strunk, Source Readings in Music History
(New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1950), 139-159.

27 Robert Branner, Manuscript Painting in Paris during the Reign of Saint Louis
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977). See also Rebecca Baltzer, "Thirteenth-
Century Illuminated Miniatures and the Date of the Florence Manuscript," Journal of the
American Musicological Society XXV:1 (Spring, 1972), 1-18, which gives a detailed
account of the changes in manuscript illumination in Paris during the second half of the
century.

28 This later style is treated at length in Francois Avril, Manuscript Painting at the
Court of France: the Fourteenth Century (1310-1380), trans. Ursule Molinaro and Bruce
Benderson (New York: George Braziller, 1978).
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Provenance is as difficult as dating to establish precisely. The secular subject

matter and small cadre of specialists involved in the production offfr.25566 suggest the

work of professionals rather than a monastic group; this is, however, only speculation.

The special emphasis given to works by Artesian masters such as Adam de la Halle,

Baude Fastoul and Jehan Bodel, by the Lillois Jaquemart Gielde, and by Bauduin de

Cond6 of Hainaut, argue for a northern French origin. Scholars of Old French describe

the texts as "Picard" or "Artesian." The dialect in Adam's texts is a blend of Francien, the

literary dialect spoken in Paris and the Ile-de-France, and Picard, the distinctive

provincial dialect of the Artois region.29 The provincial dialect is especially marked in

the dramatic works.

The pride of place given to Adam's works and those which influenced his30 invite

speculation that the manuscript was somehow connected with posthumous honor paid to

Arras' favorite son. Besides the explicit reference to Adam's death in Li ius dupelerin,

29 William Kibler says about the Picard dialect: "Picard was perhaps the most
idiosyncratic dialect of Old French, and it was recognized as 'unusual' even in the
medieval period. Conon de Bethune in his chanson 'Mout me semont Amors ke je
m'envoise' . .. expresses his acute awareness that his speech is 'provincial' (mos
d'Artois) and says that the French at court have mocked it." William Kibler, An
Introduction to Old French (New York: The Modern Language Association of America,
1984), 251.

30 The Congds of Fastoul and Bodel and Bodel's Jeu de St. Nicholas. The Dit d'amour
of Nevelon d'Amiens is also related to Adam's Ver damour (see Alfred Jeanroy, "Trois
dits d'amour du XIIIe siecle," Romania 22 (1893), 45-70). Networks of influence also
appear in the combination of Renart le nouvel with the Tournament antichrist with which
it is connected thematically, the association of the Bestiaire with its Response, and the
three versions of the Dit de li troi mort et li troi vif
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the sense of a life brought to a close is emphasized by the organization of the contents.

The chansons,jeux-partis and rondel are separated by the Latin Easter song "Adest dies,"

with its message of death and resurrection. The Adam libellus comes to a close with

Adam's Conges ("Farewells") on ff. 66v-67v, followed by the Ver de la mort ("Poem

about Death") on ff. 67v-68, and the rubric "Explicit d'adan" ("So it ends about Adam")

on f. 68.31 Adam's farewells are echoed at the end of the manuscript in his models: the

earlier Conges of Fastoul (ff. 253-258) and Bodel (ff. 280v-283). The three versions of

the dit Li troi mort & li troi vif ("The three dead and the three living") (ff. 217-218, 218-

219v and 223v-224v) that link the second and third sections of the manuscript further

emphasize the themes of death and farewell. The name and figure of Adam are subtly

woven throughout the manuscript: in the anonymous Coument dix fourma adan ("How

God made Adam") on 106v-107, in monophonic rondeaux in Renart li nouvel which

repeat tunes from Adam's polyphonic rondel,32 and in the figure of the cleric introducing

the Conges of Fastoul and Bodel, who resembles the figure associated with Adam in the

miniatures in the Adam section. Appendix VII shows these relationships.

31 As Sylvia Huot points out in "Transformations of Lyric Voice in the Songs, Motets

and Plays of Adam de la Halle," Romanic Review LXX (1987), 163, such a rubric is
unusual for the end of an author corpus and more like the rubric to be expected at the end
of a play or dit.

32 Refrain of R1 "Je muir ie muir damourete" (fol. 32v) appears in Renart le nouvel
on t 167v; R3 "Hareu li maus damer mochist" (fol. 32v) on ff. 165 and 167; "Fi mais de
vostre amour" (R6 fol. 33r) on f. 167v; R7 "Dame or sui trais" (fol. 33v) on f. 166v; R8
"Amours et ma dame aussi" (fol. 33v) on f. 165v.
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Whatever the circumstances surrounding the creation offfr. 25566, several aspects

of its provenance may be stated with certainty.

1) It was conceived and carried out as a unified whole with a coherent scheme of
organization.

2) With the possible exception of the column picture that may have been planned
on f. 221, and the missing music to "De tant com plus aproime" on f. 22v, all texts
and illuminations have been completed.

3) Unlike many of its less fortunate contemporaries,ffr.25566 spent the time
from its origin to its emergence in the eighteenth century in some safe haven--
protected from vandals, overly zealous annotators, and the vicissitudes of weather
and political upheaval that have left other manuscripts disordered, with missing
folios, damaged by water or fire, and bereft of their exquisite miniatures.

Oral and Written Aspects of the Manuscript

The evidence provided by the physical artifact--the manuscript--speaks more to

the question of oral or written transmission than to oracy or literacy in the process of

composition. While the poetic texts are described in the previous chapter as having more

orate than literate characteristics, the manuscript illustrates an established practice of

written transmission.

During the thirteenth century, French manuscripts were produced both by

monastic scribes in scriptoria and by professional scribes and illuminators in ateliers.Y

3 Robert Branner, op. cit., and Mark Everist, Polyphonic Music in Thirteenth-Century
France: Aspects of Sources and Distribution (New York and London: Garland
Publishing, Inc., 1989) discuss ateliers in Paris and the Arras area, respectively, during
this period. For a more general discussion of scribal practice, see Leila Avrin, Scribes,
Script and Books: The Book Arts from Antiquity to the Renaissance (Chicago: American
Library Association, 1991); Mary Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory
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In either setting, the procedures were similar. Exemplars were gathered for all the

material to be included. These might include previously completed manuscripts or

unilluminated text or music collections kept for the purpose. The illuminator was also

likely to base his miniatures on models taken either from other manuscripts or from

books of patterns. Design and layout were planned in advance, and guidelines for the text

block laid out in dry line or lead point (plummet).

A music manuscript such asffr.25566 would normally require the services of

three kinds of specialists: a text scribe, a music scribe, and an illuminator. Text was the

first matter copied; the order for addition of music and illuminations may have depended

more on the availability of the music scribe and artist than on a standard plan. While

some scribes may have been unable to read the texts they were copying, most scribal

errors seem to be the result of carelessness rather than lack of comprehension of the

material. Reading was still very much tied to sound. The silentio considered an essential

prerequisite for learning from texts was a state of mind as much as an external situation. 3

Despite the insistence on silence in the scriptoria of monasteries, copyists vocalized the

texts they were copying, in essence writing to their own dictation. Minor variants

involving alternate spellings or substitution of words that sound alike may result from a

scribe responding to his own inner ear rather than to the exemplar as a graphic model.

in Medieval Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990). Even scribes
working free-lance or in an atelier would have been educated in a Latin environment.

3 Carruthers, op. cit. According to Carruthers, the distinction was not between silent
reading and reading aloud, but between levels of voice.

--- we
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Since text was usually entered before music, the music scribe was required to

match the notes to the syllables of text. While the ability to read is not an absolute

requirement for such a task, it would lessen the chance for error. It may be significant

that variants in which a note or a ligature is shifted one or more syllables of text forward

or backward, which might indicate a music scribe unable to read the texts, are somewhat

more common than textual variants suggesting illiterate text scribes. There is no way to

tell whether music scribes vocalized their musical texts while copying--that is, whether

they were musically literate. However, such a procedure could explain musical variants

that involve alternate neumatic "spellings" of the same melody. Marginal notes to the

illuminator indicating enhanced initials or subjects for miniatures assume that he or she

could also read.

F.fr.25566 demonstrates its place in an established written tradition in two ways:

the pervasive use of visual means for organization, and the evidence it presents for the

most elementary level of written-ness--copying from one written version to another. At

the same time, such aspects of the manuscript as subject matter in the illuminations and

use of rubrics demonstrate a continuing connection to a still-robust practice of oral

transmission.

The illuminations reflect the range of transmission practices in Adam's time. The

numerous miniatures in the Bestiaires and Renart le nouvel and most of the historiated

initials for the dits in section 3 show a literate focus on the matter of the text--in other

I
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words, they illustrate the story. See for example figure 4-4, which illustrates a scene from

Renart ii nouvel. The most "literary" conceit represented occurs in the column picture

introducing Adam's Congis, which uses a picture of Adam riding away from a group to

represent the abstract concept of farewell (f. 66v).

Figure 4-4. F.fr.25566 f. 164v. Illustration
from Renart ii nouvel: Blanchart the bear

before Noblon the king.

At the other extreme, illuminations such as the historiated initial showing the

partenaires in ajeu-parti (f. 23v; shown in Color Plate II) and the image of the sermon

that introduces Du cors et de lame (f. 107; shown in figure 4-5a) depict a performance in

progress, rather than the material being performed. Some of these "performances," such

as Adam reading his chanson from a scroll (f. 10; shown in Frontispiece) and the prelate
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in the Response du bestiaire referring his companion to a book (fL 98, shown in figure 4-

Sb), which include written texts in the performance event, illustrate mixed transmission.

4-5a. F.fr.25566 f. 107.
Column picture introducing

Du cors et du lame
4-5b F.fr. 25566 f. 98.

Column picture introducing the
Response du bestiaire

Figure 4-5. Miniatures illustrating oral (a) and mixed (b) transmission.

The three miniatures that introduce Adam's dramatic works epitomize extremes of

the continuum. The historiated initial at the beginning of Li gieus de Robin et de marion

(f. 39) shows the first scene of the play: Marion with her sheep encounters a mounted

knight with his hawk on his arm. However, the historiated initial that begins Li ius du

pelerin and the column picture that introduces Li ieus de lefueillie depict a single actor

-~
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addressing an audience from a raised platform--a performance of the scene following,

rather than the matter of the scene.

The illuminations inffr.25566 help define the organization of the manuscript,

which uses a blend of the visual mode associated with written records and the verbal

mode used in oral transmission. The elaborate textual hierarchy described above depends

on visual means to indicate levels of importance within the text. At the same time,

rubrics indicate the beginnings and endings of texts and captions for illustrations in much

the same words as might be used by a performer. See for example the rubric "Ensi que

blanchart Ii ours est devant noblon le roy" that introduces the illustration in figure 4-6.

The use of "Adest dies" as a kind of refrain after the chansons and jeux-partis may serve

a similar purpose.

The music notation also helps to define sections. Music layout, text layout and

neumatic vocabulary35 give each repertoire in the Adam libellus a distinctive graphic

character. In the courtly repertoires, the music is written on five-line staves with the first

strophe underlaid. The text for each song begins with a decorated initial, and each

subsequent strophe begins at the left margin with a similar initial. Ends of poetic verses

3 See Appendix VI for ligature vocabularies of the various genres. This subject is

addressed in more detail in Dorothy Keyser, "Literacy and Orality in the Secular Music

of Thirteenth-Century France: the evidence of the 'Adam de la Halle' manuscript" (will

appear in the Proceedings of the 15th Congress of the International Musicological
Society, Madrid, Spain, April 3-10, 1992).
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are indicated (not always consistently, however) by dots in the text and vertical lines in

the music.

Chanson and jeu-parti also share the same ligature vocabulary. One of the most

intriguing aspects of that vocabulary is the treatment of single-note neumes, which have a

range of subtle gradations in the lengths of tails.36 This practice may be related to a

practice criticized by the St. Emmeram Anonymous of 1279, who said, "certain people are

in error who put a longer tail on the larger long than on the smaller ... in order to

differentiate the smaller from the larger."37 The jeux-partis contain a considerably higher

proportion of single note neumes than the chansons, and considerably fewer single-note

plicas. This preference for straight-forward text-setting in the jeux-partis is also reflected

in the low frequency of ligatures of more than three notes and the absence of ligatures of

opposite propriety.

The other monophonic genre, the rondeaux in the dramatic works, is laid out in

continuous lines on four-line staves (see figure 4-6). The text layout in the dramatic

works differs somewhat from the poetic repertoires in that each verse is placed on a

separate line with a slightly enlarged initial. None of the neumes contains more than four

notes, and the majority incorporate Franconian notational conventions such as rotated

noteheads in ascending or obliques in descending figures.

36 Figures 4-13a and 4-15a (below) show the layout of a typical chanson and jeu-parti
inffr.25566.

3 Yudkin trans., 99.
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Li gieus de Robin ei de marion

The three-voice rondel appear on four-line staves in score format, which gives

them an archaic appearance reminiscent of the older repertoires in the Notre Dame
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manuscripts (see figure 4-7). The sixteen rondel contain a disproportionate number of

unique neumes occurring in no other genre. The motets are presented in choirbook

format on five-line staves (see figure 4-14a, below). The motet, alone among the genres,

makes use of individual semi-breves to set syllables of text. The mise-en-page thus

suggests four conceptually different groups: the dramatic works, the rondel, the motet,

and the courtly repertoires (chanson and jeu-parti) that share a common format.

!~it Qt PP#324#4%9
TIsiiudqm fvdpa~i&ZwrsVal

waaaminaumun

Figure 4-,f.2E6f. 33v. Polyphonic
rondel Dame or sui trais.
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Neumatic vocabulary may also be used to divide the genres into two groups. The

courtly repertoires adhere more closely to the traditional plainsong neume vocabulary

(see figure 4-8), although the chansons mix a predominance of plainsong forms with a

modest vocabulary of Franconian refinements such as rotated noteheads, obliques, and

occasional ligatures with the ascending line to the left that indicates opposite propriety

(c.o.p.). The neumes in the rondel, motet and dramatic works include more shapes (for

example, the porrectus with the final note head rotated to the right) which adapt

traditional square notation to Franconian mensural patterns. Forty-six percent (144 of

314) of the ligatures in the rondel, and fifty-six percent of the ligatures in the motets (157

of 278), are c.o.p. Less than one percent of the ligatures appearing in the chansons (5 of

796) are c.o.p., and no c.o.p. ligatures appear in the jeux-partis.

Figure 4-8: Comparison of plainsong and Franconian figures.

TRADITIONAL PLAINSONG FIGURES (SQUARE NOTATION):

a. Basic figures

Punctum Virga Clivis (flexa) Podatus (pes) Porrectus Torculus Currentes
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b. Combined figures

Scandicus Square Climacus Pes subbipunctus

TRADITIONAL FIGURES WITH FRANCONIAN MODIFICATIONS:

a. Diamond shapes (semi-breves) used in isolation:

b. Podatus with notehead rotated:

c. Obliques outside the porrectus:

d. 1. Descending line added to the left:

2. Descending line at left taken away:

e. c.o.p. ligature (ascending line added to the left):

Evidence of copying from one graphic version to another appears throughout

ffr. 25566, in the illuminations, the text and the music. Several groups of illuminations

appear to have been copied, either from one another, or from separate exemplars. For

example, the column pictures introducing the two Renart sections (ff. 109v and 129) are

nearly identical, and a very similar figure occupies the top center position in the full-page
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"Wheel of Fortune" illumination 8 (f. 175v) bound within Renart le nouvel. A seated

figure with crossed legs appears in a variety of contexts that include the kingly lion in

figure 4-4 and the storyteller and cleric in figure 4-3. The most interesting pair are the

column picture introducing li ver damours (f. 65), which represents two lovers kneeling

in submission before a demon, and the column picture introducing Li bestiaires maistre

richart defurnival (f. 83), which represents two religious kneeling in prayer before an

angel (see figure 4-9). Both the angel and the demon are wielding bows and arrows with

which they have wounded the kneeling individuals.

Figure 4-9. Two miniatures based on the
same exemplar

Figure 4-9a. F.fr.25566 f. 65.
Column picture introducing

Li vers damours

Figure 4-9b. F.fr.25566 f. 83.
Column picture introducing
Li response du bestiaire

3 A similar full-page illumination of Renart on the Wheel of Fortune appears in
ffr.372, f. 6. Facsimile in Petit de Julleville, op.cit., color plate after p. 46.
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Some variants and scribal errors within texts also indicate written-to-written

transmission. In the text from fol. 16v shown in figure 4-10, for example, the symbol on

Irry

uwp4it0ucw 1'faronwm nwt

Figure 4-10. Ef. 25566 fol. 16v. The

symbol on line 8 indicates a scribal error

marked by a contemporary editor.

line 8 indicates a visual skip from one occurrence of the word "samble" in the written

exemplar to another. The following comparison of the transcribed text from ffr.25566

with the text from the Marshall critical edition"4 shows the error.

Transcription from ffr.25566 Marshall critical edition

Qui sesmaie pour mal souffrir Ki s'esmaie pour mal sentir

ne qui prent garde a son tourment Ne qui prent warde a son torment,

it ne puet amer longement Il ne puet amer longement;

mais con plus pense par loisir Et com plus pense par loisir

a son desire A son desire,

et plus li samble Et plus li samle qu'il vient lent.

39 Marshall, op.cit., 65.
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anientir Ensi fait ensamle anientir
lui et amours et dessenir Lui et Amors et dessinir
tour son iouvent Tout sen jovent.

Theodore Karp has argued on the basis of coincidences of order and text

concordances that many of the manuscript collections in the trouvere repertoire were

copied from pre-existing chanson anthologies. 40 The order of the texts in both groups of

Adam de la Halle libelli provides compelling evidence for such written-to-written

transmission of texts.

Both ffr.25566 and Wa begin with the same fourteen chansons of Adam, in the

same order. This precise coincidence of contents, which is unique among the works of

surviving trouveres, extends as well to the first gathering of the Adam corpus in Paris,

Bibliotheque Nationaleffr. 847 (ff. 211-228), which also contains those fourteen

chansons in that order. The relationship between Wa and P1 (the first Adam gathering in

ffr.847)4 1 makes it appear that both were been copied from the same exemplar. In both

P1-3 and Wa, those fourteen chansons occupy the same amount of space: one eight-folio

40 Theodore Karp, "The Trouvere MS Tradition," The Department of Music, Queens
College of the City University of New York: Twenty-fifth Anniversary Festschrift
(1937-1962), Albert Mell, ed. (New York, 1964), 25-52.

41 In the interests of clarity, the three Adam gatherings contained inffr.847 will be
referred to as P1, P2 and P3 from the trouvere siglum P for ffr. 847.
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gathering."2 In fact, both P1 and Wa end on the same word in strophe two of Cl4 (see

figure 4-11).

Both Wa and P1-3 have text blocks of 11 X 15 cm. P1 begins on fol. 211 with 28

lines per folio. Within a gathering, on the verso of fol. 215, the ruling layout changes to

26 lines per folio. On the verso of fol. 217, still within the same gathering, the layout

changes back to 28 lines, making two interior openings of 26 lines. There is no

comparable shift in mise-en-page in either Wa or P2-3, both of which are laid out in

double columns of 27 lines.

There are two distinct scribal hands in the Adam section offfr. 847. A single

scribe appears to have produced all of P1 with its changing ruling layout: a bold and

attractive hand that is somewhat rougher and less refined than the polished elegance of

ffr. 25566. The scribal hand in P2-3, however, bears a much closer resemblance to the

hand in Wa (see figure 4-12). The scribal hand in Wa, perhaps best described as fussy, is

distinguished by strokes added to selected letters with ascenders, giving them the

appearance of feather plumes (see figure 4-1lb).4 3 Scribal hand and mise-en-page, then,

make Wa more suitable than P1 as a first gathering for the Adam libelous inffr.847.

42 Inffr.25566, the same fourteen chansons run from fol. 10 to the verso of fol. 15 (the
first six folios of an eight-folio gathering) and flow into the following material without a
break.

43 Patricia Stirneman of the Bibliotheque Nationale suggested these might be
ornaments adapted from the Gothic Business Hand. (private communication, July 28,
1993)
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Up to the verso of their respective final folios, P1 and Wa are textually and

musically closer than any other two Adam manuscripts. Comparison of the final folios,

however, reveals a curious anomaly (see figure 4-11). Here is a line-by-line transcription

of the text of C 14 as it occurs in the two manuscripts:

Wa ft. 847

[Au repairier en la
douce contree u iou laissai
men cuer au departir *
est ma douce dolours renou -
velee * qui ne me laist de
canter plus tenir * puis
ke dun seul souvenir * io -
lis estre aillours soloie *
pour coi chi ne le seroie *]
quant iou senc et voi celi *
ki moy tientjoli *

Dame par cui ioie est don
nee a celui iretablement *
ki par pechiet ne le despent *
mout est lame bien asseure -
e * de racorderesse esmeree *
pour cui vous voler douce -
ment proiier a vo douce
portee * ki tant vous aim -
me corenment *

Et puis ke iou mi sui mis *
grant bonte men a fait
diex * de la millour sui espris
ki ains fust veue dius * ne
mi sont mie contraire *
mi penser * quant son viai -
re remir * car teus maus
me tient ki en goie me sos -

Au repairier en la douce
contree * u jou laissai men
cuer au departir * est ma dou -
ce dolors renouvelee * ki ne
me laist de canter plus tenir
puis ke dun seul souvenir
jolis estre aillors soloie * por
koy chi ne le seroie quant jou
senc & voi celi * ki moy tient

joli

NO CORRESPONDING STROPHE

NO CORRESPONDING STROPHE
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tient *

Mais tant mi plaist ceste
paine et agree * que iou le
prenc a saveur de goir * on
prent en gre le chose pre -
sentee * selonc le liu dont
on le voit venir * si doi en
gre recuellir * mon mal *
car miex mi enploie * que
se dautre ames estoie *
nonkes mais nus ne senti *
mal si congoy *

Pour chu vous ai dame a -
pelee * ke iou natenc nul
sauvement * se ma proiie -
re est refusee * de vous ou
pechieres satent *

On dist ke point
nai maniere muee * pour
le reveil ke me plaist
a sivir * Je di que se -
lonc sen mal * et selonc
sa pensee * se doit li amans
adies en tous tans et
deduire et maintenir * or
est dont ensi * et sest
prouve par cesti * et
tout amant otroiies li *
et si retenes cesti * cou -
ment porroit cuers sen -
tir si douc mal * sans

NO CORRESPONDING STROPHE

NO CORRESPONDING STROPHE

On dist ke point nai
maniere muee * pour le
reveil ki me plaist a sievir

selonc sen mal & selonc sa pen -
see * se doit amans deduire &

maintenir * conment porroit

cuers sentir * si douc mal * sans

Both "first" gatherings were copied so as to end at the same point in the text. At some

point in the production of each manuscript, someone realized that the available material
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would not fill a complete gathering, given the planned mise-en-page and calligraphic

style.

Solutions to such a problem require, not the choices of an author, whose primary

concern is the integrity of the text, but the choices of an editor, whose task lies in

reconciling the competing demands of the texts as approved by the author to those created

by the graphic design of the physical artifact. The particular compromises chosen by the

"editors" of P1 and Wa reveal something of their respective attitudes toward the text and

the artifact, as well as provide insight into their individual working methods. The editors

of P1, who apparently recognized the problem before beginning copying, chose a graphic

solution. By changing the mise-en-page from 28 to 26 lines for two openings they

eliminated 16 lines--more than half a column--preserving the integrity of the text while

inflicting only minimal damage on the design of the artifact." The irregular folios are

buried in the middle of the gathering so that the anomaly is not apparent.

The scribe of Wa and P2-3 seems to have realized the difficulty only as he got to

the verso of the final folio. Unlike the editor of P1, he chose to fill out the page at the

expense of the integrity of the text by adding unrelated material. Only the additional

material in strophe 2 (the last on the folio), however, is newly composed. This last

inflation is clearer when the version of strophe 2 in Wa is compared with strophe 2 in J.

H. Marshall's critical edition of the text:

"4 Patricia Stirneman of the Bibliotheque Nationale suggested this solution to me.
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Wa45

On dist ke point nai maniere muee
pour le reveil ke me plaist a sirvir
Je di que selonc sen mal et selonc sa pensee
se doit li amans adies en tous tans et deduire

et maintenir.
or est dont ensi et sestiprouve par cesti et tout

amant
otroiies li et si retenes cesti coument porroit
cuers sentir
si douc mal sans

Marshall edition46

On dist ke point n'ai maniere mude

pour le reviel ki me plaist a sievir:
selonc sen mal et selonc sa pensee
se doit amans deduire et maintenir

Conment porroit cuers sentir

si douc mal sans

The added material is grammatically appropriate; the result resembles troped chants that

incorporate the original text within an expanded context. The poetic meter, however, is

damaged beyond recall.

The material collected as C14 on the verso of the final folio of Wa actually

consists of the following: strophe 1 of C14 (underlaying the music), strophe 3 of C34,

strophe 2 of "Onkus nus hom ne fu pris,"47 strophe 3 of C14, the envoi of C34 and the

troped version of the second strophe of C14.48 The explanation for the choice of material

for copying also suggests that for this scribe the poetry was more a visual than an aural

experience. Comparing the extra strophes in Wa with the text of C14 as it continues on

the first folio of P2 (transcribed below) reveals a curious correspondence. While the

41 Italics (mine) indicate material added by the scribe.
46 Marshall, ed., op.cit., 65.
4' This chanson does not appear inffr.25566.
48 As Marshall points out (op. cit., 17 n. 1) .
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added strophes are inconsistent with the rest of C 14 in meter, rhyme and strophic shape,

each begins with the same word as a strophe of C 14.

Mais tant me plaist ceste paine et agree
que iou le prenc a saveur de go -
ir * on rent en gre le chose
presentee * selonc le lieu dont
on le voit venir * si doi en gre
recuellir * mon mal car miex
mi enploie * ke se dautre a -
mes estoie * nonkes mais nus
ne senti mal si congoii

Dame
gentix de tout le mont a -
mee * pour la bonte ki ne puet
amenrir * douce amoureuse *
ymage desiree wellieme en
vo service retenir * iou ne quier
autre merir * ne demander
noseroie * kencore avis mest

que soie trop pau soffissans * des -
tre i samors ni est pour mi *

Et vos gens cors u francise
est mostree * a vo resgart ri -
ant alentrovir * seant en u -
ne face desiree * dont ie ne puis
ieux ne cuer espanir * ains vous
voi de tel desir et si mentente
i emploie cavis mest ke ie ne
voie adont ciel ne terre si men
senc iou ravi

Cancon ie ten -
voieroie u ma dame est se io -
soie * mais le cuer nai si har
di amours donnes li *

The logic for the particular choices lies in the order of the texts in the third

gathering of the hypothetical exemplar. According to Marshall, these are the first verses

of each strophe of the chansons preserved in P3:

Chanson 34:

Chanson 35:

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.

Onkes nus hom ne fu pris
Et puis ke jou mi sui mis (second added strophe)
Car si vair oel de dous ris
Dame se de paradis

Ki a pucele u dame amee
On se doit plus ke de riens nee
Dame par cui joie est donnee (first added strophe)
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4. Certes mout doit m'ame estre iree
5. Gentius roine couronee
Envoi. Pour chu vous ai dame apelee (third added strophe)

Chanson 36:
1. Glorieuse virge Marie
2. Ja nara nus talent kil fie
3. Douce dame en joie essaucie
4. Dorguel a ja traite clergie
5. Proiies vo douc flu kil ralie

Working backwards from the end of the Adam libellus, the first strophe which begins

with the same word as a strophe from C14 is strophe 3 of C34 (beginning "Dame par cui

joie est donee"), the first strophe added to Wa. The second is strophe 2 of "Onkes nus

hom" (beginning "Et puis ke jou mi sui mis"), the second added strophe. The third

strophe of C14 on the first folio of P2 begins "Mais tant me plaist ceste paine et agree."

No strophe in P3 begins with that word. The first chanson strophe beginning with

"Mais" anywhere in the second and third Adam gatherings inffr.847 is strophe 4 of C21,

five folios earlier on fol. 222 in P2. The scribe elected to use the C14 strophe itself,

which therefore appears in his hand both on the last folio of Wa (figure 4-11b) and on the

first folio of P2 (figure 4-12). The third added strophe is the envoi of C34, which

corresponds to the envoi (beginning "Cancon je tenvoieroie") of C14 on the first folio of

P2. This is the first envoi counting backwards from the end of the manuscript, and the

only one in P3.
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Figure 4-11a. Paris, Bibliotheque Nationaleffr. 847, f. 218v.
Final folio of the first gathering of P1.
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Last folio of Wa.
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The actual contents of P3, which differ from those of the hypothetical exemplar,

confirm this scenario. The three strophes from "Onkus nus hom" and C34 added to C14

in Wa are missing in P3; the complete texts have been reconstructed from concordances.

This further clarifies the attitude of the scribe toward the integrity of the texts: he was

willing to move material around, but not to copy it twice.

Coincidences of order are not confined to Adam's chanson repertoire. The four

polyphonic rondel preserved in the Cambrai fragment are the same four that begin the

rondel collection inffr.25566 (R1, R2, R3 and R4) in the same order.49 The musical

texts are also similar, except that notational problems complicating rhythmic

interpretation of the music inffr.25566 have been resolved in the Cambrai fragment,

suggesting a later provenance.

Adam de la Halle is exceptional in the trouvere repertoire in that the surviving

concordances of his musical works tend to support a model of written-to-written

transmission in the music as well as the texts. Besides the coincidences of order

described above, the musical texts are unusually consistent. For example, the four

versions of Cl shown in figure 4-13, from ffr.25566, Wa,ffr.847 and Arras 657,

illustrate how close the versions in the chansons sometimes are. Except for differences in

neumatic "spelling" and the variation at the end of line 4 in the Arras version, the

melodies are essentially the same. Concordances in the motets are equally consistent,

49 Cambrai, Bibliotheque Communale, B.1328 (olim 1176), f. 3.

..... .,
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varying only in spelling and minor melodic alterations, as in M3 ("Entre adan et

hanikiel/Chies bien seans/Aptatur") shown in figure 4-14 in the versions preserved in

ffr.25566 and the Bamberg and Montpellier Codices. 0

This is not to suggest that the Adam repertoire is exclusively the product of a

written tradition. Many variant versions exist. The jeux-partis musical texts are different

each time a poem appears, as can be seen in the three versions of J4 ("Sire Jehan ainc ne

fustes partis") shown in figure 4-15. Even among the chansons, some are more

concordant than others. The four surviving concordances for C28 shown in figure 4-16,

for example, are as disparate as the jeu-parti melodies.

0 Bamberg, Staatsliche Bibliothek, Lit. 115 (olim Ed.IV6) and Montpellier, Faculte de
medecine, H 196. Published editions: Pierrre Aubry, ed., Cent Motets au XIIIe Siecle:
publids d'apres le Manuscrit Ed.IV6 de Bamberg, 3 vols. (Paris, 1908; repr. New York:
Broude Brothers, 1964) and Yvonne Rokseth, ed., Polyphonies du XIIIe siecle: Le
manuscrit H196 de la Facult de Mddecine de Montpellier, 4 vols. (Paris: Editions de
l'Oiseau-lyre, 1935). M3 appears on ff. 13-14 of the Bamberg Codex and ff. 280v-282v
of the Montpellier Codex.
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It is worth noting that, inffr.25566, where the music scribe may well have been

copying from his own work, neumatic spellings are unusually consistent. This is

apparent both in the two copies of Adest dies and in the rondeaux that appear both as the

middle voice in Adam's rondel and as monophonic songs in Renart le nouvel. For

example, compare the monophonic version of R7 from Renart li nouvel shown in figure

4-17 with the middle voice of the polyphonic version shown in figure 4-7.

Figure 4-17. F.fr.25566 f. 166v.
Monophonic rondeau ("Dame or sui trahis")

from Renart 1i nouvel

Musical Notation

Evaluating the significance of the musical variants in the Adam repertoire requires

surmounting obstacles beyond those facing students of the poetic texts, which can be

explained in some cases as mishearings or dialect differences only because the phonetic

values of the letters are understood. Musicologists do not agree on what "phonemes" the

symbols of the medieval neumatic "alphabet" represent. While they are reasonably sure
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that the pitches of the Guidonian scala were realized in a heptatonic scale based on

Pythagorean ratios, there is, for example, no corresponding consensus on the

interpretation of plicas or liquescent neumes or the place (if any) of musicaficta in the

medieval musical universe.? Rhythmic realization is even more controversial: pitched

battles over the rhythmic vocabulary of all the medieval European repertoires--sacred and

secular--before the Ars nova continue to be a scholarly commonplace.

Both the alphabet and the musical notation used inffr.25566 came from the

literate Latin tradition. This poses problems even with the interpretation of the poetic

texts, since the phonemic vocabulary of Latin as represented in its alphabet does not

correspond precisely to the phonemic vocabulary of Old French. The notational

anomalies in the music that have frustrated several generations of musicologists suggest

that a parallel mismatch may have existed between the plainsong neumatic "alphabet"

and the musical "phonemes" of vernacular monophony.

The notation used to record the music inffr.25566 was developed over a period

of centuries within and for the plainsong repertoire of the church, and was first used to

record the trouvere repertoire only in the latter half of the thirteenth century.52 The

51 See for example Hans Tischler, "'Musica ficta' in the Thirteenth Century," Music
and Letters LIV:1 (Jan., 1973), 38-56.

52 It is generally agreed that none of the known manuscripts of the trouvere repertoire

date from earlier than the middle of the thirteenth century, with the possible exception of
Paris, Bibliotheque Nationaleffr.20050 (The "St. Germain Manuscript"). See Ian
Parker, "Notes on the Chansonnier Saint-Germain-des Pres," Music and Letters LX:3
(July, 1979), 261-280. Except for this manuscript, in which the music is recorded in
Messine neumes, all the surviving manuscripts use square notation. Staff notation with
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possibility exists, therefore, that the notation did not accurately record the music of the

trouveres. This caution applies to both pitch and rhythm. For example, in a

discussion of possible Arabic influences on medieval secular music Shai Burstyn

suggests that notational limitations may explain some pitch variants:

Numerous discrepancies between concordant troubadour and trouvere
melodies involve B versus B bI, F versus F 0, and C versus C 0. Could

these possibly be the only notational solutions the diatonic system
afforded the scribes who, in fact, attempted to record tones located
between these intervals?53

An ear rigorously trained to hear in the diatonic scale could be expected either to

regularize microtones to the nearest "real" pitch or, at best, add an accidental to

indicate an anomaly.54

The choice between plicated notes or ligatures indicating the same pitch

sequence is another neumatic spelling variation related to pitch. For example, in the

four versions of C1 shown above (figure 4-13), the music scribe for the Arras

manuscript has twice used a plica where other versions put a ligature.55 Such variants

53 Shai Burstyn, "The 'Arabian Influence' Thesis Revisited," Current Musicology

XLV-XLVII, 136. This article includes a summary of applications of oral formulaic
theory to music (pp. 129-132).

5 In the same way, a native speaker of English attempting to transcribe a

conversation in an unknown language phonetically would regularize the phonemes to
those of the English language.

" Line 5 neume 8 on the second syllable of "assailli" and line 8 neume 4 on the
last syllable of "abeilli." Compare to Wa line 2 neume 8, line 5 neume 4, line 7

neume 9. From an oral-formulaic perspective, one might also argue that, for example,
the slight difference in the final cadence between the Arras manuscript and the three
Parisian manuscripts represent an alternate "spelling" of a standard cadential formula.
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in an otherwise concordant melody tend to confirm the interpretation of the plica as an

upper or lower neighbor of the primary pitch.

Variant spellings that may reflect pitch ambiguity are either irrecoverable (for

example, Burstyn's hypothetical microtones) or relatively simple to resolve when

multiple concordances exist. Rhythmic interpretation, on the other hand, continues to

provoke spirited interchanges, because there is enough information to tantalize, but not

quite enough to resolve beyond a reasonable doubt. The rhythmic significance--if any-

-of the notation used in ffr.25566 is explicable only in the context of the profound

changes that were taking place in French music and notation during the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries.

Notre Dame organum was the first repertoire in this tradition to develop a

rhythmic notation. That this development occurred so late in the evolution of

medieval polyphony is probably a testament to the success of plainsong oracy. Parallel

organum and the various forms of two-voice organum that flourished between the

ninth and the twelfth centuries are all theoretically achievable within an oral-formulaic

oracy analogous to those studied by Parry and Lord: improvisation within strictly

defined parameters of language (musica recta and plainsong rhythms), formula (the

approved vertical sonorities) and theme (plainsong voice). The notation used to record

these repertoires indicates only pitch, leaving coordination up to the performers. 56

56 The earliest notation for polyphony pre-dates staff notation and indicates only

musical gesture, as in Chartres, Bibliotheque de la Ville 130 [f. 50 shown in Carl
Parrish, The Notation of Medieval Music (New York: Pendragon Press, 1978), Plate
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Rhythm in note-against-note organum need only have followed the known rhythm of

the plainsong, and coordinating melismatic organum is no more difficult in theory than

coordinating scat singing or jazz improvisation.

Even the repeated ternary rhythms of the rhythmic modes used in Notre Dame

organum are an orate coordinating technique and do not require notation. However, as

additional voices were added and additional rhythmic modes adopted, it appears that

the repertoire reached critical mass and modal "signatures" that established the basic

modal pattern as clearly and efficiently as clefs established the hexachord position

began to appear. It may be impossible to determine the earliest form of the rhythmic

notation in the Notre Dame repertoire. Although the two composers whose names are

most closely associated with this repertoire--Leonin and Perotin--flourished around the

turn of the thirteenth century, the earliest surviving related treatise, the anonymous

Discantu positio vulgaris, dates from the second quarter of the century. 57 Its author

already couches his discussion in terms of texted repertoires (conductus and motet) as

well as discant and organum, and includes mensural definitions for ligatures, although

these are not as consistently worked out as those in the later treatises. As Rebecca

Baltzer has pointed out, the notation in the earliest surviving music manuscript--

Florence, Pluteus 29.1, which dates from the middle of the century--does not

XXC) or the Winchester Tropers (refs). The Winchester Tropers, in which the
plainsong voice and the organal voice are in different sections of the manuscript, do
not even indicate simultaneity.

5" Translated by Janet Knapp in Journal of Music Theory VI (1962):200-207. She
dates the treatise 1230-1240.
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incorporate the later mensural refinements. 58 It may represent a slightly earlier system

for coping with the rhythmic modes.

The rhythmic modes and modal notation would have made the two most

virtuosic aspects of improvised organum--rhythmic coordination and the resulting

control of vertical sonorities--accessible to any reasonably competent choirboy. This

would leave the virtuoso free to explore new kinds of complexity--mixed modes,

fractio and extensio modi, the addition of text to melismas--the beginning, in other

words, of a literate style dependent on a stable library in written form.

Modal notation was not a new system for recording musical text, but a new

way of using the existing shapes of square notation. The figures already signifying

pitch were pressed into service to denote rhythmic information as well. However, in

contrast to the pitch sequence information, which proceeds from left to right like the

alphabet used in the texts, the primary rhythmic information in modal notation--the

overall rhythmic mode-- is communicated by a single simultaneous image: the pattern

of ligatures. In the words of the St. Emmeram Anonymous, "mode or manner is

recognized by a composite figure and never by a single one. . . ." As with a key or

time signature, once the overall mode is recognized, exceptions to the pattern in the

form of plicas or irregular ligatures may be grasped as they occur.

58 See Baltzer, op.cit., 1-18.

5 "Et hoc est quia modus sive maneries per figuram compositam et nonquam per
simplicem cogniscitur .. ." Yudkin, ed., op. cit., 182-3.
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The use of syllabic and neumatic text-setting in motets modeled after Notre

Dame clausulas required rhythmic notation that proceeded incrementally from left to

right to parallel the syllables of text. Such a mensural notation is already detectable in

embryo in the Discantu positio vulgaris, and appears in evolved form in the treatises

of Johannes de Garlandia, the St. Emmeram Anonymous and Franco of Cologne. The

notation used in ffr.25566 shows the characteristics described by those theorists,

especially the St. Emmeram Anonymous.

Franconian notation, as this mensural style is generally called, differs from

modal notation in that it gives each note a temporal significance (long, breve or

semibreve). However, as with modal notation, the mensural value of each note can be

determined only in the context of the passage. The rules by which those values are

calculated assume the pervasive presence of the rhythmic modes. All three of the later

theorists make an explicit connection between the rhythmic modes and their improved

notation, which represents the modes in situations such as texted music where modal

ligature patterns are not practical. This makes possible a very efficient use of figures,

since each of the three basic shapes may have either of two values depending on the

context. However, it poses severe limitations on the capacity of the notation to record

rhythm. Because Franconian notation uses the shapes of square notation as the basis

for its "alphabet," any music preserved in square notation is theoretically susceptible to

Franconian interpretation; however, such an interpretation invariably imposes ternary

rhythm on the music. See for example the Franconian interpretation of a plainsong
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offertory shown in figure 4-18. The conventions of Franconian notation make it as

impossible to represent duple rhythm as microtones.

The neumatic vocabularies of the various genres (see Appendix VI) divide them

into two groups: Franconian repertoires (rondel, motet and Robin & Marion) and

modified plainsong repertoires (chanson and jeu-parti).60 The Franconian repertoires

are characterized by a clear distinction between longs and breves, pervasive use of

Franconian notational modifications such as rotated noteheads in ascending, and

obliques in descending, figures, and an underlying ternary rhythmic pulse that supports

the rhythmic modes. The modified plainsong repertoires are characterized by a wide

range of lengths in tails of longs, and adherence to the traditional plainsong figures.

The rhythms that result from applying a strict Franconian interpretation to the

notation confirm this division. The rhythms in the Franconian repertoires are regular

and derived from the rhythmic modes. The rhythms in the modified plainsong

repertoires, on the other hand, are as irregular as those in the offertory in example 4-

18. Figure 4-19 gives rhythmic transcriptions of representative examples.

60 The Latin song "Adest dies" also uses the modified plainsong neumatic
vocabulary.
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Figure 4-19. Representative examples of texts and neumes from+ffr.25566 with

Franconian transcriptions.

R2, top voice:
_

Li dous re - gars de me da - me / me fait es - pe - re mer -chi

Ml, voice 2, verses 1 and 2:

A - dan se sont lo - e da - mours / mais ie men doi plus que nus blas - mer

Cl, verses 1 and 2:

J.

Da - mou - rous cuer voel can - ter / pour a - voir a - i - e

3

J JtJJ J J j j J.J
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Ji, verses 1 and 2:

S p'"p * mpA
A p

A - dan silues - toit en - si / que ioi - e fust o - troi - i - e

The neume vocabularies reveal other aspects of rhythm distinguishing the two

groups. Ligatures either ending with a long or taking up more than a single perfection

appear more often in the modified plainsong repertoires, while ligatures beginning with

semi-breves (with opposite propriety), and ligatures ending in breves appear more often

in the Franconian repertoires. Rhythmically uneven ligatures beginning with a breve

(with propriety) and ending with a long (with perfection) account for sixty-three per cent

of the ligatures in the chansons. The only ligature with this configuration in the motets,

the clivis, appears only once, in one voice of one motet. Neumes which can be described

as "equimetric"--that is, all of whose notes have the same temporal significance--account

for only five per cent of the ligatures in the chansons, but sixty-three per cent of the

ligatures in the motets.

Interpretation of the c.o.p. ligatures and isolated semi-breves in the rondel and

motet reveals another characteristic distinguishing the Franconian genres: a rhythmic

hierarchy. The perfection is omnipresent: throughfractio modi and extensio modi,

through rests and changes of mode, the perfection pulses as regularly as a heartbeat.
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Rhythm in the Franconian repertoires has three levels of ternary rhythmic equivalence:

the maxima (which appears in rondel 9 and in the tenors of motets 4 and 5) is equal to

three perfect longs, the perfect long is equal to three regular breves, and the regular breve

is equal to three minor semibreves. It is the lack of this underlying rhythmic regularity,

even more than neumatic vocabulary, which distinguishes the modified plainsong

repertoires from the Franconian repertoires.

Other aspects of melody are also clarified by neume vocabulary. As the chart in

Appendix VI shows, ligatures in the jeux-partis occur in the pattern which might seem the

most "natural": frequency of occurrence is inversely proportional to degree of

complexity. In other words, binaria outnumber ternaria by about three to one, and

ternaria going in a single direction (ascending or descending) outnumber those which

outline turning figures by about eight to one. In both binaria and ternaria, however,

there is a decided preference for descending figures. The chansons exaggerate this

preference for descending figures: descending plicas, binaria and ternaria each

outnumber their ascending counterparts by at least three to one (six to one in the case of

the descending ternaria), and descending ternaria outnumber ascending binaria by more

than two to one.

Intervals show the same pattern. In the chansons, ascending intervals greater than

a major second are more common than descending, and descending thirds are more likely

than ascending to be preceded by plicas. These patterns mean that chanson melodies tend
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toward ascents which move rapidly through the poetic material, and relatively leisurely

descents. 61 The jeux-partis exhibit no corresponding melodic profile.

The descending ternarium so prevalent in the chansons is even more in evidence

in the motet and rondel (thirty-six per cent and thirty-one per cent of the ligatures,

respectively, in contrast to twenty-nine per cent in the chansons), but the Franconian

repertoires do not exhibit the same emphasis on descending binaria and plicas or

ascending intervals. In both polyphonic genres, descending plicas are only slightly

preferred over ascending, and ascending binaria show a decided advantage over

descending. Most of the descending ternaria in the rondel and motets occur on the

rhythmic surface of the music in the rapid breve/semi-breve layer. In the slower

long/breve layer, the ascending binarium is the most common ligature. It may be that the

descending ternarium, which in the chansons is formulaic and reflects in miniature the

overall tendency of the melodic line toward descending motion, becomes in the rondel

and motet a surface motivic phenomenon--an artifact surviving from the style of the

chansons, but no longer an element in a self-consistent formulaic vocabulary.

The notational, rhythmic and melodic distinctions between the two repertoire

categories suggest a corresponding distinction between the traditions from which they

61 Donna Mayer-Martin found the same preference for ascending over descending

intervals in the works of Gace Bruk and Thibaut de Champagne. Donna Mayer-Martin,
Melodic Materials in Trouvere Music: A Comparative Analysis of the Chansons of
Chatelain de Coucy, Gace Brulc, Thibaut de Champagne, and Gillebert. (Ph.D.,
University of Cincinnati, 1981; UMI # 81-23,770), 148.
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derive. Although the texts are all in Old French, the music of the four lyric genres can

be traced to two contemporaneous but distinct poetic and musical traditions: a Latin

tradition emanating from classical Latin poetry, and an Old French tradition derived from

the chansons de geste. Since the Franconian system arose as a prescriptive notation for

polyphonic music from the Latin tradition with its hierarchy of ternary rhythms and

modal patterns, it should not be surprising that it fits less precisely when used

descriptively to transcribe music from another tradition with different rhythmic

characteristics. The following chapter will further explore the nature of these two

musical traditions, their inter-relationships, and their respective connections to medieval

musical oracy and literacy.

62 The derivation of the music in the dramatic works is somewhat more complicated
and will be discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER V

LITERACY AND ORACY IN THE MUSIC OF

ADAM DE LA HALLE

The music of Adam de la Halle arose not from a timeless realm of absolute art, but

from the education and experience of a unique individual living at a particular time within

a specific cultural milieu. The foregoing discussion has been intended to illuminate two

aspects of that personal and cultural context: Adam's exposure to and expertise in the

language and musical traditions of his time, and the position of the primary manuscript

preserving his work within those traditions. We come at last to the central question: what

effect did this intricate web of oracy and literacy have on his music?

Although some generalizations can be made about Adam's musical oeuvre as a

whole, each genre represented in the manuscript presents unique problems derived not

only from the compositional and notational process, but also from the performance

context. For purposes of discussion, the five genres can be divided into three groups: the

179
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courtly repertoires (chanson and jeu-parti), the polyphonic repertoires (motet and rondel)

and the music in the dramatic works. 1

Performance Context

Scholars speculate that Li gieus de Robin et de marion was written and first

performed while Adam was in Sicily in the service of Robert of Artois.2 The play would

have been especially well-adapted for an audience such as homesick troops, with the parts

taken by members of Robert's entourage or by volunteers from the ranks, 3 given its

combination of the conventional poetic genre of the pastourelle with the stock figures of

Robin and Marion, 4 opportunities for broad sexual humor, and powerful evocation of the

homely business of the French countryside. Just as with Li ieus de lefueillie, no one

escapes the playwright's wicked humor. Only the shepherdess Marion, who manages to

outwit the lecherous knight despite the bungling ineptitude and cowardice of her

erstwhile protectors, emerges with her character relatively intact. The music in Li gieus

I"Adest dies," which fits in no convenient category, has been omitted. In the
dramatic works, only Li gieus de Robin et de marion contains a substantial body of
music.

2 This is the consensus among Adam scholars. Jean Dufournet once again dissents,
arguing that Li gieus de Robin et de marion predates Li ieus de lefueillie. Adam de la
Halle: a la recherche de lui-mtme ou le Jeu dramatique de la Feulllie (Paris: Socit
d'edition d'enseignement superieur, 1974), 63.

3 It is especially intriguing to envision the comic byplay if the parts of Marion and
Peronnelle were taken by popular camp followers with a comic flair.

4 The figures of Robin and Marion come from dances for religious feast-days. See
Christopher Page, The Owl and the Nightingale: Musical Life and Ideas in France 1100-
1300 (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1989), 118.
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de Robin et de marion serves only as an entertaining accessory to the theatrical

performance. The unpretentious, tuneful melodies with their regular triple rhythms

realized in the rhythmic modes seem designed to accommodate simple danced interludes

or encourage audience participation in the refrain forms.

The miniatures that introduce the chanson and jeu-parti sections inffr. 25566

epitomize much of what we know about the performance context of the two genres. In

the miniature introducing the chansons, Adam, seated next to another figure, reads the

chanson "Damourous cuer" from a scroll to a seated audience of men and women who

respond with gestures and expressions of awe.5 The other miniature, introducing the

jeux-partis, shows only two figures engaged in a heated debate. 6 Although the

performance of chansons from a written manuscript is unusual, as is the lack of an

audience for the jeux-partis (the latter would have had at least the judges required by the

double envoi) the message is clear. The ambience of the chansons revolves around an

artist performing a prepared work to a passive audience, while the attention in the jeux-

partis focuses on the dynamics of live debate. The poetic and musical aesthetics of the

two genres are correspondingly distinct. The chansons are more carefully crafted--more

artful and virtuosic--highlighting the talents of both creator and performer. Virtuosity in

the jeux-partis emphasizes fluency of expression over elegance of form. There is no

5 Fol. 10. See Color Plate I (Frontispiece). It may be significant that the scroll
includes only the text of the poem without any musical notation.

6 Fol 23v. See Color Plate II.
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evidence that the chansons were ever an improvisatory genre; the jeux-partis, however,

seem to retain at least an illusion of improvisatory spontaneity, even though by

Adam's time it is likely that they were no longer improvised in performance.

The place of the motet and polyphonic rondel in the performance culture of the

time is less well understood. Both Jacob de Liege and Johannes de Grocheo mention

performance of motets in their treatises. Liege describes motets sung and discussed

among the learned,' and Grocheo cautions that the motet

ought not to be propagated among the vulgar, since they do not understand
its subtlety nor do they delight in its hearing, but it should be performed
for the learned and those who seek after the subtleties of the arts. And it
is normally performed in their feasts for their beautification. 8

This apparent hothouse atmosphere of cultivation among the learned for the learned

seems to be confirmed by the nature of the motet, whose layered polylingual texts and

intertwined voices could make them all but incomprehensible to ears acclimated only

to plainsong and secular monophony. Finn Mathiassen concludes that early motets

were performed by ensembles of solo voices, most likely for the entertainment of the

performers themselves. 9 Christopher Page offers a somewhat different scenario,

' Jacques de Liege [Jacobi Leodiensis], Speculum musicae, ed. Roger Bragard, 7
vols. American Institute of Musicology, 1955-1973, VII:95.

8 Johannes de Groeheo, Concerning Music (De Musica), trans. Albert Seay
(Colorado Springs: Colorado College Music Press, 1967), 25.

9 Finn Mathiassen, The Style of the Early Motet (c. 1200-1250) (Copenhagen: Dan
Fog Musikforlag, 1966), 32-42. Modern performances by groups such as Anonymous 4
demonstrate that, when performed by experts, these motets can be quite lovely. Not
even these superb performers, however, can make the conflicting texts audible.
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agreeing that motets were performed "when gens letrees [sic]--that is to say learned

clerics--were gathered together," but also suggests that the performers were members

of the ecclesiastical community supplementing meager incomes. 10

A performance context for Adam's polyphonic rondel is even more difficult to

determine. The rondel appear to be essentially polyphonic conducti in the same

compositional style as those in the Notre Dame manuscripts, using Old French rondeau

texts and tunes rather than Latin poems and their settings as the basis for the

polyphony. Scholars of the polyphonic conductus and the Notre Dame repertoire agree

that Latin conduct waned in popularity with the rise of the motet. Few examples of

this French alternative have survived, making its popularity questionable. The sixteen

by Adam in ffr.25566 are the largest surviving collection of texts with music. There

are only two additional extant musical texts in this style: the three-part rondeau "A

vous douce debonnaire" by Jehannot de L'Escurel included in the music of the Roman

de Fauvel," and "Volez oyer le castoy," an anonymous three-part French song

preserved on the flyleaf of a manuscript in Cambridge.12 However, the manuscript

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale ffr.12786 offers a tantalizing hint of lost riches. Folios

76r-82v of this manuscript contain texts for thirty-six such compositions, laid out as if

10 Page, op. cit., 119. Page is referring to thirteenth-century descriptions.
" F-Pn ffr.146, fol. 57r-62v.
12 Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, MS 8, flyleaf. Facsimile, transcription and

commentary appear in Nigel Wilkins, "Music and Poetry at Court: England and France
in the Late Middle Ages," English Court Culture in the Later Middle Ages, eds. V.J.
Scattergood and J.W. Sherborne (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1983), plate 16.
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awaiting the inscription of a three-part musical setting. Texts for the Adam rondel

"Bonne amourete," "Amours et ma dame aussi," "Diex comant porroie," and "Dame or

suis trais" are among those included." Unfortunately, the manuscript was left

incomplete; neither ornamented initials nor music have been added. While their

association with the learned art of the polyphonists may suggest that these polyphonic

French conduct, like the motets, were performed for the entertainment of the learned,

their relative simplicity and comprehensibility, as well as their vernacular texts, make

them equally appropriate for a less elevated audience. With these performance

constraints in mind, it is possible to discern both orate and literate characteristics in

each of the musical genres.

Melodic Formation: Pitch

Although orate traditions in language and in music should not be considered

identical phenomena, their common ground of oral transmission suggests certain

similarities. The constraints within which oral poets and oral composers operate are

dictated by two imperatives: accessibility and coherence.' 4 Both the oral poet and the

oral composer require immediately accessible structural procedures with which to

13 "Bonne amourete" fol. 77v; "Amours et ma dame aussi," fol. 78r; "Diex comant
porroie" (fol. 78v); "Dame or sui trais" fol. 80v. See Appendix III for position in
ffr. 25566.

14 The material must be accessible and coherent from the points of view of both
the artist and the auditor. The two points of view may have somewhat different effects
on the oral artifact. This discussion will focus on the point of view of the poet-
composer, with specific reference to Adam de la Halle.

i
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navigate the moment-to-moment context of oral performance. In order to be

accessible, the materials and procedures needed by the artist must be part of a

mnemonic system robust enough to overcome both the stress and distractions of

performance and the blurring effects of time. The scales and conventions of musical

oracies make the notes of the musical space accessible in much the same way as poetic

meter and oral formulas make poetic language accessible. Oral poets and oral

composers also require reference points that define and map out a coherent conceptual

space for the work. Coherence requires movement toward a goal or goals, and a clear

idea of how the content, order and complexity of intervening events contribute to or

distract from those goals.

Oral formulaic epic traditions such as those described by Parry, Lord and their

disciples exemplify such a system. Poetic meter and oral formulas carry the poet

through the moment-to-moment decisions of live improvisation, while the conceptual

space of the narrative establishes goals and defines a finite vocabulary of themes,

characters, events and formulas. The narrative space is further delineated by a

complex web of character relationships which not only offer guidance for the main

thrust of the narrative, but also allow for diversions which enrich and enlarge the story

without losing the narrative thread. Mid-level poetic structures such as strophic

patterns provide an additional set of constraints which, once fully assimilated, act as a

safety net rather than a straight jacket.

-- 7--
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Elements of an analogous system applied to music can be seen in Adam de la

Halle's melodies inffr. 25566. The mnemonic system provides two points of access

to the notes of the musical space. The first is the scale. Because this music is

recorded using the Guidonian staff, we must assume that the pitches available to the

trouveres were close enough to that system to be recognizable, although performance

practice may have dictated some adjustments in pitch. The accidentals found in this

manuscript suggest that the scale used supported both major/minor and modal

tendencies. Of the 20 chanson and jeu-parti melodies with F finals, only 3 (C28, C29

and C3 1) do not include b . Only one F# appears outside the context of a G final (in

C10), while all but one of the melodies with G finals include F#.

Approximately 2/3 of the chanson and jeu-parti melodies (33 of 49; see Chart 1

for list) contain accidentals. Only one (C 18; "Qui a droit veut amours servir") has b 6

on every staff." The b 6 in several of the melodies appears to apply to areas of the

melody rather than to individual notes, as in the last four lines of Cl ("Damoureus

cuer voel canter," ffr. 25566 f. 10, shown in figure 5-1).

" This acts as a supplementary clef in the sense that it defines a half step as do the
F and C clefs in common use
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Figure 5-1. Flat modifying a section of the melody in Cl,
last four lines, beginning with the word "dont" in the first line of the excerpt.

The most common isolated bj,_ occurs as an upper neighbor to a when b is the melodic

high point, as in the line from J6 ("Adan a moi respondes", ffr. 25566 f. 26) shown in

figure 5-2.

toesAee OA- uartemsms

I'rJ#I lflT IA7

Figure 5-2. Flat lowering
upper neighbor in J6.

In a few cases, b 6 appears to have been added to avoid a melodic tritone, as in the line

from C3 shown in figure 5-3. On the other hand, in two cases an accidental is added

that creates a melodic tritone, as in the line from C20 ("Sans espoir davoir secours de

nului") shown in figure 5-4.

I -
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Figure 5-3. Flat used to Figure 5-4. Natural sign
avoid melodic tritone in C3. creating tritone in C20.

The second point of access to the musical space is provided by a system of

chains of thirds (C-E-G-b, D-F-a-c, F-a-c-e,16 etc.) superimposed on the scale. 17 The

spine of each melody is organized around such chains. The three adjoining melodies

that comprise the overture to Li gieus de Robin et de marion (musical example 5-1)

16 The pitch nomenclature used follows that established in the Guidonian treatises
and used throughout the Middle Ages. The first of three octaves beginning at the
bottom of the bass staff is indicated by capital letters (A-G), the second octave by
lower-case letters (a-c), and the third octave by double lower-case letters (aa-gg).

" The third-chain system has been used as an alternative to modal analysis of the
secular monophonic repertoires since Curt Sachs introduced the concept in "The Road
to Major," Musical Quarterly XXIX (1943), 381-404. Hendrik van der Werf expanded
on the idea with specific reference to the music of the trouveres in The chansons of the
troubadours and trouvres: A study of the melodies and their relation to the poems
(Utrecht: A. Oosthoek's Uitgeversmaatschappij, 1972). Other scholars applying this
model to this repertoire include Donna Mayer-Martin in her dissertation on Melodic
Materials in Trouvre Music: A Comparative Analysis of the Chansons of Chatelain de
Coucy, Gace Brul, Thibaut de Champagne, and Gillebert (Ph.D., University of
Cincinnati, 1981) and Ian R. Parker in an article on "Troubadour and Trouvere Song:
Problems in Modal Analysis," Revue beIge de musicologie 31 (1977), 20-37. David
Halperin's exploration of "Distributional Structure in Troubadour Music," Orbis
musicae 7 (1979-8), 15-26, remarks on the prevalence of consecutive thirds in
troubadour melodies. It is possible, as will be discussed below, to interpret some
aspects of overall melodic design as arising from the church modes. This should come
as no surprise if we assume that Adam received his early musical training in a church-
dominated environment. However, the model of the third-chain is more useful in
charting melodic details.
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illustrate this process at its most rudimentary. In this musical example, the lower

third (F-a) is stated in measures 1-2. The phrase ending on E outside the chain in

measure I delays closure. Measure 3 adds an upper third (a-c), which is connected

back to the lower in measures 4-5. The knight enters in measure 18 on the c of the

upper third, in which his melody remains until it descends once again to E in measure

23 as a segue to Marion's response. The third to her opening G in measure 24 hints at

a contrasting third chain. This mild ambiguity is sustained until measures 26-27, when

the melody settles back into the lower third of the primary chain for the cadence. This

kind of melody is entirely appropriate for the popular performance situation of Li gieus

de Robin et de marion, which required simplicity and accessibility.

Regardless of the actual circumstances of the creation of Adam's chansons and

jeux-partis, both genres exhibit characteristics of at least a residual orate practice. This

is especially true of the jeux-partis, whose accessible melodies are most often through-

composed, scalar and syllabic. Plicated notes and ligatures appear less frequently in

the jeux-partis than in the chansons. While the melodies of the jeux-partis foster an

illusion of spontaneity and informality, they must also ensure that the singer does not

sacrifice credibility by losing his way in the musical material. This is accomplished

by an adroit mix of scalar passages of ambiguous third-chain significance with
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Musical Example 5-1. Li gieus de Robin et de marion (RM) 1-3.

Marions
1

Ro- bins mai - me ro - bins ma Ro- bins ma de - man - de - e
5

si ma - ra. Ro- bins ma - ca - ta co - te- le des- car - la - te
9

bon- neet be - le sous- ka - ni-e eet chain- tu - re - le a leur vi - a.
13 

e

Ro-bins mai - me ro - bins ma ro - bins ma de- man - de - e si ma - ra.

Li chevaliers
18

.Id Ipe

Je me re- pai - roi- e du tour - noi- e-ment si trou-vai ma - ro- te seu- le - te_au cors gent.

Marions
24

A I

H - - Il b in s tu m I s pa - rs aI -t

He ro - bin se tu mai-mes par a- mours mai - ne nent.
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passages incorporating thirds either as intervals" or third-defining motives.

The melody of J6 ("Adan a moi respondes"; musical example 5-2)19 illustrates

this artful ambiguity. The conjunct motion in lines 1-3 is given some shape by agogic

accents in the form of longs on F, a and c, and the third-defining motive c-b-a in line

2. Ambiguity is sustained by longs on G, including the finals of lines 2 and 3. The

thirds in line 4 (the end of the frons) coupled with the a final commit the melody at

last to the chain D-F-a-c, which is completed by the third from a to c that links lines

4 and 5. Lines 5 and 7, like lines 1-3, are ambiguously scalar. The longs on F, a and

c in line 6 emphasize that chain. The longs on E and B and the plicated third from E

to G in line 7 evoke a contrasting chain, which continues through line 8. Line 10

delays a conclusive statement of the primary chain until the last three syllables.

The improvisatory character of the jeux-partis derives in great part from attention

to these local melodic procedures over higher levels of organization. Exact repetition

is rare even in the musical frons. Although line cadences in the jeux-partis often fall

outside the primary third chain, more sustained movement to a contrasting chain is

relatively restricted and short-lived. As a result of all these melodic characteristics, the

jeu-parti melodies are at once more accessible and less coherent to the singer than

'S This includes intervals embellished with a plica.
19 Facsimile in figure 5-2.
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those of the chansons. 20 The less ingenuous chanson melodies operate under a

different aesthetic which prizes painstaking care in the preparation of the melody and

virtuosity in the performer. As a result, the melodies of the chansons both

compromise accessibility to demonstrate the singer's prowess and emphasize coherence

in the melody as evidence of the composer's expertise. The use of a contrasting chain

a scale step away from the primary chain, suggested in measures 23-26 of RM1-3 and

made explicit in lines 8 and 9 of J6, becomes in the chanson a significant

compositional device. In the line from C34 shown in musical example 5-3, the

contrasting chain is represented only by the third-defining motive b-a-G. In the two

consecutive lines from Cl shown in musical example 5-4, on the other hand, a scale

and triad emphasizing the contrasting chain C-E-G-b 6 dominate the melody.

The shift from one chain to another is most commonly introduced by the upper

or lower neighbor of the central triad, followed by a change in melodic direction

highlighting thirds or third-defining motives in the other chain. The first two lines of

C2, shown in musical example 5-5, provide several examples of this procedure. The

chain G-b( 6 / q )-d-f dominates line 1 until the cadential c, which links with the a-F third

in line 2 to create a triad in what will become the primary chain F-a-c. Triads in the

two chains alternate until the F final that ends the fronts.

20 It is important to understand that these comparisons are a matter of degree, not
of absolute distinction. There are a few relatively informal chansons, and one or two
rigidly formal jeux-partis.
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Musical Example 5-2. J6 ("Adan a moi respondes")

1. A - dan a moi res - pon - des

2. con lais hom a cest af - fai - re

~O

3. car ne sai point de gra- mai - re

4. et vous es - tes bien let - res

5. le quel ar - ies vous plus chier

6. ou vo da- me a gai - in- gnier

A

ur% AO

7.ou-tre vo gre par droi - te tra - i - son

8. ou li ser- vir loi-au-ment en par-don

9. tres-tou - te vo vi - e

KI-

10. et si sen tien-gnea pa - i - e

. .. - -

i
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Musical Example 5-3. C34 line 1.

[-Arj

1. Qui na pu - che - leou da - mea - me - (e)

Musical Example 5-4. Cl lines 7-8.

7 i l * l e o

7. moi voel - leon non a a - mi

8. tant lai en - chie - ri e

Musical Example 5-5. C2 lines 1-2.

2. que de chan - ter me doi - ve

~k~f00

i.Li jo - uis maus que ie senc ne doit mi - e

Apr

plus to - nir
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Accidental usage in these melodies seems linked to third-chain progressions, as

shown in Chart 5-1. Melodies whose finals lie in the chain D-F-a-c are more likely to

contain b 6, while melodies with a G final (the only final in this repertoire from the

chain E-G-b-d) are more likely to contain F#. The melodic context for the anomalous

accidentals (F# in an F-a-c-e context or bb in a E-G-b-d context) confirms this

association. In C7, C9 and C17, which have G finals, b6 occurs in passages

emphasizing the contrasting F-a-c chain (see musical example 5-6), while in ClO the

anomalous F# accompanies the appearance of the contrasting E-G-b chain (see musical

example 5-7).

The last four lines of C34 ("Qui na puchele ou dame amee"), shown in musical

example 5-8, offer a tantalizing hint of a conflict between third chains and the modal

scale. The first four lines (not shown) establish F-a-c as the primary chain. The b 6

that begins lines 5, 6 and 7 reinforces that chain, with the contrasting chain E-G-bj

clearly indicated in line 6. Line 8, however, is introduced by a bj, which fixes the

descent to the final in a modal rather than a major scale. The b L in line 6 of C20

(shown earlier) may be interpreted as part of a shift from F-a(-c), indicated by the b 6,

to (g-)b-d, indicated by the b 4. The difficult and unusual tritone leap created by the

accidental may have been included as a demonstration of the singer's virtuosity.
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Chart 5-1. Accidental occurrence in Adam's chansons and jeux-partis by final.

Final Number Incipit
Accidentals

A C19
J14

C C04
C05
C06
C10
C12
C24
C26
C27
C32
J04
J11

D Col
C03
C13
J02
J07
J12
J15

F C02
C11
C14
C15
C18
C20
C21
C22
C23
C28
C29
C30
C31
C34

Merveille est quel talent iai
Adan li quels doit miex trouver merchi

Ii ne muet pas de sens chelui que plaint
Helas il nest mais nus qui aint
Helas il nest mais nus qui naint
Li dous maus mi renouvelle
Merchi amours de le douche doulour
Mout plus se paine amours de moi esprendre
Or voi ie bien quil souvent
Puis que ie sui de lamourouse loi
De cuer pensieu et desirrant
Sire Jehan ainc ne fustes partis
Adan amis mout saves bien vo roi

Damourous cuer voel canter
Je nai autre retenanche
On demande mout souvent quest amours
Adan vauries vous manoir
Adan qui aroit amee
Compains jehan un don vous voel partir
Assignes chi griviler iugement

Li iolis maus que ie senc ne doit mie
Pour coi se plaint damours nus
Au repairier en la douche contree
Amours mont si douchement
Qui a droit veut amours servir
Sans espoir davoir secours
Je ne chant pas reveleus de merchi
Tant me plaist vivre en amoureus dangier
Dame vos hom vous estrine
Glorieuse vierge marie
Se li maus camours envoie
Dous est lis maus qui met le gent envoie
Amours ne me veut oir
Qui na puchele ou dame ame

B b

None

BIb
None
None

F
None
Bb
None
None
None
None
None

B b

Bb

None
Bb
None
None

BB

B b

B b

Bb

B b , BI

Bb

B b

Bb

B b

Bb

None
None
B b , B!

None

B b, B!

11"m I -M 11 oil

Accidentals
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JO 1
J05
J06
J08
J09
J10
J13
J16

G C07
C08
C09
C16
C17
C25
J03

Adan sil estoit ensi
Adan se vous amies bien loialment
Adan a moi respondes
Adan vous deves savoir
Adan mout fu aristotes sachans
Adan amis ie vous dis une fois
Adan si soit que me feme ames tant
Avoir cuidai engane le marchie

On me deffent que mon cuer pas ne croie
Je sench en moi lamour renouveler
Li maus damer me plaist miex a sentir
De chanter ai volonte curieuse
Ma douche dame et amours
Pour chou se ie nai este
Adan damour vous demant

Bb
Bb, Bj
Bb
Bb

B6
None

B.
Bb

B6, BIFA
F4
B6, F4

F1

B6, Ft

FA , CA

Bb

Third chains operate not only as a map for linear melodic construction, but also

as a system of reference for overall musical organization. In this respect, they both

complement and contrast the more abstract influence of the church modes. Like the

modes, third chains may act as focal points to define direction and goals. In many of

the chansons and jeux-partis, one pitch of the primary chain, much like a modal final,

acts as a focus of structural organization. This pitch most often serves as the final for

the piece, and line initials and finals tend to fall within the chain of thirds generated

by that pitch.
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Musical Example 5-6. C17, line 6.

Jr Iwo

6. as maus con me fait sen - tir

Musical Example 5-7. C10, lines 5 and 6.

5. con - ques mais nus pour si be - le

6. ne plus sa - ge ne meil - l.eur

Musical Example 5-8. C34, last four lines

5. dont on a - tent meil - leur sau - de - e

6. sil en - tent bien cest ar - gu - ment

7. car par pain - tu - re est ra - vi - se - e

- se con voit et sent8. tou- to cho
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Scales and third chains are both distinctly orate procedures, supporting the singer in

real-time performance and independent of musical notation. The significance of modal

theory, the other source for melodic coherence in Adam's music, is less clear-cut. Modal

theory has literate roots that go back to the writings of pre-Christian Greek theorists. In

various guises, it figures in the works of Latin theorists from Boethius forward, although

the system of church modes as we now understand it was not really described until the

tenth century. However, this long literate history represents language literacy, not

musical literacy. While various theorists adopted notational conventions such as letter or

Daseian notation to allow presentation of musical examples in their treatises, large-scale

preservation of musical repertoire in a practical musical notation does not appear before

the ninth century.

The church modes also have compelling orate credentials, deriving originally from

Byzantine chant oracy. The system of eight modes was originally used in the Latin

tradition as a mnemonic for categorizing plainchant and creating links between items in

the liturgy--procedures which support oral transmission. The work of Leo Treitler,

Helmut Hucke and others drawing parallels between oral poetic traditions and plainsong
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composition also make a strong case for plainsong oracy.20 The situation may be best

described as literacy in one medium (language) supporting oracy in another (music). The

standardizing influence of literacy, even by proxy, may be seen in the shift in the

plainsong repertoire from early melodies that resist modal classification to later melodies

composed according to modal rules.

Third-chains differ from conventional modality in several particulars:

1. The third above and below the "final" have more significance than the fifth
above and fourth below, respectively. The fifth above usually results from
consecutive thirds, and the fourth below has no particular structural
significance.

2.. Two pitches an octave apart will belong to contrasting chains rather than acting
as a transposition of the same pitch.

20 Scholarly opinion on the "orality" of the Gregorian chant repertoire is at least as
divided--and fully as acrimonious--as scholarly opinion on rhythm in the trouvere
chanson. Particularly important names include Leo Treitler and Helmut Hucke, who
argue for a long period of oral transmission and recomposition. Treitler summarizes his
and Hucke's point of view in his review of Peter Jeffery's Re-envisioning Past Musical
Cultures (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), Journal of the American
Musicological Society XLVII:1 (Spring, 1994), 137-171. David Hughes supports the
"traditional view for the transmission of Gregorian chant" in "Evidence for the
Traditional View of the Transmission of Gregorian Chant," Journal of the American
Musicological Society XL:3 (Fall 1987), 377-404. A response by Hendrik van der Werf
appeared in JAMS XLIX:2 (Summer, 1989), 432-434, followed by a rebuttal by Hughes
on pages 435-437.) Peter Jeffery synthesized various points of view in Re-Envisioning
Past Musical Cultures. Although Leo Treitler's review was extremely negative, Jeffery's
enormous bibliography (pp. 125-192) is an excellent compilation of research on the
subject.
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3. In the course of a melody, emphasis may shift from one pitch in the chain to
another.2 '

Determining whether the dominant structural principle of a melody derives from the

church modes or from third-chains can be difficult. When the final and the modal

reciting tone lie in the same third chain, either or both of the organizing principles may be

at work; the two are not mutually exclusive. Of the modes found in Adam's musical

compositions, only Hypomixolydian melodies with a G final, a plagal range and a

reciting tone (C) that falls outside the third-chain generated by the final, demonstrate

dominance of the modal influence. Adam's C7 ("On me deffent que mon cuer pas ne

croie") and C16 ("De chanter ai volente curieuse") are modal in this sense. On the other

hand, the melodies of C8 ("Je sench en moi lamour renouveler") and C9 ("Li maus damer

me plaist miex a sentir"), which also have a G final and a plagal range, emphasize d over

c.

All of Adam's chanson and jeu-parti melodies exhibit some compromise between

third-chains as a template for melodic formation and mode as a source for overall melodic

organization. The melodies resemble those composed by the rules of the church modes in

their range and in the relation of that range to the final. As in modal melodies, the final

tends to be either the lower boundary or the midpoint of the range, which

21 This shift from one "final" to another a third away can be compared to the

anomalous tonus peregrinus, which has two tenors a step apart. In the tonus peregrinus
in the Liber usualis (117), the initial phrase cadences on F, and the final phrase on D.
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characteristically spans an octave with extensions to the super- or sub-finalis. Third-

chains, however, seem to better explain the intricacies of linear melodic unfolding.

The melodies of C30 (musical example 5-9) and C24 (musical example 5-10)

exemplify extremes of this spectrum. In C30 ("Dous est li maus qui met le gent envoie"),

the fan octave above the F final is given an important structural role. The c reciting tone

appears at structural points (initial and final of line 2/4,,final of line 9) and as the goal of

interval leaps (lines 1/3, 2/4 and 6). The scale in line 1 emphasizesf, c and F. Even in

this modal environment, however, third-chains exert a powerful influence. Althoughfis

the melodic boundary in line 1, agogic accent emphasizes the e below. This accent

combined with the third-defining motive c-b-a on the fourth syllable of line 1 locates the

melody in the chain F-a-c-e from the outset.

The opposite compromise may be observed in C24 ("Mout plus se paine amours de

moi esprendre"). The c final and the range of F-f should indicate a transposed

Hypomixolodian. However, the upperf appears only once, in line 6, at the end of a scale

originating with the antepenultimate a of the previous line. As in line 1 of C30 the

melodic accent onf is compromised by the adjacent long on e, giving thef more the

character of an upper neighbor. The fifth below the final appears only as consecutive

thirds.
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Musical Example 5-9. "Dous est li maus qui met le gent envoie" (C30)

1. Dous est li maus qui met le gent en - voi - e

3. bien doit on croi - reen che lui qui len - voi - e

2. de tous biens di - re et fai - re et a - le - ver

4. et lui de cuer ser - vir et hou - ne - rer

5. chest bon - nea - mours qui me fait tant trou - ver

6. che que fai - re ne sa - voi - e

7. quant le douch mal ne sen - toi - e

8. qui me fait o - re pen - ser

9. a la sa ye - reu - se io - e

A .~ -

10. con ne puet trop a - cha - ter

de - si - rer? ne
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Musical Example 5-10. "Mout plus ne paine amours de moi esprendre" (C24)

1. Mout plus se pai - nea - mours de moi es - pren - dre

3. mais ie ne doi mi - ea chou gar - de pren - dre

2. que - le ne fait de mes maus al - le - gier

4. ains doi chan - ter aus - si con me - ust chier

a - mis qui vit a sous - hai -

6.mais qui sert en a - yen - tu - re

7. car a - mours de se na - tu - re

8. a - trait de - si - rier

pen - ser et veil - Her

5. nest pas dier

9. es - pair
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Movement from one focal point in the third chain to another can be seen in Cl

("Damoureus cuer voel canter"; musical example 5-11).23 F is established as the

central pitch in the first six lines, a fact confirmed both by the F final at the end of the

frons and the melodic emphasis on the modal reciting tones of c (above) and C

(below) the final. The situation changes with the shift to the contrasting chain C-E-G-

b b in line 7. The C-E-G triad that links line 7 to line 8 confirms the contrasting chain.

This opens the lower range for the a-D leap and the D line final that anchor the

melody in this lower third.

Besides the sometimes tenuous parameters provided by the modal system,

coherence in the chanson melodies24 is also reinforced by repetition, which may

include repetition of entire lines as in the repeated frons, re-use of opening or cadential

gestures. or recurring third-defining motives which recur in varying melodic contexts

at the same pitch level, as in C3 ("Je nai autre retenanche"; musical example 5-12). In

many of the chansons such as C3 with the traditional ababx poetic strophe (that is, a

four-line frons rhyming abab and a variable cauda) and its parallel ababx musical

form, third-defining motives and other ligatures serve an unexpected structural

purpose. Such ligatures are introduced in the frons at a particular pitch level (therefore

heard twice in the frons), and then appear later in the cauda, at the same pitch level,

23 See figure 4-20 for facsimile.
24 While use of repetition to give coherence to the musical space occurs in the

jeux-partis, it is less common than in the more formal chansons.
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but at different points in the poetic verse and within a different melodic context, as in

the F-E-D and b 6 -a-G motives in lines 1-6, 8, and 9 of C3. This creates a formulaic

web which anchors the melody in the pitch-space. The same pattern of repeating

formulae occurs only rarely in the jeux-partis, and always in those with the traditional

abab frons. Use of a fixed pitch group as a melodic formula can be fruitfully

compared to the formulae of oral poetry as defined by Parry and Lord, which have a

fixed metrical content. Parry's oral formulae define meter; these melodic formulae

define, not meter, but the pitch-space. In chansons C1 and C3 (musical examples 5-11

and 5-12), such motives are transposed by a third to intensify the shift of emphasis

from one focal point to another.

The individual voices of the rondel and motets, considered as melodies, appear

to be constructed using much the same basic techniques for accessibility and

coherence. As in the chanson and jeu-parti, the melodies in the polyphonic genres are

tied together by networks of repeated motives, as in the motetus of Ml ("Adieu

commant amouretes/ Adam se sont be damours/Super te"; musical example 5-13).

The ninefold repetition of the third-defining motive e-d-c is especially striking.

-
-
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Musical Example 5-11. "Damourous cuer voel canter" (Cl)

0le

1. Da- mou - rous cuer

3. nos au - tre - meant

voel can

re - cla

ter

mer

2. pour a - voir a - i - e

4. ce - Ii qui mou - bli - e

5. dontne me por - roi - e os - ter

6. co-ment con mait as - sail

7. mol voel - leon non a a - mi

8. tant lai en - chie - ri - e

9. et tant mi sont

a - be - 1i

1i pen - ser

.

Ii

9
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Musical Example 5-12. "Je nai autre retenanche" (C3)

1A

1.Je nai au - tre re - te - nan - che
3. et du - ne dou - che es - pe - ran - che

2. en a - mour que de mon chant
4. qui me vient a - des de - vant

5. en re - cor - dant

LAft

6. le biau te qui ma sous pris

7. et le res - guart a - trai - ant

w 40ML

un douc vi - ai - re as - sis

et ri - ant

10. dont chas - cunis en es - gar - dant

Fi . . "

"1
11. doit es - tre

8. en

9. cler

'mli

elm

: , ,.

prism
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A different kind of repetition of melodic material occurs in M3 ("Entre adan/Chies

bienseans/Aptatur"; musical example 5-14). It is not a neume (that is, a stable melodic

unit always setting a single syllable) which is repeated, but a sequence of pitches (f-e-d-

c), which is divided in various ways to set groups of syllables. Unlike the melodic

formula, which refers to a traditional formulaic vocabulary outside the individual

chanson, this pitch sequence has a referent within the motet itself: it is the initial

descending fourth of the tenor, filled in. In other words, the chanson formulae refer to the

underlying Gestalt of an oral tradition; this motet refers to itself. This self-referential use

of motivic material points to a compositional process exploiting the ability to abstract

isolated elements of the musical texture and develop them apart from their context--

processes encouraged and refined by literacy.

Melodic pitch organization in Adam's rondel and motets is complicated by an

additional set of constraints: the patterns of vertical consonance and dissonance

demanded by the polyphony of his time. While literate influences are clearly present in

this type of composition, the relationship between polyphony and musical literacy is less

obvious than may at first appear. Although control of vertical sonorities is greatly

facilitated by the ability to record them for pre-performance analysis and performance

coordination, both harmony and polyphony are possible in musical oracies. Like the

scale and third chains, vertical aspects of pitch organization may also contribute to

musical accessibility and coherence.
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Musical Example 5-13. "Adieu commant amouretes/Adam se sont be damours/Super
te" (Ml)

3 3 3

A - dieu con - mant a - mou-re - tes car ie men vois do - lans pour les dou -
3 3 3 3 3 3 3

A - dam se sont lo - e da- mours mais mend plus que nus blas - mer con - ques a nul iour ni poi loi-au-te trout -

Su perte

3 3 3

che-tes ford 3 dou douc pa - is dar - tois qui est si mus et des - trois
3 3 3 3 3

ver ie cui- dai au pre - miers a - voir a - mi - e par loi - au-ment ou - vrer mais si pe-us-selon-gue-ment ba -

pour che que li bour - gois ont es te si four-me-ne quil ni queurt drois ne lois
eimee3 3 3

er car quant ie miex a - mai plus me con vient en du - rer non - quesche - le que ia - moi- e ne mi vautmou-
maus

11
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gros tour-nois ont a - nu - les con - tes et rois ius- ti - ches et pre-las tant de

3

strer san - lant ou ie me de-us-se con - for- ter ne mer- chi es - pe - rer tout a- des me- toit pai -

3

fois que main- te be - le com- pain - gne dont ar- ras me - hain- gne lais - sent a -
33 3

ne_e moi es - kie - ver trop mi don - na a pen-ser ains que ie le pe- us se_ou - vii - er or voi ie bien

mis et mai- sons et har - nois et fui - ent cha deus cha trois sous - pi -
33

sans dounterqueloi-aus honest per - dus qui veut a - mer ne nus che mest vis nesen doit mer - ler

11 I i 1x -

rant en ter - rees - tran - ge
3

fors chil qui be - ea ser - vir de guil - ler
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Musical Example 5-14. "Entre adan/Chies bienseans/Aptatur" (M3)

0, N I ~IN 4 4 04Af

En - trea - dan et ha - ni - kiel han - cart et gau - te-

2 3

Chies bien se - ans on - des et fre - mi - ans

Ap - ta - tur

lot a grant es - ba - noi qui ot leur re - vel quant il ho -
3 3

plain frons re - lui - sans et pa - rans res - gart a - trai -

3

ans vairs hu - me - li - ans ca - til - lans et fri -

- . .
- -- - IHEIJKJI gil tildill]JSEALUjt. 1 ugeRitJIIlleL -t]]I. t-Ull a , LMM.IE11.j us .!U-cl.a.tx t |IJagt_ 1 us
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To the modern musician, the relationship between harmony and musical coherence

is self-evident. In music of the common practice period, conventions of harmonic

progression are among the primary means of establishing musical goals and charting

progress toward those goals. However, our very awareness of the use of harmony as a

large-scale structuring device may blind us to its more rudimentary orate aspects. The

most obvious examples of accessible vertical intervals are the octave, which appears

whenever men and boys or men and women sing the same melody, and the fifth, which

inexperienced singers with discriminating but untrained ears may mistake for an octave if

it falls more conveniently in their voices. What makes these two intervals so universally

accessible is most likely their low position in the harmonic series, which makes them

audible as part of the fundamental pitch.

Like the scale and third-chains that define a manageable pathway through the

infinite gradations of the musical space, harmonic conventions may be part of a learned

orate tradition such as the thirds and sixths of English descant. Such an orate system may

also explain the improvisation of early organum, in which the accessible consonances of

octave and fifth mark structural points in the melody. The round and other simple forms

of canon are examples of counterpoint possible within a musical oracy, made both

accessible and coherent by the fixed melody. An experienced group of singers with a

highly developed sense of ensemble should be able to create fairly sophisticated

counterpoint within such an oracy without recourse to musical notation. However, the

.
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more independent the melodic lines, the more comprehensive the rules governing

consonance and dissonance, and the higher the priority placed on consistency from one

performance to another, the higher the likelihood that someone will find a way to write

something down.

Both the motet and the rondel, to varying degrees, reflect significant development

in all three areas. In the motet, melodic independence takes precedence over vertical

sonorities. Perfect consonances mark structural points and support the meter created by

the modal rhythm, freely interspersed with dissonances. The homophonic rondel,

constructed on the model of the three-part syllabic (sine caudis) conductus, are each

vertical elaborations of a single melody. Perfect consonances also dominate the vertical

sonorities and mark structural points in the melody in the rondel; however, the parallel

melodies allow slightly more adventurous use of dissonance. In RI ("Je muir ie muir

damourete"; musical example 5-15), octaves, fifths and thirds account for almost all the

vertical intervals except for occasional semi-breve passing tones. R3 ("Hareu li maus

darner mochist"; musical example 5-16), uses more sixths and places octave/fifth

combinations on the long of the modal pattern rather than on the first beat. R7 ("Dame or

sui trails ; musical example 5-17), has an especially interesting use of dissonance on the

word trails " ("betrayed"), where the upper two voices sustain a whole tone dissonance

against each other and a ninth against the lower voice.
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Even relatively inaccessible vertical intervals such as the whole tone and ninth in

R7 are made accessible through melody. The melodies of Adam's motels and rondel

exhibit much the same compromise between third-chains and modal structure as the

chanson and jeu-parti melodies, with two significant qualifications created by the

demands of the polyphonic medium. In Adam's polyphonic compositions, the

requirement that the voices be in vertical accord on the first note of perfections distorts

the action of third-chains. The upper voice of RI ("Je muir ie muir damourete"; musical

example 5-15) illustrates this. The three-voice texture of R1 resembles the cantilena style

of the next century: two lower voices of similar range whose melodies intersect and

overlap, supporting a third voice which occupies a noticeably higher range.2 4 The two

lower voices are also firmly located throughout in the chain F-a-c-e which the bottom

voice states in the first measure. The upper voice, which is obligated by the texture to

provide upper octaves outside the third-chain, shows most evidence of accommodation to

vertical consonance. The g-e thirds in measures 1 and 3 place it in the same extended

chain (F-a-c-e-g) as the lower voices, but phrase endings on d (measure 4) andf

(measure 8), as well as thef-d third that occurs twice (measures 2 and 6), create

ambiguity.

24 There are also rondel which resemble motet and conductus style.



Musical Example 5-15. "Je muir ie muir damourete" (R1)

Lf IfJ N 4
FIT do

I r EI

par de - fau -te da - mi - e - te de mer - chi.

Musical Example 5-16. "Hareu li maus darner mochist" (R3)

A ~ ~I w Lr rq r
Iw A

Ha - reu li maus da - mer

Musical Example 5-17. "Dame or sui trais" (R7)

mo- chist

i IL

O~~- L ~ I mI
I J i I I WI ' \ 3 l

A I ~ ~ ~ -I I
s "I 

-W IMII Il .I II1 'I :w j II
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Da - me or sui tra - is par lo coi - son devos iex qui sont pri ve la - ron
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Conflict between the vertical demands of polyphony and the horizontal demands

of modality and third-chains is even more evident in the longer motet melodies. The

melodies in M4 ("Jos bien mamie a parler/Je nos a mamie aler/Seculum", musical

example 5-18) provide a representative example. The "Seculum" tenor, taken from the

popular melisma in the Easter gradual "Haec dies," 26 has an F final and numerous

thirds that locate it unambiguously in the F-a-c-e chain. 27 Voice 1, which cadences to

the fifth (c), is located in a third chain (c-e-g-bb) which links with the chain of the

tenor. The fA's which prevent vertical tritones in measures 1 and 5 also point to a c-e-

g third chain. Two-thirds of the perfections in the melody (22 of 33) begin on pitches

in this chain, which is further confirmed by numerous thirds and third-defining

motives. The c final and range of a ninth (b-cc) suggest transposed Mixolydian.

However, both the ft and the semi-tone subfinalis (b 4) undermine this modal

categorization.

Voice 2, which cadences to the octave above the final, has an almost

schizophrenic quality. Of the 33 perfections, 14 begin in the F-a-c-e-g-bb chain

occupied by the other voices, while 19 begin in the contrasting d-f(#)-aa-cc chain.

26 Liber usualis, 778-79. Vol. 1 of the Historical Anthologyof Music, rev. ed., eds.
Archibald T. Davison and Willi Apel (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1977), pp. 27-34 gives examples of organum and motets derived from "Haec dies."

27 As Sachs points out (op. cit.), third-chains are not restricted to the secular
repertoires; similar phenomena can be observed in many plainsong melodies.
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Musical Example 5-18. M4

333 3 3

Jos bien ma-mi - ea par - ler les son ma - ri et bai - sier et a - co - ler den-

Je nos a ma - mi - e_a - ler pour son ma - ri que it ne se puist de mi gar-

Se cu lum
3 3 3 3

cos - te li et lui ort ia - lous cla - mer Wi - hot aus - si et hors de se mai-son en - fre-
3 3 3

de don-ner car ie ne me puis gar - der den - cos - te li de son bel vi - ai- re re - gar-

r "

3 3 3 3 3

mer et tous mej bons de ma - mi - e - te_a- chie - ver et le vi - lain fai- re mu - ser

der car en - tre a-mi - e et a - mi a - vi - eus sont a che - ler li mal da - mer

rrr"I " 1
iS

I 
I
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Third-defining motives from both chains appear, and the only thirds are from

thecontrasting chain. Assigning either of the newly-composed voices of M4 to a mode

is almost impossible. Adam's motets appear to represent a transitional stage between

an intuitive and linear oral mode of composition and a simultaneous, visual mode

facilitated by written records.

Melodic Formation: Rhythm

The orate concepts of accessibility and coherence also apply, although in

somewhat different forms, to musical rhythm. There are at least two methods by

which rhythm may be made both accessible and coherent: repetition and association.

Reiteration of regular repeating rhythmic patterns or association with local aspects of

performance context such as language or dance make rhythm accessible, while

repetition of larger patterns (or smaller patterns at wider intervals) or association with

more comprehensive aspects of performance context contribute to the overall

coherence of the work. Early literate aspects of rhythm found in the music of the

thirteenth century include separation of rhythm from performance context, use of

repeating rhythmic patterns too long to be conveniently stored in memory, and

complex variations on repeating rhythms.

Modern understanding of performance rhythm in music from the time of Adam

de la Halle is severely restricted by the limitations of the musical notation in which it

is preserved. However, the range of repertoires represented in the hand of a single
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scribe in the Adam section of fft.25566 provides unusual insight into this much-

disputed aspect of thirteenth-century music. As described in the previous chapter, the

music under consideration can be divided into two groups based on musical notation

and kinds of rhythm expressed: Franconian (motet, rondel, and dramatic music) and

modified plainsong (chanson, jeu-parti and the Latin song Adest dies). The

Franconian repertoires are characterized notationally by clear distinction between longs

and breves and pervasive use of Franconian notational modifications such as rotated

noteheads in ascending and obliques in descending figures, and rhythmically by an

underlying ternary pulse. The modified plainsong repertoires are united by a range of

subtle variation in tail length in longs, and lack of the ternary pulse so evident in the

Franconian repertoires. The neumes in Adest dies and the jeux-partis are taken

entirely from the traditional plainsong notational vocabulary, with no Franconian

modifications to indicate rhythmic significance. The more elaborate neumatic

vocabulary used for the chansons does not appear mensural, although it incorporates

some Franconian modifications that appear to have rhythmic significance.

In the genres of motet, rondel, and dramatic music, the Franconian bias for

ternary rhythmic groupings finds a congenial setting. However, this superficial

similarity masks what are probably at least two separate origins for that regular ternary

rhythm, both emanating from orate sources. The rhythms of the rondel and the

rondeaux in Li gieus de Robin et de marion are rooted in performance context: the

regular rhythms of the "round" dances of the time. The close correspondence between
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text underlay and rhythmic mode in the rondel and dramatic music suggests a close

link between textual and musical rhythm. In RI (musical example 5-15 above), for

example, although the long and the breve of the Mode 2 pattern are on occasion

broken down musically into breves and semi-breves,28 the modal pattern and the

syllables of text exactly coincide. Contrast this with voice 1 of M1 (musical example

5-13 above), in which the initial Mode 1 pattern degenerates into an amorphous Mode

6 with the application of text to each note in measure 2. This process is even more

evident in voice 2 of the same motet with its texted semibreves.

The modal rhythms of Notre Dame polyphony, from which the motet ultimately

derives, exhibit an interesting mix of orate and literate practice not unlike that of the

church modes described above. The need for predictable rhythmic patterns arose from

orate singers' need for rhythmic accessibility and coherence when performing music in

more than one part. The modes themselves, however, which use agogic rather than

stress accent, do not even reflect the contemporary pronunciation of Latin, and have no

discernable relationship to the rhythms of Old French. Their authority rests on written

evidence of how the Latin language had been spoken in the time of St. Augustine--

another example of language literacy influencing musical oracy. Notre Dame modal

notation, which in essence provides the singer only with general statements about

28 Fractio modi
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rhythmic patterns governing sections of melismas, serves more as a reminder of the orate

procedure than as a detailed map for performance.

Only with the development of the motet and the associated cum littera notation

does the music begin to acquire more literate characteristics. While the underlying modal

framework remains as a point of reference and source for rhythmic coherence, early clues

to literate influence appear in the non-systematic interruptions of orate patterns that

undermine accessibility and coherence. Breakdown of modal patterns under the influence

of syllabic text-setting as seen in Motet 1 (musical example 5-15 above) is one example

of such literate encroachment. Early literate influence may also be detected in repeating

patterns too long to be conveniently stored in memory. The modestly isorhythmic tenor

of M2 ("De madame vient/Diex comment porroie/Omnes"), for example, has a repeating

pattern of . J .Once written down it appears quite simple to perform.

Produced as an oral artifact using only orate techniques, however, this motet might

require a virtuoso's ability to concentrate and maintain focus.

Unlike the Franconian repertoires, the music preserved in the modified plainsong

notational style is dependent on its associated texts for rhythmic shape. This is especially

true of the jeux-partis and Adest dies, in which consistent use of the traditional plainsong

figures argues against any mensural interpretation and supports the free text-governed

rhythm now adopted by most performing groups. This interpretation also fits the

spontaneous improvisatory model of the jeux-partis.
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The relationship between textual and musical rhythm in the chansons is less direct.

Despite the scribe's use of Franconian refinements in their transcription, Franconian

interpretation of the chanson melodies produces neither metrical nor modal patterns. A

modified (i.e. non-mensural) Franconian interpretation does, however, reveal rhythmic

links to the Old French epic. The characteristic metrical ground for the Old French epic

is not an additive pattern of repeating accent groups, but a poetic verse of eight, ten or

twelve syllables divided by a caesura. The most common placement for the caesura is

after the fourth syllable--a model that is at least as generally applicable to traditional

French poetry as the rhythmic modes are to vernacular Latin poetry. In Adam's

chansons, this model for the poetic verse assumes the status of an abstract structural

template separate from the specific local phenomena of the poetic surface. As with the

rhythmic modes, this template is followed more strictly in the music than in the poetry.

The two articulation points in the poetic verse--the caesura after the fourth syllable

and a full stop at the end--are supported by a broad range of musical events. Some are

melodic. In approximately 1/3 of the chansons verses, a change of melodic direction

occurs within or following the fourth syllable. Intervals greater than a major third cluster

around the fourth syllable (see Chart 5-2) and separate one verse from the next.

Ligatures, which create accent by slowing down the articulation of a syllable, occur most

often on the fourth syllable and at the end of the poetic verse (see Chart 5-3). The

notation also indicates rhythmic support for such a model. As indicated in Chart 5-4,
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breves occur most often on the first, third and fifth syllables, and decrease in frequency to

the end of the verse. Longs and ligatures occur least often on the first syllable, peak at

the fourth, diminish on the fifth, and are increasingly frequent up to the end of the verse.28

The comparison of two forms of the descending ternarium shown in Chart 5-5 is

especially revealing. The three-note currentes [%], which has a beginning-heavy

rhythmic content of long or breve--semibreve--semibreve, is used 198 times in the

chansons. It may occur anywhere in the poetic verse, but most commonly in the

rhythmically active area between the fourth syllable and the close of the musical line. It

is least common on syllables whose position calls for both accent and closure. The

square climacus [t], which has an end-heavy rhythmic content of breve--breve--long, is

used 11 times. It occurs only in the second half of the musical line, and most often on

final syllables where it provides an agogic accent contributing to the sense of closure.

The scandicus, an ascending three-note neume which, like the square climacus, ends in a

long [V-], occurs 25 times in the chansons. Of these, 20 appear one, two or three

syllables before the end of a verse, perhaps marking the beginning of a ritard to the line

end, and four appear on the fourth syllable. These patterns, which occur whether or not

the poetry (from which they might be expected to flow) supports them, reveal an

28 Both Hendrik Van der Werf. The chansons of the troubadours and trouvres: A

study of the melodies and their relation to the poems (Utrecht: A. Oosthoek' s
Uitgeversmaatschappij, 1972) and John Stevens, Words and Music in the Middle Ages
Song: Narrative, Dance and Drama, 1050-1350 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1986) mention the emphasis on the fourth syllable in the courtly lyrics.
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emerging abstract rhythmic template that is based on the inherent rhythmic character of

the vernacular poetic verse in much the same way as the rhythmic modes of Latin poetry

were abstracted for the music used to set texts from that tradition.

50
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120
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1 3 5 7 9 11

*Ligatures + longs +-breves

Chart 5-4. Comparison of ligatures + longs with breves

by syllable.
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40%

o 20%

0%
--> 4 on 4 4 --> 1. acc. 1. fem.

Currentes - Square climacus

Chart 5-5. Comparison of currentes and square climacus by position

in poetic line.
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These parallels between the rhythmic profile of the poetic verse and the musical

line do not exhaust the relationship between music and text in the modified plainsong

repertoires. In the motet, ternary rhythms define a hierarchy of metrical relationships:

semibreve:breve, breve:long, long:maxima. While the plainsong repertoires exhibit no

parallel metrical hierarchy, a system of rhythmic levels of a much more subtle and

flexible kind may be detected. The most common Franconian ligature shapes in the

chansons and jeux-partis end with an agogic stress. Both the melodic line and the strophe

are in two sections--the first four syllables or verses and the remainder. The four

syllables before the caesura move briskly through the poetic material in single notes and

breves, while the syllables following the caesura are drawn out with ligatures and longs.

In the strophe, the tension of contrast eases after the second musical line with the

repetition of thefrons, then accelerates through the continuing contrasts of the cauda.

Thus the musical patterns are intimately connected with the poetic patterns--not

necessarily the specific patterns of the individual verse, but rather the poetic verse and the

poetic strophe as abstractions separate from any individual realization. Even on the level

of the end-heavy ligature, the rhythmic patterns echo what we know of the rhythm of

thirteenth-century French, where word-accent was already disappearing into the end-

stressed phrases of middle- and modern French. In short, there seems to be a striking

parallel between the rhythmic shape of the chansons as notated in this manuscript and the

rhythms of the French language as we understand that it was being spoken.
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Formal Organization

The connection between musical rhythm and performance context in the chanson,

jeu-parti and rondel is reflected in higher levels of formal organization. The dance

rhythms in the polyphonic rondel are matched by refrain forms that invite audience

participation in the repeated sections. Fourteen of the sixteen rondel are perfect

miniature rondeaux, each with a two-part refrain (AB) and a single strophe using the

same music (aab), producing the musico-poetic form of ABaAabAB. R4 ("Fines

amouretes ai") is an intriguing blend of two formes fixes. The middle voice has the

musical structure of a rondeau (abaa'aabab), while the text takes the form of three

strophes of four seven-syllable lines introduced, followed and separated by a refrain of

two seven-syllable lines. The music in the other voices follows the structure of the

text rather than the rondeau form in the middle voice, creating the overall form of a

virelai: AbbaAbbaAbbaA. R16 ("Dieus soit en cheste maison"), which Gennrich

calls a ballade,3 0 is probably more correctly termed a nol or French carol, as Jacques

Chailley suggests.31 Here the refrain does not repeat the music of the two strophes

which it introduces and follows.

The chansons and jeux-partis derive from the courtly lyric tradition described in

Chapter III, whose formal principles govern both text and music. As described in the

30 Friedrich Gennrich, Rondeaux, Virelais und Balladen, 2 vols. (Dresden:
Gedruckt fir die Gesellschaft fur romanische Literatur, 1920), 11:85.

31 Adam de la Halle, Rondeaux, ed. Jacques Chailley (Paris: Rouart, Lerolle &

Cie., 1942), 31.
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previous section, the poetic verse is the metrical unit. The structural importance of the

verse of poetry is reflected in its musical setting. Besides the rhythmic and melodic

emphasis described in the previous section, the initial and final pitch of each line of

music generally fall within the third-chain of the song final, linking individual lines of

music to the third-chain or modal pattern in much the same way as rhyme links the verse

to the strophic pattern. Exceptions tend to confirm rather than deny the link between

poetic and musical form. In the jeux-partis, for example, and to a lesser extent in the

chansons, poetic enjambment may be reflected by a line final outside the third chain to

postpone closure, as in lines 6-8 of J2 (musical example 5-19):

6. e la - mis - sies bien tous tans

7. mais ja - mais plus que vous deus ni ver - ries

8. ne ja - mais hors de la vi - le nis - te- ries

Musical Example 5-19. Lines 6-8 of J2 ("Adan vaurries vous manoir").

In the chansons with ababfrons, the music of thefrons takes the equally traditional and

parallel form of abab.3' In the chansons with-frons rhyming abba, the music is most

31 That is, afrons of four lines with lines 3 and 4 repeating the musical material of 1

and 2, followed by a cauda of varying length and rhyme scheme which may or may not

share musical material with the frons.
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likely to be through-composed (abcd), with no predictable pattern of repetition in the

musical frons. See for example C23 ("Dame vos hom vous estrine"; musical example

5-20.).

Once again, exceptions prove the rule. For example, C19 ("Merveille est quel

talent iai de chanter") and C20 ("Sans espoir davoir secours de nului") appear at first

glance to have a frons with a metric scheme of 10 10 7 7 and a musical form of aabc,

combined with equally anomalous rhyme schemes (aaab in C19 and aabb in C20).

Closer examination, however, reveals that the traditional abab frons is nested artfully

in the two initial 10-syllable verses. For C20, the frons is not

1. Sans es - poir da - voir se - cours de nu -lui
2. et ou pi- eur point da - mours con- ques fui

3. ai fai - te can - chon

4. si nen ai au - treo - coi - son

1r mil n

. Sans es - poir da - voir se - cours
3. et ou pi - eur point da - mours

but

*2. de nu
4. con - ques

lui
fui
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Musical Example 5-20. "Dame vos horn vous estrine" (C23)

1.Da - me vos hom vous es - tri - ne

2. du-ne nou - ve - le can - chon

3. or ver - rai a vos - tre don

4. se cour - toi - si - ei est fi - ne

5. ie vous aim sans tra - i - son

6.a tort men por - tes cuer - i - ne

7. car con plus a - ves fui - son

8. de biau - te sans tra - i - son

chisuers si en - ra ne9. plus fors
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C15 ("Amours mont si douchement"; musical example 5-21), which has only one

rhyming sound throughout its three strophes and a metric scheme of 7 7 7 7 4 7 7 7 7 6, is

completely outside the tradition and may be a nonce form. However, the unusual musical

and poetic form in C15 are balanced by a musico-poetic structure even tighter and more

intertwined than in the poems following the traditional guidelines. The strophe is divided

into two balanced halves, each consisting of four seven-syllable verses followed by a

shorter verse (four and six syllables respectively) which completes the thought. The

parallelism between the two halves is made explicit in the musical setting. Lines 6-9

duplicate lines 1-4, and line 10 is line 5 with a cadential extension. The single rhyme

may also have influenced the melodic lines. Lines 1-4 and 6-9 each begin with the same

melodic pattern (three ascending notes in a scale followed by a descending ternarium),

and 2 and 7 are identical to 3 and 8 except for the open and closed endings.

The music in the jeux-partis, like their poetry, tends to be less formally structured

than the music of the chansons. They are improvisatory and spontaneous rather than

virtuosic in character, neglecting elegant formal edifices in favor of simple, scalar, easily

navigable melodies. The connection between traditional poetic and traditional musical

form remains strong, however. Only six of the sixteen poems have afrons with the

traditional ballad quatrain. Among these six, however, are the only four which have the

parallel musical form.
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Musical Example 5-21. "Amours mont si douchement" (C 15).

1. A - mours mont si dou - che - ment

2. na - vre que nul mal ne sench

3. si ser - vi - rai bon - ne - ment

I id Al

4. a - mours et men douch a - mi

5. a cui me rent

6. et fac de men cuer pre - sent

K 'UI I I r
7. ne ia - mais pour nul tou - ment

8. que iai - e niert au - tre - ment

9. ains voeil u - ser mon iou - vent

L _rm -- Id -

10.en a - mer loi - al - ment

N.B. This is the only one of Adam's chansons in which the notation is clearly mensural.
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There is a perceptible loosening of the relationship between musical and poetic

structure in the motet. Although the final rhyming syllable of each verse falls

consistently on the beginning of a perfection, which marks a metrical articulation point,

the poetic verse in the motet does not have the same structural significance as in the

courtly repertoires. See for example voice 1 of M (see musical ex. 5-13 above), in

which the end of the first verse links to the beginning of the second without pause.

Whether this results from compositional choices, or from the practice of adding

vernacular text to a pre-existing clausula, the result is the same: the verse of poetry and its

setting have lost their significance as a structural unit. However, this lack of

correspondence is only a symptom of a more profound difference between Adam's

motets and his courtly songs.

Lacking the coherence provided in the courtly repertoires by pre-existing or

formally regular poetic templates, the shape of the motets comes from musical structures:

the quasi-metrical regularity provided by the rhythmic modes, the alternation of

consonance and dissonance produced by the vertical progressions, and the firm anchor of

the isorhythmic plainsong tenor. Indeed, one may suspect that the text has been tailored

to fit the demands of the music. For example, in Ml the repetition of the tenor occurs

precisely at the beginning of verse 9 of voice 1. This important structural point in the

music is prefaced in the text by three repetitions of the primary rhyming sound "-ois" in

close proximity, each falling on the beginning of a perfection. The juxtaposition of the
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longest verse in the first half (verse 7) with a shorter verse (verse 8) which acts as a

cadence is a technique still used by modern literate poets, as in these verses by Ogden

Nash:

It is common knowledge to every schoolboy and even every
Bachelor of Arts,

That all sin is divided into two parts.
One kind of sin is called a sin of commission, and that is very

important,
And it is what you are doing when you are doing something you

ortant,
And the other kind of sin is just the opposite and is called a sin of

omission and is equally bad in the eyes of all right-thinking
people, from Billy Sunday to Buddha,

And it consists of not having done something you shudda.32

The success of this kind of metrical hide-and-seek depends on an audience

accustomed to rhyme as an articulating device. While it could be used successfully as a

comic technique in oral improvisation, preserving such irregular texts is considerably

facilitated by writing. These aspects of the motet may be explained as the result of early

literate experimentation, matching a musical form exploiting musical notation with texts

that take advantage of the capability of writing to preserve non-regular poetic artifacts.

32 "Portrait of the Artist as a Prematurely Old Man," in The Pocket Book of Modern

Verse: English and American Poetry of the Last Hundred Years from Walt Whitman to
the Contemporaries, ed. Oscar Williams (New York: Washington Square Press, 1973),
378-79.
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Conclusion

Examining how oracy and literacy apply to the music of Adam de la Halle produces

neither a new constellation of categories into which to confine his works, nor a new and

improved code book for interpreting the more ambiguous aspects of the musical notation.

Rather, this model offers a different way of understanding the logic by which his music

was constructed by analyzing significant aspects of the traditions within which it arose.

Insights gleaned from such an examination lead to a better understanding of the

relationship between the surviving artifacts and the music which they represent and, in

turn, to more informed study and performance practice.

Because of the unique mixture of traditions within which Adam de la Halle

composed, his music illustrates a broad spectrum of stages in the long process of

assimilating writing into a tradition. The chanson and jeu-parti melodies are distinctly

orate artifacts uneasily snared in a written form. The rondeaux from Li gieus de Robin et

de marion, while equally orate, have suffered less in the translation from aural to visual

form because their regular dance rhythms were more compatible with the available

notation.

Adam's motets display characteristics of an embryonic literate tradition: complex

variations in regular repeating patterns, widespread use of identical musical material (the

plainsong tenors) in a variety of musical contexts, evidence of successive composition in

the three-part motets implying that two of the voices were fixed before the third was
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composed. However, as would be expected at such an early stage in literate evolution,

the music of the motets also reveals the underlying oracy in its third-chain melodic

construction and the use of the chanson melodic ornamentation.

Perhaps the most interesting are the hybrids. "Adest dies" casts a Latin Easter song

in the poetic form of a trouvere chanson, then sets it to a melody with the melismatic

contour and scalar movement of plainsong. The polyphonic rondel, on the other hand,

substitute rhythmically regular dance forms for equally regular monophonic conduct and

use those dances as a basis for polyphony.

Rhythmic realization of the music inffr.25566 must take into account the degree of

closeness between the notation and the various repertoires. The mensural notation in the

motet, rondel and dramatic music may be taken literally. The Franconian figures in the

chansons, on the other hand, appear to indicate only approximate relative length rather

than precise mensural relationships. However, when applied in combination with

sensitivity to the text and awareness of the vernacular musical template that tends to

impose agogic accents on the fourth syllable and at verse ends, the notation can provide

significant insights into rhythmic details of performance.

Perhaps most importantly, these artifacts confirm that, in music as in language,

oracy and literacy do not inhabit separate worlds; rather, they represent different but

compatible perspectives on the same world. For Adam de la Halle, the rich variety of

musical oracies and literacies available to him provided fertile ground for creative
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inspiration. Far from dividing his compositions into neatly distinct categories, the diverse

traditions within which he moved stimulated the development of new styles and genres.
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APPENDIX H

COLLATION CHART

Folio Gathering Catchword Remarks
number

1r [contents page]
rubric: Chi coumencent les
canchons maistre adam de le
hale

ff. 2-9 [26] from a separate manuscript

17v i a tel dame

25v ii le me fist

33v iii ie vous voi

41v iiii marions

49v v sec & fendu

57v vi or metes

65v vii quant tu

73v viii se fui as

81v ix durant

89v x endormis

97v xi

105v xii hors de

113v xiii m

121v xiiii

131v xv si

139v xvi dues
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[partially trimmed]

& reprist

[trimmed?]

[trimmed?]

147v

155v

163v

[171v?]

[18 lv?]

189v

197v

205v

213v

220

222v

230v

23 8v

246v

254v

260v

xvii

xviii

xix

[xx?]

[xxi?]

xxii

xxiij

xxiiij

xxv

xxvi

xxvij

xxviij

xxix

xxx

xxxi?

xxxij

xxxiij

xxxiiij

[added folio]

[number cut off; catchword
barely visible]

a femme

& lamne

a - j - baisier

kile a

ne fu en celier

[?] li sages

le cerf

se deussent

puis kil

li preudhom

segneur

268v

276v

283v

[partially trimmed]
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APPENDIX III: CONTENTS OF THE ADAM SECTION

OF PARIS, BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE F. FR.255661

Folios 10r-23v: Les cancons maistre adan de le hale (33 chansons)
C1 fol. 10r. "Damoureus cuer voel canter" (R833 2 )
C2 fol. 1Or/v. "Li iolis maus que ie senc ne doit mie" (R1186)
C3 fol. lOv. "Je nai autre retenanche" (R248)
C4 fol. 11r. "Il ne muet pas de sens chelui qui plaint" (R152)
C5 fol. 11v. "Helas il nest mais nus qui aint" (R148)
C6 fol. 12r. "Helas ii nest mais nus qui naint" (R149; contrafactum of

C5)
C7 fol. 12r/v. "On me deffent que mon cuer pas ne croie" (R1711)
C8 fol. 12v. "Je sench en moi lamour renouveler" (R888)
C9 fol. 13r. "Li maus darner me plaist miex a sentir" (R1454)CIG fol. 13v. "Li dous maus me renouvelle" (R612)
CI fol. 13r/14r. "Pour coi se plant damours nus" (R2128)
C12 fol. 14r/v. "Merchi amours de le douche dolour" (R1973)
C13 fol. 14v/1Sr. "On demande mout souvent quest amours" (R2024)
C14 fol. 1Sr/v. "Au repairier en la douche contree" (RSOO)
C15 fol. 15v. "Amours mont si douchement" (R658)C16 fol. 16r. "De chanter ai volente curieuse" (Ri018)
C17 fol. 16r/v. "Ma douche dame et amours" (R2025)
C18 fol. 16v. "Qui a droit veut amours servir" (R1458)
C19 fol. 17r. "Merveille est quel talent iai de chanter" (R52)
C20 fol. 17v. "Sans espoir davoir secours de nului" (R2038)
C21 fol. 17v/18r. "le ne chant pas reveleus de merchi" (R1060)
C22 fol. 18r. "Tant me plaist vivre en amours dangier" (R1273)
C23 fol. 18v. "Dame vos horn vous estrine" (R1383)

1 Titles use the spelling from the manuscript. Italics are used for realization of
abbreviations.

2 "R" numbers come from Gustave Raynaud, Bibliographie des chansonniers franyais
des XIIIe siecles (Paris, 1884; facs. ed. Osnabrtck: Biblo Verlag, 1971) and the later editions
revised by Hans Spanke [G. Raynaud's Bibliographie des altfranzdsichen Liedes (Leiden:
E.J. Brill, 1980)].
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C24 fol. 19r. "Mout plus se paine amours de moi esprendre" (R632)
C25 fol. 19v. "Pour chou se ie nai estre chantans et iolis" (R432)
C26 fol. 19v. "Or voi ie bien quil souvient" (R1247)
C27 fol. 20r. "Puis que ie sui de lamouruse loi" (R1661)
C28 fol. 20v. "Glorieuse vierge marie" (R1180)
C29 fol. 21r. "Se li maus camours envoie" (R1715)
C30 fol. 21v. "Dous est li maus qui met le gent envoie" (R1771)
C31 fol. 22r. "Amours ne me veut oir" (R1438)
C32 fol. 22r/v. "De cuer pensieu et desirrant" (R336)
C33 fol. 22v. "De tant com plus aproime"
C34 fol. 23r. "Qui na puchele ou dame amee" (R495)

Folio 23v: Li: Latin song, "Adest dies hec tertia"

Folios 23v-32r: Les partures adan (16 jeux-partis)
J1 fol. 23v/24r. "Adan sil estoit ensi" (R1026; MS313)
J2 fol. 24r. "Adan vaurries vous manoir" (R1798; MS32)
J3 fol. 24v. "Adan damour vous demant" (P331; MS33)
J4 fol. 25r. "Sire Jehan ainc ne fustes partis" (R1584; MS70)
J5fol. 25v. "Adan se vous amies bien loialment" (R703; MS34)
J6 fol. 26r. "Adan a moi respondes" (R950; MS35)
J7 fol. 26v. "Adan qui aroit amee" (R494; MS36)
J8 fol. 27r. "Adan vous deves savoir" (R1817; MS37)
J9 fol. 27v. "Adan mout fu aristotes sachans" (R277; MS38)
J10 fol. 28r. "Adan amis ie vous dis une fois" (R1833; MS39)
J11 fol. 28v. "Adan amis mout saves bien vo roi" (R1675; MS??)
J12 fol. 29v. "Compains jehan .i. don vous voel partir"4 (R1443; MS69)
J13 fol. 30r. "Adan si soit que me feme ames tant" (R359; MS104)
J14 fol. 30v/31r. "Adan li quels doit miex trouver merchi" (R1066;

MS40)
J15 fol. 31r/v. "Assignes chi griviler iugement" (R690; MS 105)
J16 fol. 31v/32r. "Avoir cuidai engagne le marchie" (R1094; MS41)

Folio 32r/v: Li: Latin song, "Adest dies hec tertia" (same as fol. 23v)

3MS numbers from Michelle Stewart's catalog of the jeux-partis repertoire in "The
Melodic Structure of Thirteenth-Century 'Jeux-Partis'," Acta musicologica LI:1 (January-June,
1979), 102-104.

'Probably by Adam de Givenchi (vide supra pp. ???).
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Folios 32v-38v: li rondel adan (16 three-part rondel)
R1 fol. 32v. "Je muir ie muir damourete" (Gennrich 665)
R2 fol. 32v. "Li dous regars de me dame" (Gennrich 67)
R3 fol. 32v. "Hareu li maus darner mochist" (Gennrich 68)
R4 fol. 32v/33r. "Fines amouretes ai" (Gennrich 69)
R5 fol. 33r. "Adieu commant amouretes" (Gennrich 70)
R6 fol. 33r. "Fi mans de vostre amour" (Gennrich 71)
R7 fol. 33v. "Dame or sui trais" (Gennrich 72)
R8 fol. 33v. "Amours et ma dame aussi" (Gennrich 73)
R9 fol. 33v. "Or est baiars" (Gennrich 74)
R10 fol. 33v. "A iointes mains vous proi" (Gennrich 75)
RiI fol. 34r. "He diex quant verrai" (Gennrich 76)
R12 fol. 34r. "Diex comment porroie" (Gennrich 77)
R13 fol. 34r. "Trop desir a veoir" (Gennrich 78)
R14 fol. 34r. "Bonne amourete" (Gennrich 79)
R15 fol. 34r. "Tant con ie vivrai" (Gennrich 80)
R16 fol. 34v. "Dieus soit en cheste maison" (Gennrich 81)

Folios 34v-37r: li motes adan (5 motets)
Ml fol. 34v/35r. "Adieu commant amouretes/Adam se sont be

damours/Super te"

M2 fol. 35v/36r. "De ma dame vient/Diex comment porroie/Omnes"
M3 fol. 36r/v. "Entre adan et hanikiel/Chies bien seans/Aptatur"
M4 fol. 37r. "Jos bien mamie a parler/Je nos a mamie aler/Seculum"
M5 fol. 37r. "Jai ades damours chante/Omnes"

Folios 37v-39r: Li ius du pelerin (2 single lines of music, probably not by
Adam de la Halle6)

Folios 39r-48v: Li gieus de Robin et de marion cadans fist
RM1 fol. 39r. "[R]obins' maime" (Gennrich 82)
RM2 fol. 39r. "Je me repairie"

'Numbers are from Friedrich Gennrich, Rondeau, Virelays und Balladen
6The narrator of Li jeu de pelerin refers to Adam's reputation after his death and sings

these two songs as examples of his composition. The two melodies are "Il nest si bonne
viande que matons" (fol ???) and "Se je ni aloie ie niroie mie" (fol ???).

'The illuminator has included a lovely illustration of Marion, her sheep, and the
knight, but has neglected to include the initial "R" in the name.
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RM3 fol. 39r. "He robin se tu maimes"
RM4 fol. 40r. "Vous perdes vo paine"
RM5 fol. 40r. "Bergeronnete sui mais iai" (Gennrich 83)
RM6 fol. 40r. "Trairi deluriau"
RM7 fol. 40r/v. "He robechon"
RM8 fol. 41r. "Vous lorres bien dire"
RM9 fol. 41r. "Bergeronnete douche baiselete"
RM10 fol. 41v. "Robin par lame ten pere"
RM1I fol. 42v. "Joi robin flagoler"
RM12 fol. 43r. "He resveille toi robin"
RM13 fol. 44r. "Aveuc tele compaignie"
RM14 fol. 46v. "Jai encore .i. tel paste"
RM15 fol. 46v. "Que iou ai un tel capon"
RM16 fol. 48v. "Audigier dist raimberge"
RM17 fol. 48v. "Venes apres moi venes"

Folios 49r-59v: Li ius adan/li ieus de le fueillie (single line of music, "Par chi
va la mignotise," fol. 57r)

Folios 59v-65: Cest du roi de sezile

Folios 65-66v: Cest ii ver damours

Folios 66v-67v: Cest ii congies adan

Folios 67v-68: Cest Ii ver de la mort
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APPENDIX V: TEXTUAL HIERARCHY

KEY

- Full-page illumination

o Column picture, decorated initial, border, bas-de-page

- illuminated initial

* decorated initial

* large pen-flourished initial

+ small pen-flourished initial. Used for textual divisions

throughout

- enlarged initial. Indicates individual verses in some

sections

o f. 10, les cancons adan de la hale

* individual chansons

- f. 23v, ses partures (Adam)

* individual jeux-partis

* f. 34v, ses motes (Adam)

* f. 32v, ses rondiaus (Adam)

- f. 37v, Li ius du pelerin (Adam)

- f. 39, Li ius de robin & de marion (Adam)

* musical texts

- f. 49, Li ius adan (Adam)

- f. 59v, Dou roy de sezile (Adam)

- f. 65, Li ver damour (Adam)

- f. 66v, Ses congies (Adam)

* f. 67v, Li ver de la mort (Anon.?)
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- f. 68, Li ius de "S" Nicholai (Bodel)

o f. 83, Li bestiares maistre richart de furnival

o f. 98, Li response du bestiare (Anon.)

- f. 106v, Coument dix fourma adan (Anon.)

o f. 107, du corps et de lame (Anon.?)

- f. 109, Lequinoke bauduin de conde

o f. 109v, Renart le nouvel (Gelee)

o f. 129, Renart book H (Gelee)

. [f. 141, zoomorphic initial 0??]

" [f. 175, Full-page Illumination, "Wheel of Fortune"]

* f. 178, Full-page Illumination, "The Four Evangelists"

- f. 179, Des quatres evangelistiers (Anon.?)

- f. 182v, Li tournoremens antecrist (Huon de M6ry)

- f. 207v, Li consaUs damours (Furnival)

- f. 217, Li troi mort & li troi vif que bauduins de conde fist

- f. 218, Li eiij * mort & li oiij * vif que maistres nicholes de

margival fist

- f. 220, Full-page Illumination, "The Hunt of the Stag," Inserted

o [f. 221, Li chace dou cerf?]

- f. 223v, Li troi mort & li troi vif

- f. 225, Du roi ki racata le larron

- f. 227, De la honnine

- f. 229v, Des trois signes

- f. 231, Du honteus menestrel
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- f. 232, Du vrai anel

- f. 235, De la lampe

- f. 237v, De le brebis des reubee

- f. 239v, Des eskies

- f. 24 lv, Dou faucon

- f. 244, De cointise

- f. 245v, Dou pre

- f. 247, Dou courtois donneur

- f. 248v, Du sot le conte

- f. 250v, Dou songe du castel

- f. 253, Li congie baude faustoul darras

- f. 258, Li poissance damours (Furnival)

- f. 273, Li honneurs & li virtus des dames que jehans petis darras

fist

* f. 278v, Che que nenelos amions fist damours

- f. 280v, Li congie jehan bodel
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Appendix VIb. Neume frequency charts

Chansons

Number of Per cent of total Per cent of total
neumes of this syllables (2248) ligatures (796)

shape

Single notes 1,238 55

Desc. plica 214 10

Asc. plica 88 4

Asc. binarium 93 4 12

Desc. binarium 284 13 36

Plicated ligature 24 1 3

Desc. ternarium 231 10 29

Asc. ternarium 34 1.5 4

Porrectus 35 1.5 4.5

Torculus 15 1 2

Four-note 9 .5 1
neumes

Five-note neumes 2 0 .25

Leaps in 10 .5 1.25
ligatures

C.o.p. ligatures 5 0 1

| 1- | 'L. -- ,LL 

! 1 1 III II i 1 Imamill MI!#I | 1 || | || 1111 . || | I | |||||| | |
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Jeux-partis

Number of Per cent of total Per cent of total
neumes of this syllables (1109) ligatures (796)

shape

Single notes 867 78

Desc. plica 22 2

Asc. plica 11 1

Desc. binarium 92 44

Asc. binarium 54 26

Desc. ternarium 50 24

Asc. ternarium 4 2

Porrectus 2 1

Torculus 6 3

Four-note 0 0
neumes

Five-note neumes 1 0

Plicated ligatures 1 0

Ligatures with 8 4
leaps

C.o.p. ligatures 0 0
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Rondels

Number of Per cent of total Per cent of total
neumes of this syllables (935) ligatures (314)

shape

Longs and
Breves only:

Single notes 621 66

Asc. plica 26 3

Desc. plica 30 3

Asc. binarium 43 5 14

Desc. binarium 30 .3 10

Asc. ternarium 2 .2 1

Desc. ternarium 24 3 8

Turning ligatures 8 1 3

Plicated ligatures 5 1.5 2

Ligatures with 8 1 2.5
leaps

Four- and five- 8 1 2.5
note neumes

Groups
including
semibreves:

Single 0 3 0
semibreves

Asc. binarium 30 2 10

Desc. binarium 16 .5 5

Asc. ternarium 5 8 2

Desc. ternarium 72 2 23
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Rondels

Turning ligatures 19 0 6

Plicated ligatures 0 0 0

Ligatures 1 .1 .3
including
leaps

Four- and five- 1 .1 .3
note ligatures

Motets

Number of Per cent of total Per cent of total
neumes of this syllables (1098) ligatures (278)

shape

Longs and
Breves only:

Single notes 697 63.5

Asc. plica 38 3.5

Desc. plica 40 3.5

Asc. binarium 20 2 7

Desc. binarium 7 1 2.5

Asc. ternarium 0 0 0

Desc. ternarium 15 1 5.5

Turning ligatures 0 0 0

Plicated ligatures 0 0 0

Ligatures with 0 0 0
leaps

| | " : r- - L 
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Motets

Four- and five- 4 .4 1.5
note neumes

Groups
including
semibreves:

Single 123 11
semibreves

Asc. binarium 25 2 9

Desc. binarium 26 2.5 9.5

Asc. terrarium 3 .3 1

Desc. terrarium 85 8 31

Turning ligatures 14 1.3 5

Plicated ligatures 3 .3 1

Ligatures 0 0 0
including
leaps

Four- and five- 1 .1 .4
note ligatures
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Les cancons ADAN DE LA HALE
Les partures ADAN

Li rendel ADAN
Li motes ADAN

Li ais du pelerin (ADAN)
-- Li geusde Robin et de marion (ADAN) 275

Li tens de la fuellic (ADA!)
Dou roy de sezile (ADAN)
Li ver danours (ADAN?)

Li congtesADAN

Li ver de la mort ("Explicit d'ADAN")

Li hasde Saint Nicholas (JEHAN BODEL)

Li bestiaires maistre RICHART DE FURNIVAL
Li response du bestiaire

Comment diex fourma ADAN

Du corn et de lame

Lequinoke BAUDUIN DE CONDE

Renart le nouvel (Jacquemart Gelee)

[rondeaux by ADAN DE LA HALE]
Li second livres (Gelee)

Des quatre evangelistiers (full-page illumination anb poem)

Li toumoiement antecrist (Huon de Mtry) '
Li consaus dinours (RICHART DE FURNIVAL) -
Li trot mort et Iltrvf((BAUDOIN DE CONDE)

Li trot mortet i trot v(Maistre Nicholas de Margival)

j i cbace bou cerf (full-page illumination an? poem)

Li trotmortetbtvtodfr
Du roi ki racata Ic laron

De la honnine
Des trois signes

Du honteus menestrel
Du vrai anel
De Ac lampe

De I brevis des reubee
Li jus des esquies
Li dis du faucon

Dc cointisc
Dou pre

Du courtois doineur
Du sot Ac conte

Du songe du castel

Li congte BAUDE FASTOUL d'Arras

Li potrnce demours (RICHART DE FURNIVAL)
Li honneurs et li vertus des dames (dit dwnours by Jehans Petis d'Arras)

Un dit dwnours (Nevelos Amions)

Li congle JEHAN BODEL

.ii.

4.-
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MANUSCRIPTS

Arras, Bibliotheque Municipale, ms. 657 (olim 139). Facsimile edition: Alfred
Jeanroy, ed. Le chansonnier d'Arras: reproduction en phototypie. Paris:
Societe des anciens textes frangais, 1925.

Bamberg, Staatsliche Bibliothek, Lit. 115 (olim Ed.IV6). Facsimile edition,
transcription and commentary: Pierre Aubry, ed. Cent Motets au Mile
Si cle: publics d'aprts le Manuscrit Ed.IV.6 de Bamberg, 3 vols. (Paris,
1908), reprint New York: Broude Brothers, 1964.

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, MS 8, flyleaf. Facsimile, transcription and
commentary in Nigel Wilkins, "Music and Poetry at Court: England and
France in the Late Middle Ages," English Court Culture in the Later
Middle Ages, ed. V. J. Scattergood and J. W. Sherborne. New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1983, plate 16.

Montpellier, Faculte de Medecine, H 196. Facsimile edition, transcription and
commentary: Yvonne Rokseth, ed. Polyphonies du MIIe siecle: Le
manuscrit H196 de la Facultk de Medecine de Montpellier, 4 vols. Paris:
Editions de l'Oiseau-lyre, 1935.

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale ffr.146 (Roman de Fauvel). Facsimile edition:
Le roman de Fauvel in the edition of Mesire Chaillou de Pesstain: a
Reproduction in Facsimile of the Complete Manuscript, Paris,
Bibliotheque Nationale f.fr.146. New York: Broude Brothers, 1990.

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale ffr.844. Facsimile edition: Le manuscrit du roi,
ed. J. and L. Beck. Philadelphia, 1938.

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale ffr. 846. Facsimile edition: Le Chansonnier
Cangc, ed. J. Beck. Paris, 1927

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale ffr.847

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale ffr.1109
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Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale ffr.12615

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale ffr.12786

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale ffr.20050. Facsimile edition: P. Meyer and G.
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1900.
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Manchester University Press, 1971.
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Les jeux-partis d'Adam de la Halle, ed. Leon Nicod. Paris: Librairie
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Lyrics and Melodies of Adam de la Halle, eds. Deborah Hubbard Nelson
(texts), and Hendrik van der Werf (melodies). New York and London:
Garland Publishing, Inc., 1985.

Dramatic Works

Le Jeu de la Feuillee, ed. and trans. Jean Dufournet. Paris: Flammarion, 1989.
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Le jeu de lafeuille, trans. Claude Buridant and Jean Trotin. Paris: Honore
Champion, 1972.
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Le Jeu de la Feuillee et le Jeu de Robin et Marion, ed. and trans. Ernest
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Le jeu de Robin et Marion, eds. Jacques Chailley (music) and Gustave Cohen
(text). Paris: Librairie Delagrave, 1935.

Le jeu de Robin et Marion, ed. and trans. Jean Dufournet. Paris: Flammarion,
1989.

Le jeu de Robin et Marion d'Adam de la Halle, eds. Julien Tiersot (music) and
Emile Blemont (text). Paris: Jean Jobert, n.d.
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"Li jus du pelerin," "Li Gieus de Robin et de Marion," "Li jus Adan," ed. Dr.
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